HOW TO DESIRE, HEAR, DO, RECEIVE AND PROCEED
“I am Victorious and More than a Conqueror in ALL Things”

OPEN HEAVEN

RHEMA
APPLICATION MANUAL
Rhema is God’s personal ‘Speaking Words’ to you on
earth, then you receive Heaven Eternal
This manual is to reveal and bridge the gap between God and ‘our heart and mind understanding of God.’ It is to bring
our mind and body in a love affair submission to our heart because ‘God Answers the heart.’ The heart is apart from the
body and the mind. In the heart is the relationship with God, therefore, it is in our heart that we activate ‘the
relationship’ with The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, where we give God all Glory that He Demands. It is
where we say “yes Lord.” and where Holy Spirit Speaks into Life living miracles of solutions for the present, provision,
directions, healing, deliverance, protection, transformation for the future and deliverance from the past.
Being aware of the Miracle Door to Heaven. That is The Miracle Blood and Flesh of God Himself, referred to as ‘The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus’ Who is referred to as ‘The Son of God,’ Who walked on earth 2,000 years ago –
Lord Jesus Christ. No man can stand before a Holy God. Every man alike needs to go through The Holy, God Designed,
God Accepted and God Provided Provision to be able to be before this Holy God: atheists, muslims, christians and any
other religion alike. Only The Holy, Spotless, Divine Miracle Blood of Lord Jesus Christ is Sovereign to accomplish
this.

This manual is where God embraces God’s people in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
Being transformed into The Heart of God that controls the earth and all that is in it.
When you see

†

in the manual, note these are PRACTICAL STEPS for you to use!

How the revelation of RHEMA REALITY began
July 2013 Holy Spirit Spoke to me, “I want you to build a RHEMA School.” Then Holy Spirit gave me Matthew 13 for
reference. Matthew 13: 11 Lord Jesus Said,“Because it has been given to you to know the mysteries of The Kingdom of
Heaven,12 for whoever has, to him more will be given, and he will have abundance; and: 8others fell on good ground and
yielded a crop: some a hundredfold…. 9He who has ears to hear, let him hear.” Faith is by hearing, hearing of the
Words of God. It is nothing about reading with our intellect, only revelations from Holy Spirit enable us to know from
our heart, then our mind will be transformed. Lord Jesus wants us to receive heart knowing of Matthew 13:11-12.
On 4/16/2016 Holy Spirit Said to lift Him up to the highest level that I possibly can in this manual and to do the same in
the song book. There are many instances in the manual where I elected to use capital letters to lift God up to the highest
possible, to revere and exalt Him and also, I removed some earthly capital letters to bring all other to ground level.
Example of a capital letter; The Miracle Blood of Lord Jesus. God’s Blood through Lord Jesus is the Ultimate Price
Lord Jesus Paid to Redeem creation and the least we can do is write a capital B when we speak about Lord Jesus’ Blood.
In John chapter 6 Lord Jesus Speaks to us “drink My (Miracle) Blood and eat My (Miracle) Flesh.” It is the most
important thing in life, that we learn to do this (with our heart). It is crucial, it is our very Life and Life giving practice.
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‘Seek My Heart and Face first and All other will be given to you My Way’
Facts about RHEMA
 God Created the heart in man and woman to love God with, with ALL their heart
But men went to the mind. God (Holy Spirit) through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus is still Speaking from
His Heart to our heart. God transforms our mind so it yields and listens to our heart. He relates to and lives with us in His
Kingdom of Heaven on earth in our hearts and today Holy Spirit CAN and WILL live in your heart when you are eligible
by embracing The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus His Way. Lord Jesus Said, “you are with Me or against Me.”
THIS IS YOUR TIME TO RECEIVE!

 The reality of the heart versus the mind
I have found out while in Togo Africa, that every church meeting moved into and received intimate revival.
Manifestations coming down on God’s people in revelation, healing, provision, deliverance, transformation. Then
HEAVENLY PEACE fell on them because they moved into the Presence of Holy Spirit individually. They were able to
receive The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus Who Paid the Full Price for every individual to receive. There were
two pastor meetings where Holy Spirit did not manifest, I think because leaders analyze and control too much which
hinders involvement of Holy Spirit and because Holy Spirit does not compete.
To me it looks like the more education or theological understanding a person has, the more imagination a person has
also. A person exists at the same level as their imagination and the alternative motives that they have. They believe that
their imagination is right because they are existing in it and they call it their life. They created their situations and that
controls their circumstances.
This manual BY PASSES imagination and goes straight to your heart; for your heart to know and your mind to follow.
Then you can begin living in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth with revolving miracles.

 If you KNOW God, ALL things are possible. If you know about God, what is possible?
If you are wanting to understand with your mind: Your mind cannot know ‘walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on
earth,’ nor can theological understanding or an educational mind, it will not happen. You will only be able to know and
receive the contents of this manual with a heart that desires God’s Kingdom over your mind of religion logic and earthly
logic. Religion logic brings you up to the outside of the door, but what good is it if it cannot get you through the door and
into The Kingdom of Heaven on earth today and then throughout eternity. Understand that mind education brings you up
to the outside of the gates. But you are still on the outside, today and maybe forever, while you want to be on the inside.

Be honest in looking at yourself of where you really are and where you really want to be.
This is not up for debate or will ever be; you either enter in or stay on the outside.
As Lord Jesus Said, “you are with Me or against Me.”
God doesn’t need us – I NEED God living in my life.
A relationship with God is a miracle. Then receive miracles in your relationship!
 The Miracle Door into Heaven on earth
Going in deeper and deeper and higher and higher than where you are at any given time, to where Lord Jesus asks your
heart to be from God’s Perspective. This Heaven reality is a deeper heart issue than what is given to us, but real and we
can and must move into it. The Miracle Door that God presented to us to walk in and stay in this Heaven reality is The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. That is why it is called a miracle, man says impossible, but God Speaks miracles.

Alternative motives
Alternative motives try to manipulate God’s Ways. But when you have alternative motives, you will never see The
Kingdom of Heaven on earth while you are trying to manipulate. Then what about being saved and Heaven eternal?
9/22/2021
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When you have a clean heart, seeking only God’s Face with no life of your own, you receive eligibility. Then you
are receiving God’s Miracle Ways.
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BEING IN THE RESULTS OF HOLY SPIRIT’S VOICE
Having no problems by having Holy Spirit making my decisions

This is The
Kingdom
of Heaven
on earth – then Eternity
THERE IS GOD’S WAY
desiring Lord Jesus over everything else including yourself, the
‘CHRIST ONLY WAYS’ where God starts to work on your behalf

OR
there is men’s ‘so called’ RIGHT WAYS and EARTHLY WAYS where
there is PRIDE that will not die to CHRIST and ONLY CHRIST

THERE ARE NO CHOICES

Lord Jesus Said,
“you are with Me or against Me”
“Against Me” means you are consciously or unconsciously an enemy to God and all of His KINGDOM
and are existing in man-made existence where is no miracle life to line up to your ways.
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INTRODUCTION
How the revelation of this Rhema manual began
Because Holy Spirit Spoke to me and said, “I want you to build a RHEMA school” with Matthew 13 for reference and
to “lift Him up to the highest level that I possibly can in this manual and in the song book”, I based this manual on
Matthew 13:10-13 and knowing all of Matthew 13 through Holy Spirit. All Words Spoken by Lord Jesus are
PARABLES (ref. Isaiah 6:9-10, Matt 13:10-15). It is nothing about reading with our intellect, only revelations from
Holy Spirit enable us to know from our heart. Then our mind will be transformed as Lord Jesus wants us to know.
Ask Holy Spirit for His definition of the word ‘parable’ and the word ‘Faith’?

This is for ‘ANYBODY and EVERYBODY’ through
The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, not just for ministry
Matthew 13:10-13 10 and the disciples came and said to Him, ‘Why do You Speak to them in
parables? 11 He Answered and Said to them, “Because it has been given to you to know the
mysteries of The Kingdom of Heaven, but to them it has not been given. 12 For whoever
has, to him more will be given, and he will have abundance; but whoever does not have,
even what he has will be taken away from him. 13 Therefore I Speak to them in parables,
because seeing they do not see, and hearing they do not hear, nor do they understand.”
This manual was written from HEAVENS POINT OF VIEW to Heaven on earth reality: “It Is Finished,” “you must
die in Christ to Live in Christ,” “you must be born again,” “you are a new creation in Christ,” “you cannot please
God without Faith,” “prayers of a righteous man avails much,” “you are victorious and more than a conqueror IN
ALL THINGS” and Matthew 19:29 “you shall receive hundredfold and inherit Eternal Life.” If all the above is in
your life, then you are walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth. If not, “you have not because you ask not,” you
must ask what pleases Holy Spirit’s Heart when you ask. Miracle eligibility and asking is in knowing ‘with your
heart.’ Repent through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and ask for The Lord’s Will and Ways for you
from your heart, then mind, IN ALL THINGS.

Do you desire what Lord Jesus has for you? Then realize nothing is FREE, it will cost you all of your life that you have lived
and are living your way today – Lord Jesus Said, “I Have Come to set you FREE.” Truly Lord Jesus Gave Everything when
He Shed His Blood and He demands everything from us.

For us: ‘Love The Lord your God with all your heart, soul, body, mind and strength’ (Matthew 22:37). ‘This is your
reasonable service’ (Romans 12:1).
This manual can and will, if you let it, help you to walk in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and to be connected to
Heaven Eternal for YOU.
Writer’s comment: I walk in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, I am WILLING and have been eligible to hear, obey
and receive the results of The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
I will not go back and be in imagination, existence and alternative motives where I have been in the past and how
others are trying to exist through themselves without The real Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
I have continuous miracles in my life that surpass all of my understanding, and my heart and mind are heavenly
bound.
9/22/2021
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The whole premise of this Manual is to introduce
 The Reality of God Speaking to you personally
1. RHEMA is
a. Being eligible through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
Lord Jesus Said, “drink My Blood and eat My Flesh” (John 6).
The Bible says, “the life is in the blood.” That means that God’s Life is in The Miracle Blood that Lord Jesus Shed.
b. Desiring to hear from Holy Spirit and hearing and doing Holy Spirit’s Will and Ways.
c. Receiving a heart’s desire to do whatever Holy Spirit Asks.
d. Receiving miracle direction and provision or step by step direction to accomplish what Holy Spirit Asks of you.
e. Being transformed in your heart, mind and body through The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
f. Receiving miracles to keep your heart, mind, deliverance, provision, protection, desires and transformation on the
way that Holy Spirit is directing you and to be victorious in the situation presented to you.
g. Using The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit Voice, giving God all Glory and saying ‘yes Lord,’
as a measuring tool to keep you on track and to stay in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
h. Know that The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit’s Voice, giving God all Glory and saying ‘yes
† Lord,’ will set you free from the captivity with yourself, the captivity of all man-made and earthly ways and
enables you to walk and stay in The Miracle Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
i. This manual is not redundant, but it is revolving to keep taking you into living in The Kingdom of Heaven on
earth, to stay there, and to be in Heaven Eternal.

2. Hearing Holy Spirit
a. Know that Holy Spirit’s Voice is a phenomenon, a miracle and is real for us to hear and follow.
b. Learn to read the Bible from Heavens Inspired Point of View and you will receive hundredfold and inherit Eternal
Life. The goal of our life is to find out our God given Christ purpose and walk in it continually as Lord Jesus did.
c. Know first with your heart and next with your mind: always know the difference and never get it mixed up.
d. Embrace Holy Spirit's Voice or Implication. You obey by doing obedience with your heart, and then your mind
will line up. Then the results of what was Spoken to you will start materializing in your life.

3. Being Lord Jesus Christ’s disciple

†

a. The only way you can ever be a Christ disciple is through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
b. Receive peace that surpasses all understanding.
c. Be eligible to hear Holy Spirit, embrace Holy Spirit’s Words with a desire to obey and DO IT.

4. Receiving peace that surpasses ALL understanding

†

a. Let your mind go deeper into The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, then you receive a Christ mind and you are at rest.
b. And then you are eligible for the next step, be still……

5. Be still and know I Am God

†

a. Whenever I truly move into God’s solution system, ‘be still and know I Am God,’ and live in it by The Miracle
Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, problems just dissolve and God’s Intimate Desires just materialize before me.
b. Then I know it is only about Lord Jesus, His Ways and me being yielded into His Ways.
9/22/2021
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6. Seek The Kingdom of God first and ALL other will be given unto you

†

a. When I truly seek and move into God’s Intimate Kingdom and am face to Face with God’s Presence, everything
else ceases to have any meaning in life. There is no past and there is no future, I just cease to exist and I am
complete in God and His Intimate Kingdom.
b. When I am in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, I am in heavenly peace, receiving miracles.
c. Then at times I am conscious of earthly wanting or lacking and I see and hear earthly point of views. Then I know I
have gotten out of God’s Intimate Kingdom where I was with God’s Presence, I have moved out of The Kingdom
of Heaven on earth and stepped back into earthly conditions.
d.

I repent and then I start to grieve and this grieving brings me face to Face with God. This shows my honesty
and my true heart before God, and then I am in God’s Intimate Kingdom again.

7. Living in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth
a. This was in the garden of Eden, then again when God was with His people in the desert and after that again in the
promised land.
b. Today through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus we can be in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
c. Being in Intimate Heaven or Heaven on earth in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus goes deeper than self.

8. God is Omnipotent, All Sovereign and “I Am that I Am”
9. No gods before Me ‘
God Commands: ‘no gods or sin before Me.’ Know that ‘gods and sin’ are interchangeable.

10.

Love The Lord your God with all your heart, soul, body, mind and strength

a. God, Holy Spirit and Lord Jesus will only live in and with man that will, ‘love their GOD with all their heart.’
b. God has given the answers and empowerment through Holy Spirit Who can and will live inside me, teach me All
things and has enabled me through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. That is living in Heaven on earth
today.
c. God did not want to live in a building made by man. Same thing today: Holy Spirit will not live in man’s thinking
or man’s good works, only what is inspired and empowered by Holy Spirit.

11. Knowing God’s Love
a.

God doesn’t love His creation that is sinful, ‘no sin before Me’ and ‘no gods before Me.’ But inside Lord
Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh all things are new, everybody that moves in receives.

b.

God made a provision by drawing us into His Miracle Blood so we can receive forgiveness and
transformation.
In Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh, we are a new creation and His Love is automatically
a by-product when we are transformed into Him: ‘I Am in you, you are in Me’ and ‘I am a new creation in Christ.’

12. Taking dominion
†

a. You are victorious and more than a conqueror in all things; Take back all dominion by using items (b), (c) and (d).
b. The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit’s Voice and direction, giving God all Glory and saying
‘yes Lord.’
c. Holy Spirit Speaking in or through us into living reality, His plan materializes.
d. Then I lay my heart into Lord Jesus’ Heart and my mind into Lord Jesus’ Mind. Then I lay down myself, all
situations and all future into His personal Hands and when I become one with Holy Spirit and Lord Jesus Saying,
“It Is Finished.” I start seeing miracles unfold intimately, slowly and continuously.
9/22/2021
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13. God’s solution concept from the beginning
a. Know that the solution concept from the beginning comes from the heart. The Heart of Lord Jesus, The Heart of
Holy Spirit and The Heart of God, Lord Jesus Who Was and Is The Word from the beginning (John 1). The
solution concept is in The Trinity and has no problems, just solutions.
b. You make yourself eligible for this solution concept by demanding God’s Heart for you. You can, because it has
Been Paid for by God’s Miracle Blood and Flesh through Lord Jesus and cannot be taken back.
c. When you demand God’s Heart, you lay yourself, your mind and all your heart into God’s Hands and know, ‘It Is
Finished.’ Then you know from your heart to live in the solutions that has been and will be given to you.
d. The word ‘believe’ and ‘demand’ both are parable words, low level in man, without power. To be in the high level
of believe and demand that comes from God will cost you everything, including all of you and all that you have
† ever had and will ever have. It is at this higher level where you demand God’s Heart with all your heart and
strength and where God empowers you, where you receive God’s Presence and are ‘face to Face with God.’ When
you go deeper and deeper, believing turns into KNOWING which is FAITH that materializes.
e. This is where the solution concept works and where you are empowered by God’s Will and Ways.
f. This is where TRANSFORMATION HAPPENS and problems start disappearing.
g. I keep going in by repenting daily, so I can walk and stay in this solution concept. I want to stay in this solution
concept because everything else on earth is so foreign, so lacking, un-empowered, barbaric and just existence to
me these days.
h. The problems of life come by not knowing this solution concept and not knowing that it starts in our heart. From
our heart, we can be transformed into God’s miracle ways of living, and we can know that The Price has already
Been Paid for us.
i. The solution concept is ‘The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus,’ this Miracle from God that re-aligns,
transforms, empowers and delivers us to be Free and walk in victory.
j. The solution concept is not prayer (real prayer as I see and do it is on page 11). Following solution concept (item j
and k) was given to me when I was directed to go to Togo, Africa in 2016. This concept is to put your hand on
† your forehead and from your heart and mouth say, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus come into my
mind.” You do it five times and go in deeper each time. Notice your mind stopped thinking and you received
‘peace that surpasses all understanding.’ Then go in even deeper by transferring your mind into His Mind, by
saying, “come into Your mind Lord Jesus.” Then you will begin to receive Christ’s Mind into your mind.
k. Next you do the same thing with your heart. Put your hand on your heart and say, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh
Lord Jesus come into my heart.” Say this five times and go in deeper and deeper each time. Then you will know
† and receive ‘be still and know I Am God.’ The Bible says, ‘God Answers the heart,’ and that is His Heart that He
put in your heart. When you do this every morning and every night, your life will instantly start changing from
your earthly perspective to God’s known Perspective but you will know it is GOOD. That is what is called ‘The
Kingdom of Heaven on earth.’ The more you do it, the more-deeper you will receive it.
l. When we were in Togo, Africa, The Lord Spoke to me to show this concept to the people. And they moved in!
After continuing doing it for about five to ten minutes, I would start seeing Heaven Open above individual people
and they would start to shake and fall out of their seats unto the floor throughout the church. Pentecost from my
point of view started happening. This is Heaven on earth for everyone. I noticed that a person must desire and
accept the known of God to receive Heaven opening over them. It makes them able to handle whatever
manifestation comes upon them from The Lord. I noticed that most manifestations came with God’s Peace, with
deliverance from this world, transformation in being set free, and the receiving of God’s unknown but complete
future for each of them individually.
m. Writer’s revelation and experiences: I have had the known manifestations come down on me every day for the last
22 years and this is what I call The Kingdom of Heaven on earth. The result of walking in it, is being victorious
and more than a conqueror always. It’s a love affair that transforms my being into a simple love affair that
continually works. It makes my living higher from day to day.
9/22/2021
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If you are needing more of God in Miracles
 You must decrease for Holy Spirit to increase in your life
1. Know from your heart and mind how Holy Spirit intents for us to read the Bible
a. Read Exodus 20:19: The Israelites did not want God to Speak to them, because they said, “let God Speak to Moses
and Moses speak to us because if God Speaks to us He will kill us.” They saw God’s Power and they had just
received the ten commandments that exposed what they were doing against God and their Israelite community.
b. Writer’s revelation: Moses went to the desert where God met him. God would have met the Israelites right where
they were at, first because God Said, “I Heard their cry,” and second, God Came to them as He had Come to
Moses. All they had to do was embrace God how God wanted them to embrace Him like Moses did. Then maybe
God would have Spoken to them as God Spoke to Moses. Before God Spoke to Moses, God Spoke to Abram, why
not to you, He Speaks to me.
c. Writer’s revelation: When I gave up myself, not wanting to live (exist) where I was at, Holy Spirit Came to me.
2. Read and know from your heart then mind, the purpose Holy Spirit had and has for the Bible in your life.
a.
b.

Know from your heart. It always must go back to give God All Glory.
Receive the verses through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus so you have a clean mind and will
receive miracles.

c.

Holy Spirit must Imply, Speak and or Reveal the verses to you, then the verses will empower and enlighten
you.

d.

The verses will enlarge The Kingdom of Heaven on earth in you and through you.

e.

The bible verses are parables; read Mathew 13:10. Receive revelation by going in deeper into the verse until
you receive revelation from Holy Spirit. That is The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, it is empowered and becomes
real.

f.

When God takes you into the verses from His Point of View, you know spiritually, the verses illuminate and
miracles materialize. It reveals True Faith.

g.

The revelation of a verse is meant for you to be MORE enlightened and it frees and transforms you.

h.

The revelation of a verse is for you to be MORE victorious in walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.

i.

If you are wanting and needing more of Heaven on earth than where you are at, you will need the knowing
that you must receive The Author of the Bible, Holy Spirit, who is greater than the Bible. The Author Inspired the
†
writing of the Bible and Inspires the Revelation of the verse in the heart that transforms the mind. They both have a
place in your life, but Holy Spirit must be acknowledged as The Author and Revelator of the Bible, for the Bible to
manifest correctly as intended.
j.

That is your personal, spiritual and tangible relationship with Holy Spirit, Lord Jesus and God. When you lay
all of yourself into The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, you are eligible to receive The Kingdom of Heaven
on earth. The Bible will confirm all Heaven on earth activities and the relationship that The Trinity has with you
when Holy Spirit reveals these things to you through His Bible.

k.

You cannot receive tangibility of The Kingdom of Heaven on earth with your mind. It is only through
revelation and empowerment by Holy Spirit. Then your mind starts to be transformed as God Desires it.

l.

Writer’s revelation: The Bible needs to be spiritually enlightening. Not just a mind understanding when I
read, but when I receive revelation of The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit will transform me in
the promises and miracles will be manifested and incorporated in MY LIFE NOW and not just after I die.

Writer’s revelation: I know the above because I receive the promises in my life. When I am not satisfied and
I
want
more of Holy Spirit’s Will and Ways in my life, I go deeper and deeper in His Presence, I get out of self and
†
more and more into The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. Then Holy Spirit Speaks and it materializes.
m.
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n. Bible verse, plus revelation, plus miracle peace, or Rhema, plus revelation, plus miracle peace, equals being
victorious and more than a conqueror in ALL things.

Experience effective prayer results in Levels 4, 5 and 6
Know from God’s Point of View how to pray and watch your desperate, holy heart come to pass in
miracles as Lord Jesus Said, “I do nothing of Myself; but as My Father Taught Me.” John 8:28 “Father, I
thank You that You have Heard Me and I Know that You always Hear Me.” John 11:42
1. My experience and knowing of how to pray (dialogue) and see miracles materialize. The word pray is a
parable, see Mathew 13:10; the word is ‘Intercession’ and only Holy Spirit Can and Will Initiate
Intercession.
a. I have dissolved and am dissolving myself into Holy Spirit’s Hands and then into Holy Spirit’s Heart. Then I cast
out all fear of losing control, because I am face to Face with Holy Spirit.
b. Your Will, Will Be Done on earth as it is in Heaven, as in The Lord’s prayer, “Your Kingdom Come, Your Will Be
Done on earth as it is in Heaven.” Notice, it does not include ‘what I want’.
c. I must know that “I have not because I ask not” for ‘God’s Will and God’s Ways’. I must know from my heart
God’s bigger picture of His Will and His Ways, not my wants or thoughts; I lay those in His Heart.
d. I must know, ‘Is there anything I need when I am inside God’s Kingdom?’ The answer is no, nothing. If at a
certain moment I am in need, then I am out of The Kingdom of Heaven because there is no lack in The Lord’s
†
Kingdom on earth. When I realize that I am out of The Kingdom of Heaven, it is because I am not yielding. I just
need to repent, move back in, be more transparent for me and more transparent before Holy Spirt.
†

e. I repent and plead The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus for all things at all times, so I can be back in The
Kingdom of Heaven, then I move in deeper and higher, trying to stay there all the time.

f. Writer’s revelation way of praying: I don’t pray as I was taught and I don’t pray to God as I was taught. I dialogue
with Holy Spirit and see if Holy Spirit lets me see Holy Spirit’s POINT OF VIEW, or I try to see from my heart
†
Holy Spirit’s POINT OF VIEW and do as Holy Spirit desires me to do from again Holy Spirit’s POINT OF VIEW.
Just from my heart and sometimes also with my mouth I say, “YES to Your Miracle Blood. YES to Your Miracle
Flesh, Your Spirit, Your Will, Your Ways and Your Presence, Lord Jesus.” Then I hear “I Can Do that” from The
Lord. I have a peace and a confidence come over me and I hear God Say, “be still and know I Am God.” The
outcome has just come into God’s Hands. My confidence in the unknown future comes as a miracle resting inside
of me and it starts activating God’s transformation. Then miracles materialize.
g. When I have a lack in the physical or in my heart, I ask from my heart and repent. Then I become God’s child and
a co-heir to The Throne.
†

h. Sometimes when I go ahead of The Kingdom of Heaven and ask for something, I am trying to manipulate God to
do something ahead of His schedule. Then I just say from my heart, “Lord Jesus, I am trying to manipulate you,
forgive me and here are my items.” Be honest to The Lord. Notice it was self-idea prayer, then it becomes honest.
i. Then I cry from the depth of my heart, “forgive me, I want Your Will and Your Ways,” and I become one with
God and God’s Heart and God Knowing my heart. Then Holy Spirit Says, “I Can Do that.”
j. When I know God’s Heart, I can address God’s Heart and God cannot refuse me. This is Holy Ground.
k. Then Holy Spirit dialogues with me as, ‘I Can Do that.’
l. Or the relationship with Lord Jesus materializes in Faith and I receive the miracle. Then I know our intimacy is: I
(Holy Spirit) am in you (gene) and you (gene) are in Me (God). Then sometimes I know: I (gene) am in You (Holy
Spirit) and You (Holy Spirit) are in me (gene) on the earth as it is in Heaven, AS ONE TOGETHER.
m. Intimacy takes place and I become victorious, more than a conqueror and over comer in all things; this is The
Kingdom of Heaven on earth from God’s Perspective. Then my perspective dissolves and merges into God’s
Perspective.
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n. When you or another person has a difficulty. – You put it into The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and into
His Hands the best way you know how. Then ask Holy Spirit to speak to you and whatever He says let it go
through your mouth. Do what was spoken or implied for you to do, then it starts, continues and materializes.
Example: Anointed evangelist on a platform. He is aware of what is wrong. He asks and listens to what Holy Spirit
says and he speaks what Holy Spirit spoke to him. Then he does his action according to what was spoken and what
Holy Spirit spoke materializes. That is real prayer.

RHEMA way of moving in Holy Spirit intimate revival meetings and staying in
1. All pastors and leaders go to the last row in the church, so they do not have to perform and can just open
their heart, look up and move into, ‘come back to your first LOVE’ – then Holy Spirit will have His Way.
Just repent and move ahead in Holy Spirit. Leaders sometimes start giving Holy Spirit inspired instructions from the
back row. We have seen this happen. Also, come together in cell groups of five people, read from the manual and let
Holy Spirit lead and reveal and have His Way. Only give revelation that was given from Holy Spirit.
2. Seven points of prayer – From Heavens Point of View to be victorious in all things
† a. Understand: you have not because you ask not. God Desires to address and transform things from the earth
into ‘The Kingdom of Heaven on earth as it is in Heaven,’ His Will and His Ways.
b. I commit to Your Miracle Blood Lord Jesus and I commit to Your Miracle Flesh Lord Jesus. Say this out loud.
c. I drink Your Miracle Blood and eat Your Miracle Flesh, Lord Jesus.
d. I ask ONLY for your Will and Your Ways Lord Jesus.
e. Holy Spirit Speak to me and I will say yes, I commit to it and do it, with you equipping me to do ALL You ask.
f. God Says ‘no sin or gods before Me’ including alternative motives, so I say, “Lord Jesus take them all from my
life.”
g. God Demands ALL Glory at ALL times – Then I say from my heart, “Lord, receive all Glory inside of me,
through me and around me.” Then I start to be eligible to touch God’s Heart with my heart and God’s Face with
my face.
3. I commit to Holy Spirit’s Voice which is RHEMA – This Heaven Point of View for the earth and RHEMA is what
† controls the earth. Seek The Kingdom of God FIRST and ALL other will be given unto you.
4. How to go in deeper – Put your hand on your forehead and say, “Your Miracle Blood Lord Jesus” in my mind and
† go in deeper and deeper. Do it five times and you receive peace that surpasses all understanding.
5. Go in deeper in your heart – Put your hand on your heart and do the same, Your Miracle Blood Lord Jesus in my
heart. Consciously go in deeper into your heart do it five times, then you will receive ‘be still and know I Am God’ in
All things.

†

6. Deeper worshiping – This is where Heaven opens up and God receives worship from His people. Be eligible to
know what Holy Spirit wants to hear and He will bring forth the song that Holy Spirit wants to hear from His
people. Just go in with the above heart and give to Holy Spirit what Holy Spirit wants to hear. This starts at Level 4
and goes deeper and deeper. God Answers the heart, not the instruments or microphone. Just keep going in deeper
and deeper.
7. Deeper and higher for the solution of miracles – When change is needed, I get out of self, repent and go deeper
and higher into my heart where the Door to Heaven meets me. Then I say, “I need your Miracle Blood and Flesh
†
Lord Jesus.” I go deeper until I get to the solution level for the miracle I need. There are seven levels: Level 4 is
where complete miracles start to materialize and transformation starts to take place, but first you must go deeper and
go to the level where your solution is. Then at the next level you become victorious. It is possible to go up to Level 7
I have been up there before, enjoy!
8. Teaching from Heaven’s Views only – When you teach from Heaven, you and they will receive miracles from
Heaven of what you are teaching. That is RHEMA: walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, receiving personal
†
miracles and starting to be transformed into a heavenly being.
9. Four-point offering – From Heaven’s Point of View.
† a. I ask Holy Spirit to Speak to me about my sins and gods and when He Speaks, I give it to Him. Then I ask Lord
Jesus to take away all of my sins and gods and I use my index finger to put my sins and gods in the offering
basket.
b. I ask Holy Spirit to Speak to me to set me free from what I owe and to activate the verse, ‘I Came to set the
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captives Free.’ If Holy Spirit Speaks I will just obey. If Holy Spirit does not, I still put my second finger along
with my index finger in the basket for Lord Jesus to set me free. It is not about money, it is about hearing and
obeying when and if Holy Spirit Speaks. I just set myself up for Holy Spirit to Speak if He wants to.
c. I ask Holy Spirit to Speak to me about giving into the offering for my provision for today, tomorrow and my
future. I just ask what Holy Spirit wants me to put in, if He says something I will do it if I have it. If I don’t have
it, I just put my third finger in for the amount I thought He said. But I don’t give away what God gave me for
me, unless Holy Spirit asks me to.
d. If I have spiritual intercession hunger to give, then I give. Or if I don’t have that amount, I put my fourth finger
in the basket that represents the intercession desire to give, then I ask Holy Spirit to take all of me.

Reality and continuing results from RHEMA
1. Love The Lord your God with all your heart, body, soul, mind and strength. That is like ‘love God as He
Loves Himself.’ This is the first requirement. Then from where ever you teach or speak, that is where you will be.
Living from Heaven or existing from earth. My love for my Lord (with all my strength) will break through and
overcome any difficulty or stronghold in my life because Lord Jesus already Paid the Full Price.
2. In my heart, God has become personal and my heart has been made sensitive and opened up for the way of how
God Sees from His unknown but real Perspective.
3. The Kingdom of Heaven on earth is here today and the ONLY ONE Door to enter Heaven on earth is The Miracle
Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and you no longer exist when you are in it. It is Spiritual and Alive. I must have this
awareness and the need to enter. I know God Answers the heart and my heart is crying out for Spirit and Truth and
Truth will set me FREE.
4. John 19:30 “It Is Finished,” and John 17:4 “I Have Glorified You on the earth. I Have Finished the Work which
You have Given Me to Do.” Look deeper and deeper and deeper in your heart, receive revelations, embrace all of
them, receive all that is Finished, then receive your miracles.
5. I give my past, present and future into Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh because Lord Jesus Said, “IT IS
FINISHED.”
6. The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus made the way for my sins of the past and present to be forgiven by
God so I am eligible to be a child of God, hearing God’s VOICE through Holy Spirit, listening to Holy Spirit and
Holy Spirit directing me, as long as all sins and all gods are given into Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh. Then all
my past, my sins and my gods have been lifted from me, gone as far as the east is from the west.
7. When you ask Holy Spirit from God’s Perspective what He wants to do in your life in transforming you into a
child of God, Holy Spirit Will Reply in Words like, ‘I Can Do that.’ Then you watch your life change and you are
doing nothing except being God’s child as Holy Spirit wants you to be in being miracle transformed; then physical
miracles take place.
8. The more you repent from day to day, giving up thoughts from the past that come up, stopping todays unclean
thoughts and you do not go into imagination, the more you just watch your life get sweeter, better and freer.
9. When you hear Holy Spirit’s Voice; this is the beginning of walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and then
eternity.
10. When you make your heart to hear Holy Spirit’s Voice over anything and everything, Holy Spirit will Speak to
you in a way you know that you have been Spoken to. As in the Bible Lord Jesus says, “My sheep know My Voice
and will not follow another.” (John 10)
11. You will watch miracles unfold in front of you like healing, deliverance, protection, provision, transformation and
being victorious and more than a conqueror in ALL things that Holy Spirit Speaks to you about. The intimacies of
your heart will unfold.
12. In the Bible, it says to take the mind captive. That is what I need to be conscious of at all times.
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Example: there is a game that sharpens the mind, but while you are sharpening your mind you give control to the
mind and are automatically moving away from sensitivity and yielded-ness to Holy Spirit that has all Life. God Said,
“I made you in my image” and “go take dominion.” That comes to pass by yielding to Holy Spirit within Holy
Spirit’s Kingdom of Heaven on earth (see Matthew 12:32), but the mind will try to control the situation from A to Z
and receive all glory. That is where the whole fight is with man. That is where theology side tracks, it starts off with
the logic of the intellect of the bible and not with yielding ourselves and having sensitivity to Holy Spirit of God.

Keys of GOD to move life ahead in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and in God’s
Eternal Kingdom
1. God Demands All Glory. (1 Peter 4:11)
God is the Creator and all other is God’s creation that must give Him All Glory. God connects His creation to
Himself so that it does not stand alone; giving God All Glory is a natural result of being created.
2. Thy Kingdom Come, Thy Will Be Done on earth as it is in Heaven. (Matt 6:10)
3. For God so Loved the world that He Gave His Only Begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not
perish but have Everlasting Life. (John 3:16)
Writer’s revelation: God Loves the world that God Created to give God ALL GLORY. GOD, God HIMSELF Came
in The Flesh as Lord Jesus Christ to Fulfill the curse that He stated in the garden of Eden “you will surely die,” by
Giving His Life on the Cross. God in The Flesh as Lord Jesus Came to Full fill this curse, to bring forth LIFE and
receive ALL GLORY throughout Eternity as Lord Jesus Said, “It Is Finished.”
4. I Came to set the captives Free. (Luke 4:18)
Writer’s revelation: Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh was given for all as Lord Jesus Said, “IT IS FINISHED”
(John 19:30). That means, the eligibility is here today, we just need to move in as Lord Jesus Established it.
‘Walking in The Kingdom of Heaven’ is a Miracle Result, not an action or thought by man. You are with Me
(God’s Result) or against Me (man’s result). You are IN (God’s Result) or not in (man’s result). Lord Jesus Said, “It
Is FINISHED.” Read page 56: ‘This is the way it really is’ where the molecules of the earth change. You can have
RESULTS and miracle realities as Lord Jesus had and that we can still have today for ourselves (we walk in some
of it), or you have the answer of where you are at (man’s results) and that is not the answer from God.
5. I Must Leave for the Comforter to Come. (John 16:7)
God Almighty Said, “God MUST Do.” God is the One who makes all rules in God’s world and God made a rule for
Himself to Follow. “I MUST Leave for The Comforter to Come.” Now, The Comforter has All Power and has been
with us for the last 2,000 years. Holy Spirit is the One Who can be inside of us and comfort us, counsel us, guide us,
strengthen us, teach us, reveal to us, empower us, bring living miracles in existence for us and transform us.
6. As we know, The Comforter and Holy Spirit is the same Being. In Matthew 12:32 Lord Jesus Said, “you can
blaspheme Me and be forgiven, but if you blaspheme Holy Spirit you will not be forgiven in this world or the next.”
Writer’s revelation: Holy Spirit has all Power and all Sensitivity of Judging and Receiving individuals today and for
the next world. Holy Spirit Judges if we are pleasing and acceptable to Him in His Kingdom constantly, we cannot
wait for the future, it is here now.
Whether something is blasphemy or not, is up to Holy Spirit Who Judges a person’s heart at that given time. Not if
the person is good or bad, but if the person accepted or rejected Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh and Holy
Spirit when They Came to him. And that, we cannot see and know nothing about most of the time. We cannot judge
between grieving Holy Spirit or blasphemy. Only Holy Spirit is the One that Judges.
7. You will do greater things than I Have Done (John 14:12)
Writer’s knowing: 1 – Peter was told to come out of the boat by Lord Jesus, then he walked on water and the water
turned solid. 2 – Before Pentecost, Jesus commissioned the disciples to go out and heal the sick, raise the dead etc.
(Matthew 10:8). 3 – Also, read all the disciples did after the day of Pentecost.
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But the disciples did not do at the same level as what Lord Jesus Did in Feeding the 4,000 and 5,000 or do at the
level of Lord Jesus’ parables ‘The Kingdom of Heaven is like ….’ see Matthew 13.
What level was Lord Jesus walking in while in front of the people, Level 6? (see Levels starting on page 17) Then at
night time Lord Jesus Was with The Father and that was Level 7 and beyond. It means that we can go in deeper and
higher, deeper and higher to all of the six Levels and Level 7 as Lord Jesus Did. Then Lord Jesus Said, “you will do
greater things than I Have Done.” (John 14:12). This is our daily practice: to walk in The Kingdom of Heaven on
earth.

Christ disciple highlights
1. Drink My Blood and eat My Flesh. A true disciple drinks and receives The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus,
then receives revelation and will know ‘The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.’ All Life of God is in The Miracle Blood
† and Flesh of Lord Jesus!
Try this: sit down in a quiet place. Shut your eyes and try to drink Lord Jesus Miracle Blood and eat Lord Jesus
Miracle Flesh with your heart. Lord Jesus gave us this miracle secret in John 6:53-58. Go deeper and try to do it
more and more. You will start and continue to feel transformation.
2. Holy Spirit Who is The Spirit of Truth and The Helper, Who will be with you and in you, Who will be your
Teacher and Guide you into all Truth. And Truth will set you Free. John 14:16-17, 26 and John 16:13.
3. Declare, desire, and love The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus in all things and unknown miracles will
take place and continue to take place through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit Speaking.
4. You take it by heavenly force. This pertains to anything and everything that Lord Jesus Purchased and made
available to us in His Precious Miracle Blood and Flesh. You KNOW Holy Spirit’s Will, step out in the Will of Lord
Jesus (like stepping out on water) and watch Holy Spirit take over.
5. Lord Jesus’ Will and Lord Jesus’ Ways alone. Take dominion through Holy Spirit’s empowerment, and victory
in all things that Lord Jesus purchased with His Miracle Blood and Flesh, and Heaven on earth like Lord Jesus
Desires will happen. Desire ‘not my will, but Your Will and Your Ways to be done’ Lord Jesus.
6. My sheep know My Voice and will not follow another, (that includes our own voice). Receive the small still Voice
of Holy Spirit. As a Christ disciple, Lord Jesus stated that we know His Voice, we will know in our heart what to do.
Receive the intimacy, sensitivity and Voice of Holy Spirit. Holy Spirit’s guidance will lead you into His open doors.
7. Obey the Voice of Holy Spirit and do not grieve Holy Spirit because Holy Spirit is the only Person other than Lord
Jesus Miracle Blood and Flesh that you have and will ever have (Holy Spirit is alive for you as The Miracle Blood
and Flesh is for you).
8. Be still and know I Am God. A miracle will bring you into His Presence and you will know that you know that you
are there where burdens lift and Christ becomes real. You will be enlightened and empowered to be a representative
for Lord Jesus’ Will in Holy Spirit’s sensitivity for intercession and to take dominion for The Kingdom of Heaven on
earth.
9. God Demands All Glory. When I hear from Holy Spirit and just do because He Asks me and I don’t think about me,
then God receives ALL Glory. The sensitivity goes back to God and the miracle unfolds into The Kingdom of Heaven
on earth.
10. Desire to live in Christ and die to self in Christ by Holy Spirit s convictions and empowerment. Receive now and
keep receiving the Paid Price, The Christ Miracle Blood and Flesh for you and you alone to be set free. Through The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, you have NO life of your own. You will be a peculiar people to the earth as
you knew it. As Lord Jesus Said, “who is My mother, brother, sister? Whoever does My Father’s Will is My mother,
brother and sister.” That is God’s love affair with you and you alone.
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11. Holy Spirit make me willing to be willing through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus – receive intimacy.
12. You will receive speaking in tongues – This is when Holy Spirt gives you utterance and you yield and flow
completely with it until it is completed. You do not have to have interpretation because Holy Spirit is transforming
you and, or Holy Spirit is Speaking living miracles into existence in this world from Heavens Point of View and this
is not man initiated.
13. Lord Jesus Says, “My burden is light and My yoke is easy.” Matthew 11:30 – Anything heavier than light and
anything harder than easy is therefore not of Lord Jesus. It is easy and sweet to desire The Miracle Blood and Flesh
of Lord Jesus in which burdens become light and yokes become easy, because in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of
Lord Jesus you are connected to the fullness of Heaven and you can remain in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
14. Be victorious and more than a conqueror in all things. The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus took back the
earth and Holy Spirit Speaks and Guides you into His Kingdom of Heaven on earth as it is in Heaven.
15. Turn around and keep repenting in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and do not cease from repenting.
16. God is close to the broken hearted and contrite in spirit. When we are desperate, broken and have no more
presumptions of ourselves, Lord Jesus shows up so quickly on our behalf and He Reveals Himself when we cry out
to Him.
17. Receive peace that surpasses all understanding – Lord Jesus’ Peace comes by knowing that “It Is Finished.”
Your heart has a gratefulness and love affair with The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and your mind lines
up to peace. It gives you strength, which is peace power. Peace transforms into power that is the beginning of
intercession. No fight, just receive Heaven’s dominion on earth.
18. When you pray – pray through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and speak what Holy Spirit Desires you
to say, His Will and His Way. This is what you call ‘intercession’ and it comes to pass. You are taking back
dominion through miracles for The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
19. When you desire not to see man’s works, hear their voice and views or your own voice or views, just stop. Then
you are more pure and eligible than before. You just repent more to move in deeper and receive your peace power,
then you are back in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth again and you are eligible to move in deeper and receive a
‘deeper cleansing’ and empowered transformation through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
20. God Answers the heart that He Made for Himself. Lord Jesus provides for miracles of provision to keep the
body alive more abundantly that is housing the heart that He Made to love Him with. Then Holy Spirit makes the
world a slave to take care of the house (yourself) that houses Holy Spirit. Just receive the miracles.
21. God cannot say no to His Heart. When you are desperate for the Will and Ways of Holy Spirit, it makes you
eligible to receive all things Holy Spirit and The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus Has for you.
22. Provision – God always provides – for His Will and His Ways, it is ‘HEAVENLY GOOD.’
23. Desire from your heart to be set free from your past, present and yourself.
24. The mountain and valley concept is what I live for – When I am eligible, I am going up the mountain in miracles,
they are unfolding in front of me and life is real in His Kingdom of Heaven. Then I have times I feel I am so far
away and vulnerable, then I check myself and repent. Then I become brittle and more sensitive and I know I am in
the valley. I let God’s Presence penetrate my being, cleansing and clarity comes as to how to take more dominion
and I go up the next higher mountain that is in front of me. It is a joy.
25. When I receive ‘be still and know I Am GOD’ and ‘peace that surpasses all understanding’ – it is ‘HEAVENLY
GOOD.’
26. God said for us to take dominion so we can be an extension of God’s Heart, providing we see how God Sees with
our heart, our intentions, mind and action. When you see purity and Lord Jesus’ Blood in God’s other children, then
you will see purity and Lord Jesus’ Blood in you and you become a child of God as God Said, ‘no sin before Me’
and ‘no gods before Me.’ Then through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit in you and
through you, you will be taught and you will teach from Holy Spirit’s Heaven Point of View. Then you will be
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taking dominion on earth today and you watch miracles continually unfold for God’s path for your life. Complete
miracle provisioning comes for all that Holy Spirit Asks of you and for Holy Spirit’s Intimate relationship with you.
And you will find that even the salvation of souls is a byproduct of the relationship that Holy Spirit has with you.
Souls are Holy Spirit’s commission, not yours; you just do and walk as Holy Spirit Asks of you.
27. Holy Spirit works precisely to take dominion and with our eligibility, desire, hearing and obeying we see the
results.
28. Know from your heart that no man needs no man to teach them, provided Holy Spirit is Teaching.
Only Holy Spirit will enlighten you through this manual. If not, you have moved back into your mind as an earthly
understanding. (John 14:26 and I John 2:27).

Chapter 1: Different levels of CHRIST discipleship
If this manual is foreign to you when you read Levels 7, 6, 5 or 4, but this is what you want in your life and you desire
to move into it, then read Levels 1 and 2, start at Level 3 and get acquainted with yielding your heart to God. Fourth
Level will move you deeper into The Kingdom of Heaven on earth. These levels are a result of how deep you enter in
Lord Jesus’ Presence.
To my knowing there are at least these different areas where we can walk or be:
 ‘In Heaven’ Kingdom
 The Kingdom of Heaven on earth
 Earth
 The room of decision outside of hell that I experienced once
I was given to experience all seven levels of Heaven and Heaven on earth; that is why I know this Heaven concept.

The different levels of Heaven from Glory to Glory – and earth
Seventh Level – you became a part of – It is all about God, Glory Cloud, Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit, you are in The
Kingdom of Heaven and earth no longer exists for you.
Sixth Level – Faith is Holy Spirit initiated then self-embraced. You are taken into – I thought, then spoke and it
would come to pass immediately. The Lord gives you the ability to speak from Holy Spirit or Holy Spirit Speaks
into existence living miracles in you and through you. It is LORD JESUS’ DOING. Literal Heaven on earth.
Fifth Level – Knowing is a heart love affair that by passes the mind. You have received to go deeper into
Heaven on earth. You are walking in it and miracles unfold because of the longing and the must in your heart that is
inspired straight from God’s Heart. You yield to what Holy Spirit Implies or Speaks and it comes to pass.
You are being consumed. You are in God’s Hand and you know it is Heavenly good.
Fourth Level – You receive eligibility from your heart which is hope through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of
Lord Jesus, ‘God answers the heart.’ You desire Heavenly life, ‘My sheep know My Voice and will not follow
another,’ which includes your own voice. You are on this earth and are being transformed into living in Heaven on
earth, receiving miracles. You line yourself up to Lord Jesus but you do not have the power to speak living miracles
into existence. God Answers your heart and miracles materialize.
Third Level – This is ‘believing’ that can only come from your mind, the mind must be renewed and
transformed. You declared yourself to be a Christian but are still controlling your own life and are being bound by
religion and man theologies. You want to get out of the world and are trying to build your spiritual man.
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Second Level – You have conviction of right and wrong, but what you want is real, true life.
First Level – You are a pagan, heathen, just a human that exists, or that lives a so-called, certain life style.
Note: At different times you will experience different levels and it is up to you how deep you will go into the unknown
Heart of God. Don’t cut yourself short of the unknown Heart of God because God is The One Who brings forth
the height and depth that transforms you, like the relationship that God and Enoch had.

Chapter 2: Level 7, Level 6 and Level 5
Level 7 is where a CHRIST disciple’s ultimate goal is, being in Heaven with GOD
This is a spiritual level that you have been taken into and become a part of – It is all about God, Glory Cloud, Lord
Jesus, Holy Spirit, The Trinity, “I Am that I Am” and you are just being there and you are aware of Heaven and are
totally immersed into it. It is totally Sovereign; Heaven in Heaven Eternal and earth no longer exists (just miracle
living).
Writer’s results: I have been there twice and this is totally sovereign, Heaven in Heaven Eternal. You are not even aware
that there is The Kingdom of Heaven on earth (Levels 6, 5 and 4), that will take you into Heaven Eternal. Most of the
time Christians are in Level 3 with problems and rationalization without even knowing the above levels.

Level 6 is being more than a conqueror in ALL things
This is a spiritual level that you are taken into – Lord Jesus (Holy Spirit) is with you and you are more empowered.
When Lord Jesus took me in twice, I very consciously knew that whatever I thought and or spoke would automatically
come to pass immediately. This level is not for any part of the nature of man, just ALL of the Nature of God.
Writer’s results: I have been there twice, one time I thought, another time I spoke, and it just came to pass immediately.
1.

Level 6 is the highest level of THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN on earth.

2. Heaven on earth is here to stay. John the Baptist was the forerunner, announcing ‘The Kingdom of God is at hand.’
3. Lord Jesus Said in Matt.11:14-15 “John the Baptist is Elijah that was to come. He who has ears to hear let him
hear.” Lord Jesus has not revealed to me what this means, but I know only a being pure from God was able to
usher in and proclaim, ‘Lord Jesus Christ’ – God Himself in The Flesh.
4. Lord Jesus Said, “no one has risen greater than John the Baptist,” because John was set aside for the Purpose of
God.
5. For three years no one could touch or did touch Lord Jesus, but a woman came into His Kingdom and touched His
Garment. She was healed inside His Kingdom and Lord Jesus Said, “your Faith has healed you.”
6. The officer in the Roman army understood ruler-ship because he was part of dictatorship. He knew the Roman
empire did not have any spiritual power, but he said and implied to Lord Jesus, ‘You Speak, Your Kingdom rules
over the earth and what You Say Will materialize.’
7. Lord Jesus Came and Proclaimed on top of the mountain that Lord Jesus is God, “IT IS WRITTEN,” and
ushered in His Kingdom of Heaven on earth as “Thy Kingdom Come, Thy Will Be Done on earth as it is in Heaven.”
Lord Jesus Proclaimed and brought the earth at that time into Lord Jesus’ Kingdom as a foot stool for Lord Jesus.
8. For three years there was no one who could touch Lord Jesus. Until after three years Mary anointed Lord Jesus with
oil that set apart Lord Jesus Body as ‘The Sacrifice that would Fulfill the full extent of the curse that God had
Spoken into existence over His creation' in the garden of Eden, ‘when you sin you will surely die.’
In the garden of Gethsemane Lord Jesus Said: ‘I Give up My Life Freely and now the world, My creation, must do
as I Declared in the Old Testament they must do to Me.’ The Roman soldiers were slaves to the religious rulers to
torture and crucify Lord Jesus. That was the condemning form from God for the religious rulers and their followers.
9. The bible is the written limited word for the earth and RHEMA is God’s Spoken Words in God’s Kingdom of
Heaven on earth that takes dominion over the earth. The Bible was given to declare that there is The Kingdom of
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Heaven on earth as John the Baptist was brought back for his purpose to proclaim Lord Jesus. RHEMA can and
does come through the Bible.
10. Lord Jesus Fulfilled The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and demonstrated the transformation of this earth into The
Kingdom of Heaven on earth for three years. Then His Kingdom of Heaven on earth continues by Holy Spirit
Having all Intimate rights in and outside a person of whoever receives The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus
and Holy Spirit. And Heaven on earth continues by the declaration of Holy Spirit’s Desire in transforming the
remaining of the earth of how Holy Spirit intends it to be and continue to be throughout Lord Jesus’ Dominion.
11. This is why Lord Jesus Said, “you shall receive hundredfold and inherit Eternal Life” and “who has ears to hear
and is good ground, hear! and let him produce 100, 60 or 30 – fold.”
12. It is nothing about earthly point of views. II Chronicles 7:14, ‘…turn from your wicked ways’ (earth ways and earth
views). This is a forerunner verse for Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit’s Dominion on earth.
13. When Holy Spirit Speaks or Implies, ALL Things are possible in Christ that are not possible in the world, because
Lord Jesus Said, “It Is Finished” and because The Miracle Blood of Lord Jesus Paid the Full Price. The Lord gave
me a dream 06/26/18 Law enforcement wanted me and I was seeing how to get away from them. Then a fellow
inmate came to me and said, “they are setting you up to go out.” Then Holy Spirit said, “hold My Hand,” I held His
Hand. We opened the door, walked through the door way and then suddenly we were in a room in Hawaii. The Lord
said, “you will teach Rhema over here.” Then I remembered that I had been thinking about Philip with the eunuch.
Then I knew how he did it. We are eligible through The Miracle Blood of Lord Jesus and obey what Holy Spirit tells
us.
14. Last night my wife was telling me from a book about revival titled Praying Hyde, the life story of John Hyde. The
Lord had done some things for him and convicted him to share about it in the meeting which he did not want to do at
first, but finally he obeyed. When he started to talk about what The Lord had done for him, conviction fell in the
meeting and one by one people started to unveil their sins, cried out for mercy and help and were being transformed.
Revival started to break loose. Then I was thinking: that is a way for revival. I felt conviction of sin of what I
thought was normal subconscious male thinking. I wanted to get out of this way of thinking because it is not perfect
in purity but I could not. Then I stopped and started to think, ‘does The Lord want us to reveal our sins to the church
or to Him personally? I know His Miracle Blood Paid the Full Price.’ My conclusion: whatever The Lord wants to
do and for you to do at that given time is the correct way, just hold on to the implication of Holy Spirit. You are not
at the place and time as where you were when you were in sin in the past. The Lord has taken your place when all of
you is yielded to Holy Spirit. That is why The Lord Said “It Is Finished.” Just walk in purity.
15. June 2018 I was asked to speak in a worship center. I asked the person to tell the others that I am not a normal
speaker which he did, so I went up and the power of Holy Spirit took over me. My eyes went shut, I could not see
and I became drunk in Holy Spirit. Empowered words of Holy Spirit came out, I fell to my knees under the weight
power of Holy Spirit and continued with empowered words of spirit and truth flowing through my mouth.
16. Now Holy Spirit is showing me to reveal Level 6 that I have had thoughts about a lot of times but no answers, like:
a. Lord Jesus walking on (over) the water
Matt. 14:25
b. Peter walking on (over) the water
Matt. 14:29
c. Philip being translated
Acts 8:39
d. Lord Jesus healing the people
Mark 5:34
e. The Lord feeding the 4,000 and the 5,000
Matt 14: 13-21
f. Peters shadow healing the people
Acts 5: 15-16
g. The centurion soldier was given ‘knowing Faith,’ things seen in the Spirit. He knew Lord Jesus was God in the
Flesh and whatever Lord Jesus Said would come to pass.
Matt 8: 8-10
h. Then THE LORD SAYING you will do GREATER WORKS THAN I HAVE DONE
John 14:12
Old Testament

a. The Manna coming down every day for 40 years
Ex 16:4
b. The Red Sea opening
Ex 14:15
c. Moses hitting the rock and water coming out, but still he had disobeyed God and could not enter the promised
land.
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1-13

“I am Victorious and More than a Conqueror in ALL Things”
Numb 20:8-12
d. God Said, “when you hear the wind in the mulberry trees, attack.” The battle was finished before it started.
1Chron 14:14-15
It is all about being eligible from God’s point of VIEW, the EMPOWERMENT is of Him and Him alone.
All of the above was a foretaste of what is coming down now. I have been walking in some of it, but now I know
the time is here to continually walk in more and more from only God’s point of view and His Empowerment
through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, and in the intimacy and directions of only Holy Spirit.
Conclusion: When Holy Spirit Speaks or Implies, then the Bible that is Rhema, God’s Spoken Words for the living
children of God. These Holy Spirit Speaking Words impregnate the heart and the life of God’s children in The
Kingdom of Heaven on earth and God’s children start to produce, start to take dominion and build Christ disciples.
It starts with us personally.

Level 5 is Being inside Holy Spirit’s Initiative
This is a spiritual level that you receive to go into – you have this deep longing in your heart and the longing must be
satisfied, you are being consumed. This, that is in your heart, is inspired straight from God; it is God’s Heart.
Your longing puts you in God’s Hand and you know it is good, deeper in Heaven on earth.
This is where true Christians are that already walk in Heaven on earth. The goal is to walk in The Kingdom of Heaven
on earth continually.
Results: This is where Holy Spirit lays me down and equips my being to move ahead in what He wants me to do that
brings Holy Spirit Results. My wife walked in this before we were put together, now we try to be in Level 5 while
both of us are together, it works. Then with hungering desire to continue to go into 6th and 7th level.

This is my personal procedure (from the writer)
 I have one focus every day: to be with Holy Spirit’s Presence.
 I take care of my responsibilities to be free so I can give my time to Holy Spirit and not earthly things.
 I have to make a conscious decision and commitment every morning of being sensitive to Holy Spirit’s Desires in
order for me to receive Holy Spirit results.
 I wait upon Holy Spirit’s direction of what to do that day.
 I wait upon Holy Spirit’s Presence all day for Holy Spirit’s Presence to be greater than before, receiving
transformation.
 Again, every night before I go to bed, I must make this same conscious decision to receive Holy Spirit Desired
Results.
 When I go to bed, I desire and ask Holy Spirit to sleep with my wife and then with me and be with her and me
throughout the night. When I wake up I dialog with Holy Spirit and try to keep everything out of my mind until I
fall asleep again.
 I am consumed with the desire to constantly go deeper and higher in the Presence of Holy Spirit every day and every
night.

This heart attitude has transformed and is transforming me:
1. Staying in Lord Jesus’ SOLUTIONS that were here before the earth was formed.
2. Having no problems by having Holy Spirit making my decisions, He Initiates and this produces THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVEN on earth.
3. You must be received by Holy Spirit to be in fifth Level.
4. You are in God’s Hand and you know it is Heavenly good.
5. In my heart, I desire to think of things as God would See them and Him transforming me to how He Sees them
through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, Lord Jesus Christ and Holy Spirit.
6. I have peace that surpasses all understanding.
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7. I will never have a choice of which decision to make; I wait in Holy Spirit’s Hand until direction comes.
8. My decision that is made is in the council of Holy Spirit, and I see from the results that the counsel of Holy Spirit
always forms me into what I would have wanted for myself. But I see that only after the fact while walking in it.
9. I know I am in the right place.

10. When I demand the Will and Ways of Lord Jesus’ Heart to the best of my ability, in most cases it materializes.
11. When I pray, it cannot be about anything, just about Lord Jesus’ Heart. It transforms me into Lord Jesus’ Personal
Kingdom and that is not of this earth.
12. When Holy Spirit backs me into a corner and has me to ask and demand for the Justice of God for what He put
inside of me and what He wants to hear from my heart and mouth, this is what I call intercession. Then I watch
what Holy Spirit just had me to speak take form through Holy Spirit’s Will and Ways and then it materializes.
13. I not only ask for only God’s Heart, I die in asking for the front, middle and backside of God’s Heart and I will not
let anybody get in deeper than me, not in the past, not in the present or the future. There has never been one and
never will be one. Maybe beside me but never ahead of me. I have taken God’s Heart and it is pleasing to God and
God Said to me, “I Can Do that.” Then Lord Jesus Spoke to me and said, “you have a heart bigger than David’s.”
Then Lord Jesus Said, “because you have The Blood and David did not.”

Chapter 3: Confirming your eligibility for Level 4 – ‘Walking in The Kingdom of
Heaven on earth’ by hearing Holy Spirit and being Lord Jesus Christ’s disciple
Heart conviction plus revelation equals transformation, then your eyes are opened and miracles start to materialize
You desire heavenly life, ‘My sheep know My Voice and will not follow another,’ that includes your own voice. You are
on this earth, are being transformed into living in Heaven on earth and are receiving miracles. You line yourself up to
Lord Jesus but do not have the power to speak living miracles into existence. God answers your heart and miracles
materialize.
This chapter will introduce you to your heart that Holy Spirit has a connection with. It will inspire you and transform the
knowledge of your mind into Holy Spirit Heart Knowledge inside your heart with His Perspective. Then you will be
transformed into being victorious and more than a conqueror in all things. Know from your heart that the prophets in
the Old Testament heard God’s Voice and the disciples in the New Testament heard Lord Jesus’ Voice, then Holy
Spirit’s Voice. How about you and me? I hear Holy Spirit’s Voice every day in my life. Experience The Heart of Lord
Jesus for The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and Heaven Eternal!
1.

Being transformed into a Christ disciple
The greatest discipleship of Lord Jesus Christ …
That a person can ever receive is when you open your in-depth heart to the nailing of your hands and feet to the cross.
Your hands are your works and your feet is the direction you go, and you receive the thorns piercing your head and
mind to take on The Christ Mind, while being nailed to Lord Jesus’ cross, the same cross that Lord Jesus used to
DEFEAT ALL of the world and RECEIVE ALL GLORY. Pick up your cross daily.
a. The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus sets man and woman free from themselves.
When you have been enlightened in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and you desire Lord Jesus’
Miracle Blood and Flesh over self, you are set free.
Know from your heart that Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh is the Door to HEAVEN on earth, then you
will know from your heart that Lord Jesus Came to set man-made earth free from itself and from other
activities not of God, and that He Defeated ALL darkness. Then eat from the hidden Manna, The Miracle
Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and receive the Presence of Heaven on earth. When you hear Holy Spirit’s
Voice, you must obey the Words precisely so it can penetrate your being and precisely bring into existence
the living miracles that it was sent to do to you, in you and through you.
b. Next, ask Lord Jesus ‘for your direction, provision, protection and healing.’ Then ask ‘to be set free from this world
and stay in The Lord’s Kingdom of Heaven on earth in present and future.’ Then ask from your heart ‘that your
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heart be connected to Lord Jesus’ Heart and your mind be connected to Lord Jesus’ Mind.’ Your eyes will see how
Holy Spirit Sees, your ears and spiritual ears will hear as Holy Spirit Hears, your mouth will speak what is pleasing
to Holy Spirit’s Ears and it will speak The Lord’s will into existence, your feet will step into Holy Spirit’s footsteps
that is in front of you and your hands will do Lord Jesus’ works and His will comes through your hands.
c. Lord Jesus Paid the Full Price with His Miracle Blood and Flesh and opened the way for you to be one with Him.
d. You will receive Holy Spirit enlightened baptism in your heart for The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and
The Trinity.
e. You will receive revelation knowledge of The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus that is being given to us at a
greater level than has ever been put on this earth before.
f. You will receive open Heaven for you and victory in life and death on this earth while being more than a
conqueror.
g. You will receive Jesus’ Words, “I Am in you and you are in Me.” A great love affair such as you have never
known.
h. You will instantly receive miracles of being victorious over yourself in committing to cleanliness and not letting
things into your eyes and ears that do not bring you closer to Holy Spirit. You will be sensitive that what you will
let come into your body, is for you and Holy Spirit alone.
i. You will receive speaking in tongues. This is when Holy Spirt Gives you utterance and you yield and flow
completely with it until it is completed. It does not have to have interpretation because Holy Spirit is transforming
you and, or Holy Spirit is Speaking into existence something in this world from Heavens Point of View and not
man initiated.
j. You will be aware of Lord Jesus’ ‘miracle solution scale.’ You ask, hear and physically do from your heart what is
on your side of the scale, then Lord Jesus takes care of the remaining and tilts the scale with you and your situation
on it to His side, the deeper you go. This is what you call miracles.
k. You will receive ‘peace that surpasses all understanding’ and ‘be still and know I Am God.’ Then it becomes easy
to bring down all imagination and you are eligible for Holy Spirit’s empowered outcome. You will continue to
have a Christ mind. Then all you do is being responsible behind Holy Spirit to STAY FREE from this world.
l. Then you will receive intercession to be more than a conqueror and to take dominion in and over the earth in
whatever Holy Spirit Desires you to be a part of in living in Heaven on earth.
m. This is Faith: you will desire at all times to be yielding into The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and receive
in-depth desire to obey whatever Holy Spirit Desires you to do. There is NO defeat in Lord Jesus.
n. Where disease, lack or anything that is not of God is, Holy Spirit is not there in that exact place or thing. That one
place or thing needs to be put into The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. It needs to be taken into Holy
Spirit’s Ways, subdued and dissolved into The Kingdom of Heaven on earth. When you do this, you receive peace
that surpasses all understanding, you are victorious, more than a conqueror and ‘My Grace (Miracle Blood) is
Sufficient for you.’
o. In the beginning was The Word and The Word was Lord Jesus. So, Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit were in the
beginning. They are the solution for all problems and for everything before it can become a problem. My striving
is to find out how to be eligible for the solution which is in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and in Holy
Spirit, how to obtain the solution, how to receive results, continue to receive results, stay in the results and stay in
the solution.
2. I hand my life over into Your Hands Lord Jesus
Holy Spirit, have Your Way with me through Your Will
a. Then be pleased with me as you were pleased with Lord Jesus Christ. I must continue to remember that Lord Jesus
Said, “I only Do what My Father Tells Me.” Then I must hear, obey, do and be in Christ.
b. Holy Spirit, I desire to be an extension of Lord Jesus with Your Desire for me and my desire for You, total
intimacy with You Holy Spirit. Then I must be in You and You in me.
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c. God did not give us a choice (‘you are with Me or against Me,’ we don’t want this choice), a choice is a lie and
there is always a consequence. People make their choices from being in disobedience and being outside of
God’s Will for them in not yielding and not walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, because they are
not eligible or will not embrace the conviction of Holy Spirit’s Voice or Implication Spoken to them. I
received eligibility and positioned myself for Holy Spirit to talk directly to me with my desiring heart to obey, and
then I obtain the intimacy of the relationship with Holy Spirit. Holy Spirit does not refuse our sincere heart. Then I
see and receive The Kingdom of Heaven manifestations on the earth.
d. We humans have nothing to offer, nothing to add, nothing to sacrifice, except for giving our sins and gods into The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus Christ.
3. Receive Holy Spirit ENLIGHTENED baptism in your heart
Know first with your heart, then your mind. Then receive Holy Spirit ENLIGHTENED baptism in your heart
a. Writer’s revelation: You will receive the unconditional Heart of God towards you to walk in His precise Kingdom of
Heaven on earth.
b.

Writer’s revelation: You will know it is continuous if you are continuous with your heart and actions in His Kingdom
and His Kingdom and His Kingdom alone.

4.

Experiencing continuous eligibility
While on earth, you can continually receive eligibility from Heaven
a. Know from your heart that today’s eligibility is only in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
b. Know from your heart that you are BEING washed in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus at all times you
move in.
c. You have received eligibility by desiring and knowing The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus from your heart.
That is the way God constructed the process of entering your intimate relationship with Him and your salvation
walk.
d. This is your revolving door from Heaven: to desire, to be transformed and to be empowered from Heaven.
It is accessible for you to receive from Heaven continuously on an every minute and every hour basis.
e. The more you access this Heaven Dominion, the more you are being transformed into the image of God.
f. The more you prolong to stay in the image of God, the more you are enlightened in His every day Heart for you.
g. You will begin an addictive relationship through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus with Holy Spirit while
being in Heaven on earth.
h. Then you will have a greater addiction to desire Holy Spirit’s relationship with you.

5. Receive to be committed and enlightened through Faith and obtaining Faith
Without Faith, it is impossible to please God. (Hebrews 11:6) So, what is Faith?
a. Hoped for – when the relationship from us to God is one sided and it is all about God, that is HOPE.
b. Hebrews 11:1 – Faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.
c. Faith comes by hearing and hearing by the Words of God. When Holy Spirit Speaks or Implies to you, you will
know and all you do is wait and watch it materialize Holy Spirit’s Way.
d. Only The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus can be the more Excellent and Complete Sacrifice that works. ‘It
Is Finished.”
e. Death can only be paid once, THE MIRACLE BLOOD AND FLESH OF LORD JESUS PAID death once and for
all.
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f. I became eligible; The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus took me in and put me in Heaven on earth now and
Heaven Eternal. ‘I am a new creation in Christ, old things have passed away and all things are new’ and ‘you are
in Me and I AM in you.’
g. Statements from Lord Jesus’ Heart: ‘I have no life of My Own, but The Father’s Life.’ ‘I only Do what My Father
Tells Me.’ and again, ‘My Father Is in Me and I Am in My Father.’ and ‘When you have seen Me you have seen My
Father.’
h. Receiving Faith from Holy Spirit: ‘Faith comes by hearing and hearing by the Words of God.’ Who comes to Holy
Spirit MUST ALREADY KNOW that Faith comes from God in their heart. These are Lord Jesus’ Words: “The
Helper, Holy Spirit, Will Teach you All things.”
i. Lord Jesus is a rewarder of those who DILIGENTLY SEEK Him.
j. Holy Spirit Speaks to you and or Warns you of things not yet seen: ‘My sheep know My Voice and will not
follow another.’ How can I follow another, if no other including myself has spoken to me, or if I have not
addressed which is not of God?
k. Move without fear. I ‘fear not’ because Lord Jesus is here with me.

6. Tools for miracles that Lord Jesus gave in our hands
Lord Jesus, how do I obtain, experience all and continue to receive YOUR RESULTS?
These are the answers:
RECEIVE ‘The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus,’ and live in it constantly.

† a.

b.

REPENT for all things in your life and anytime something comes up, it is a privilege to repent.

c.

HEAR Holy Spirit’s VOICE or Implication.

d.

OBEY from your heart, followed by action and actions. RECEIVE being in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth
be VICTORIOUS and become MORE than a CONQUEROR (in all things).

7. FAITH: eligibility, relationship, materialization and salvation. You can receive all or nothing
While on earth in The Kingdom of Heaven, work out your relationship with Holy Spirit: eligibility, faith, salvation
and responsibility
a. The disciples kept receiving the same statement from Lord Jesus “ye of little Faith.” They were not familiar with
seeing, hearing, walking and understanding The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, see Matthew 13:10.
b. By Faith, Abel offered to God a more excellent sacrifice. Only The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus can be
the more Excellent Sacrifice today. Humans have nothing to offer but our faith in the Completed Sacrifice of Lord
Jesus. By doing, working or sacrificing we cannot add anything to the Complete Sacrifice of The Miracle of Lord
Jesus Christ’s Miracle Blood and Flesh. The only thing we have that we can offer to God that is pleasing to Him, is
our sins and gods because He wants to receive them and purify us.
c. By Faith, Enoch was taken away so that he did not see death “and was not found, because God Had Taken him,”
for before he was taken he had this testimony: that he pleased God.
d. Death can only be paid once and The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus Paid for death once and for all. The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus took me into Heaven on earth and will throughout eternity. ‘I am a new
creation in Christ, old things have passed away and all things are new’ and ‘you are in Me and I AM in you.’ This
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testimony was from Lord Jesus Heart, and Lord Jesus Said in the Bible that He had no life, but God’s Life. Again,
‘you are in Me and I AM in you.’
e. Without Faith, it is impossible to please God, for he who comes to God must believe (know) that Lord Jesus Is, and
that Lord Jesus Is a rewarder of those who diligently seek Him.
f. By Faith Noah, being divinely warned of things not yet seen, moved without fear to prepare the ark for the saving
of his household, by which he condemned the world and became heir of the righteousness which is according to
Faith. Noah’s Faith condemned the world. (Hebrews 11:7)
g.

Just hear and obey Holy Spirit and you are exempt from the tragedies of this earthly world; Holy Spirit Guides
us away from the snares of men.

h. Righteousness through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and obedience to Holy Spirit condemns the
world while becoming an heir in The Kingdom of Heaven. Me and my entire household that follows in the same
footsteps with me according to Faith will receive The Kingdom of Heaven on earth. Then I will be bringing up
Godly offspring.
8. God is Sovereign and there is no time in God
The Kingdom of Heaven on earth only has solutions, no problems or time associated things
Example: my hand started to hurt, I laid my other hand on the hand that hurt and said, “You are my healer, my
deliverer, my provider and my Sovereign God and there is no time in You.” The hurt went away, because I was
taken into His Dominion that has no time. If there is no time, there is no hurt, no lack and no time to change the
Sovereignty of God.
This becomes Heaven on earth where time does not control substance that is in time, but God’s Presence controls
all, as ‘I Am in you and you are in Me.

9. Watch this process unfold in miracles
†
a-d

How miracles manifest on earth: What God Declares, transforms through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
What Jesus’ Heart inside of you Desires and what your heart truly desires, embraces and gives to Holy Spirit and He
Receives; this will manifest on earth.
a. You, in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus are victorious – from the beginning you are set free from your
mind and your surroundings as you embrace the outcome from your heart.
b. You, in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus are more than a conqueror in all things – You wait behind Holy
Spirit, you hear Holy Spirit’s Voice and respond as being directed, Holy Spirit manifestations occur and appear.
This is what we walk in and stay in.
c. You wake one morning and you know you are in The Eternal Being of God, past has washed away, hardships of
this world is not yours, you are walking in peace (that surpasses all understanding) and confidence that what you
are doing is just right for this time. You do what is right in your eyes and it is Heaven on earth where you are
walking. What you know you need is just YES to what you receive, it just materializes. Peace is always in your
being and harm is not in your nature. What you hear is of heavenly nature and all other flies by you and you don’t
try to obtain any portion of it. You have a 24-hour routine and it continues to operate. Nothing matters, just Heaven
relationship.
d. Faith, the power to manifest: your Faith has healed you, your Faith has delivered you, your Faith has provided for
you, your Faith has protected you. All these Faith manifestations come from Holy Spirit inside of you through The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and you hearing Holy Spirit’s Direction.
You are receiving both and this is your confidence to walk it out, it is your Faith.
10. Receiving and moving into miracles in your life
Moving into miracles

†
a-f

a. Receive – Holy Spirit’s Heart and all other will be given unto you from God’s Perspective.
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b. Deliverance – Lord Jesus Said, “I Came to Defeat the darkness” – Just keep embracing The Miracle Blood and
Flesh of Lord Jesus and do not give way to imagination, history, demons, angels or end time theories. Just put The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus on your head, body, mind and anything that bothers you. Daily, you will
see you are being set free. Listen and do what Holy Spirit Tells or Implies you to do more and more, just do it with
small steps, you will know. ENJOY BEING SET FREE.
c. Healing – When you have pain, think about what God, Lord Jesus, The Miracle Blood, The Miracle Flesh and
Holy Spirit really Did or Is Doing, then your mind gets off the pain and The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus
takes you into The Kingdom of Heaven by you going deeper until the pain stops. Then go deeper into your heart
and say from your heart, “I receive your miracle healing Lord,” while going in deeper. Miracles in the making will
become standard for you.
d. Provision – Lord Jesus Said, “I have Come to set you Free.” 1 – When you try to line up and set yourself free to the
best of your ability, it makes you eligible to receive miracle provision in The Kingdom of Heaven. 2 – Ask Holy
Spirit from your heart His Will and Way for your difficulty. 3 – Ask Holy Spirit to Speak the direction or solution
to you, accept it and do it with all your being. One step at a time and don’t stop. 4 – This is the beginning of you
receiving what is in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth in miracles, miracles and more miracles. The Lord said,
” you work to be set free and I provide for you”.
e. Writer’s revelation: Lord Jesus Said, “pray, ‘Thy Kingdom Come, Thy Will Be Done on earth as it is in Heaven’.”
This is a proclamation, Again Lord Jesus Proclaimed, “I only Do what My Father Tells Me.” Then why would I
think or do less and receive less when I can stop, do and receive as Lord Jesus Did and Received. We can have a
Christ Heart and a Christ Mind. That is what I focus on always. If not in my conscious, then in my subconscious.
f. This is the way I pray (I don’t pray as I was taught because I have seen very little come to pass in churches or with
me). What I do is, I say, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus, Your Will, Your Way, Your Spirit and Your
Presence.” Then I make sure that I am eligible and that I am pleasing to Holy Spirit. I do this by dissolving
conviction in responding to Holy Spirit while I repent and dialog with Holy Spirit. Holy Spirit already knows my
heart. Then I keep receiving Holy Spirit’s Point of View by moving my heart and mind into Holy Spirit’s Views
and Desires.
g. Then I speak what Holy Spirit’s Point of View is and I watch it come to pass and or materialize. That is what Lord Jesus
Did. This is true prayer and it never comes back void. ‘The prayer of a righteous man avails much.’ This is what I have
experienced and it is more obvious and real when you are in the fifth and sixth Level of The Kingdom of Heaven on
earth.
11. Transformation is a reality of The Kingdom of Heaven
While on earth, receive transformation from Heaven
a. The more I desire The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, the more I am being transformed to see, know and
receive The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
b. I desire and hear Holy Spirit’s Voice or Implication and do what is Spoken or Implied to me.
12. Heaven on earth cannot be counterfeited, duplicated, or diluted
Know this and be enlightened from your heart, then your mind
a. It is not possible to counterfeit, duplicate, or dilute the reality of The Kingdom of Heaven on earth by a lower level
teaching or theology, because Holy Spirit is the Evaluator, the Empowering Force and the Manifestation Bearer of
all Spiritual things from The Throne of God today. The reality of Heaven on earth does not come from positive
thinking, economic money theories, love all theories, good and bad theories, leadership studies, educational studies
or theological studies.
13. Steps of responsibility after receiving eligibility and miracles
†
a-l

Walk and stay in Heaven on earth continually
a.

God takes from the darkness and gives to the light. This is miracle inspired and not man initiated.

b.

I must continue to ‘die in Christ to Live in Christ’ on a continuous basis every day, rather than ‘live to die.’
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c.

‘My Ways are not your ways, your ways are not My Ways, My Thoughts are not your thoughts and your
thoughts are not My Thoughts, for My Ways are higher than your ways and My Thoughts are higher than your
thoughts.’

d.

I need to make sure my heart and my mind desire Holy Spirit’s Dominion His Way.

e.

The more I desire The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, the more I am being transformed.

f.

I know from my heart that I am being washed in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus when I move in.

g.

I have received eligibility for God’s Kingdom of Heaven on earth by desiring The Miracle Blood and Flesh of
Lord Jesus from my heart, this is God’s Process how God Designed it.

h.

Writer’s revelation: Holy Spirit Decides and Gives; all I do is desire to hear, obey and see Holy Spirit Results.

i.

Writer’s revelation: you must continue to ‘die in Christ to Live in Christ’ on an everyday basis, repent, give
God all Glory and say ‘yes Lord.’ Then you receive Life from Heaven in The Miracle Kingdom of Heaven on
earth.

j.

God Says, “My Ways are not your ways and your ways are not My Ways,” but they slowly merge together His
Way. Writer’s revelation: anything you do in your own strength is not the miracle strength of Lord Jesus. God
needs no help, just our sensitivity and obedience. Obedience is greater than sacrifice in all things.

k.

Writer’s revelation: your heart and your mind desire Holy Spirit’s Dominion and manifestation of The Kingdom
of Heaven on earth and Heaven Eternal. Then ask Holy Spirit what steps to take in your life for your provision and
for you to be victorious and more than a conqueror. That includes all things.

l.

The more you desire The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus in your life, the more you will be transformed.

Chapter 4: Experienced testimonies in ‘Heaven’ and ‘Walking in The Kingdom of
Heaven on earth’
Here are a few of our testimonies so you can see that living in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth is real. Holy Spirit will
reveal to you the Truth that sets you Free.

My experienced testimonies and how I consciously understood them
1. I was so desperate that I said, “why can’t IT be true?” – Years ago, when I was in my 20’s, some (so called)
missionaries from a prideful well planned-out business disguising themselves as a church (I refer to them as the M
church) came to me. I was so desperate that, being deceived as I was, I said, “why can’t IT be true?” Something
entered me and from that moment on, my life went up and down continually with no gains in life. Twenty years later I
was going to five different Holy Spirit churches a week that I picked out and where Holy Spirit was active. One day I
came home from a church meeting. I put my hand on the door knob, then I looked up into the sky and I was up in the
sky looking down at me. I saw a black snake coiled up on top of my head and then it turned into a black plastic cap
that you could not see it was a snake, it looked like a perfect cap. Then I saw a Hand come out of the sky below me
and rip the snake/cap off of my head. Then I was back in my body screaming three times, “IT IS A LIE!” and my
mind became totally free. It went from black to white and no gray areas. I am totally free. My life started to produce
life and more abundantly as you will see in the testimonies.
My explanation: An empty person cannot fill themselves with another empty person that has lack, or the other empty
person with lack will try to take the remaining life out of you that was originally given to you from the beginning of
God’s creation. We all can be freed through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and receive miracle producing
life and that more abundant. The more of The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, the more of Christ’s miracle
provision for us within Christ’s Will and Ways only.
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2. When I first went to church seriously I was spiritually baptized – A lady said from in front of the church, “whoever
wants to speak in tongues or receive Holy Spirit come down.” I was sitting in the back row and Holy Spirit Said, “step
out or not.” He Showed me black to the left side of me and Said, “that is where you are going and you are not coming
back.” I thought for a second about going outside, but then Holy Spirit Spoke again and said, “that will not change
things.” So I took the embarrassment and went down to the front. Three ladies laid hands on my head and with my
eyes closed I saw smoke come out of my chest. Then I saw the Word JESUS written on my chest. The smoke tried to
come back but bounced off from the Word JESUS and dissolved. Then the ladies went to another person and I saw a
picture. I started to pray about what I saw and the ladies started to speak about what I just saw. Then it happened with
the next person, then with another person and from that day forth I was free and I am still FREE TODAY.
My explanation: Deliverance must happen to a person because there is heritage sin and wrong decisions have been
made in the past. We have entanglements that came from our own thoughts and actions and we need to be set free
from them to be able to move ahead, to be victorious and more than a conqueror.
3. I received the Bible in my heart – I came home from a Sunday church meeting and Holy Spirit Said: “I Put the Bible
in your heart.” From that day forward, Holy Spirit Shows me verses in my heart and the revelation of the verses. Then
when people talk about these verses I see that Holy Spirit gave me the revelation of the verse earlier.
My explanation: When Lord Jesus Prompted me to turn my life over to Him and His Kingdom, I started to receive
and experience the revelations of The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and it has continued ever since.
4. God’s time – On Monday morning at 2:00 a.m. I was awakened from my sleep. I picked up my bible and started to
read because I thought, ‘darkness does not want me to sleep.’ Then I fell back asleep. For the next two nights, the
same thing happened to me. I would wake up in the middle of the night and read my bible to counteract darkness not
wanting me to sleep. Then on Thursday I was awakened again at 2:00 a.m. and this time Holy Spirit Spoke to me,
“Yesterday is gone and tomorrow is not here yet, this is My Time.” I embraced Holy Spirit, then fell back to sleep.
My explanation: When a person has been called into The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, then there is only Holy
Spirit that controls time and interaction with that person. I was just ignorant the first three days.
5. I had a dream – I had slid down into an underground river with a very strong current. I saw a person swimming
and going with the current and started to swim behind that person, then I woke up.
Two days later I asked, “Lord what was the dream all about?” and The Lord Said, “I Lead you, you follow Me.”
My revelation: It was precise and the knowing was very clear to me. I will always walk behind Lord Jesus and I will
just stay very, very close to Lord Jesus at all times.
6. I did not want to live anymore, there has to be more – One Sunday night, I went to a church and was tired of my
life. A person from up front said, whoever would like prayer to come up. I thought, ‘I have to have something from
God, I will not live without it,’ so I went up and the person just said, “more Lord.” Something hit me on the back of
my knees and I fell to the floor. Then I started to laugh and got totally spiritually drunk. I could not crawl or walk. It
was The Spirit of God and it continued for two hours. After those hours, I was free and had no cares of this
world. I was delivered from the world and from myself.
My explanation: When I got home I was a free man. All of the past was taken off of my shoulders and I liked
myself.
7. Being called by Holy Spirit – The next morning I got out of bed and suddenly when I looked down I was off the
floor about 18 inches up dangling in the air. Then I was thrown to the floor and an invisible Force rested heavily on
my chest. It felt like it was about 1,000 lbs., my chest was going in and I knew my ribs were going to crack. I started
to cry. I knew I was a dead man and I knew the Force could only be God and I said, “what God?” Then He Said, “I
Called you to be a pastor.” and I said, “no Lord I don’t know nothing” and He replied, “that is why I Called you.”
Then He Said, “Get up and go to Toronto.” (Worldwide revival was going on there!)
My explanation: When a person is called to know that miracles are real, that person must have experienced miracles
in their life so they know this. When Holy Spirit Calls a person into spiritual workings, it has to be Given from Holy
Spirit, it cannot come from man. And we are all called to experience miracles.
8. Getting married – The next morning after The Lord Spoke the above to me and told me to go to Toronto, I heard me
say, “I am ready to get married,” while at that moment I did not want to get married. But I said: “I want her to be
pretty, petite, intelligent, and young enough to have children and I demand something, that she will worship you as
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much as I do or more so, or I will not have her.” I went up to the revival in Toronto and when I was at one side of
the building, a girl from Holland started to talk to me. Margriet, my wife today, was at the other side of the upstairs
building looking at her girlfriend that was talking to me, and Holy Spirit Spoke to her and Said, “she is talking to
your husband.” After a while she came over to us and within 15 seconds and her saying less than five words, she
became my best friend.
9. I went to a church that was having a conference – The main speaker came from Australia. In the morning service,
this speaker came up to the front, looked around and then sat back down. That night another person got up and told
us what had happened that morning. Holy Spirit had Spoken to the Australian man in the morning meeting and told
him not to say anything, so he obeyed and flew all the way back to Australia at noon time. This man became my
mentor of hearing Holy Spirit, if he can fly for 16 hrs. with the purpose to speak at a conference and then say
nothing and fly another 16 hours to go back home, I can give up of self as much as he can.
My knowing: We will know in our heart when we hear and do what is desired of Holy Spirit’s Will at that given
time. That is a heart after God’s Heart.
10. Holy Spirit Spoke to me about the last four presidents of the United States – After the election of Clinton, Holy
Spirit Said, “I put a clown in the White House for the rest of the world to laugh at.”
My knowing: The character of the elected is a representation of the character of the people that elected him. This is
how it is in God’s Eyes.
2000 president – Two weeks before it was announced that Bush was going to be president, Holy Spirit Said, “I
Took over the White House and I told Bush the same thing as I told you.”
My knowing: Notice, the aircraft in September 2011 tried to take out the White House, it did not happen.
Before the 2008 election Holy Spirit Said, “it is easier to keep him out, then to let him in and try to get him out.”
My knowing: This was spoken in the Bible, if you want a lie I will give you a lie.’ When a country does not
embrace God’s Ways and His Will, then there is the repercussion of disowning God.
First week of June 2016 I was just thinking about Donald Trump, then The Lord Spoke to me and said, “he is my
man.”
11. All about miracles of provision, not about money – Lord Jesus told me to buy a vacant corporate building 16,000 sq.
ft. and Said that it was not big enough. Though I had no money, I signed the contract and said, “I will pay it off in 90
days.” An unknown contract came in from Europe; I completed it and paid the building off in 90 days. Then again
Holy Spirit Spoke and said to buy a large K Mart building and make it into a worship center, Open Heaven Worship
Center,
and the back side into a warehouse. He Spoke this to me in the season that we had to buy our groceries from the coins
we had saved in a bottle for about 10 years. The Lord made the way with jobs and we paid it off. Then I asked for a
new car, I never had a new one. Holy Spirit Said, “wait until next year.” and I did. A miracle happened and it cost me
only 500 dollars out of my pocket for a brand–new Chrysler 300C Hemi. I was going home and I said, “I will put a
fence around my house so nobody knows I am driving this nice car,” but Holy Spirit Spoke and said, “you will not,
because when they ask you how you got it, you will tell them, so they can come back to Me and get themselves what I
have for them.” This is nothing about money; it is about receiving what Lord Jesus has in store for us personally.
Before Holy Spirit put my wife and I together I was going to five different churches that I picked out and that I could
see the movement of Holy Spirit in. Then Holy Spirit told me that a church 45 miles away was mine. It was having
conferences and or meetings almost every day and I drove the distance morning and night every day for a year and a
half. My gas gauge was broken and I had no job and no money but never gave that a thought, I kept putting in nickels
and dimes whatever I had. I never thought of it until my wife asked me about it a few years ago. I never ran out of
gas.
My knowing: When you are eligible, hear Holy Spirit, embrace what Holy Spirit Says and do it, miracles provide for
you to continue to do and finish what was Spoken to you, as you embrace it to the level that pleases Holy Spirit.
12. My mother looking down from Heaven – My wife and I were in our jacuzzi bath. When I looked up I saw the
Heavens open and I saw my mother leaning over and looking down at us. My mother spoke in the Spirit and said, “I
like what I see.” Then my mother leaned back up and Heavens closed.
My knowing: When God puts His daughter and son together, Heaven is pleased. My personal feelings: my mother
went to Heaven a long time before I got married and I was very privileged that my mother could see my wife.
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13. Walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth – In January 2015, my wife and I were going to a revival conference in
Toronto, Canada. We were driving to the LAX airport and it was raining really heavy. A truck we were passing got
out of control and slid from the right lane to the left over five lanes of traffic and our car was first. We could see it and
stop and it bypassed us. We moved on, but for the others it was a pile up.
When we came into Canada, customs took my wife to the side and they searched her luggage. My wife accidently had
a steak knife in her carry-on bag, but nobody noticed it. Nobody noticed it before we got onto the plane when it went
through the scanner and nobody saw it when they were searching her carry-on luggage after we went through
customs.
We came back from Toronto in the aircraft and there was a turbulence. I stood up to go to the toilet and the
stewardess said, “sit down, you could have hurt someone,” two more got up and she said, “sit down.” but they went
on to the toilet and then four others got up and again she said, “sit down.” and a woman said, “I am going.” and they
all went. The turbulence stopped and the stewardess came around the plane. Three seats up from me she tripped and
her face fell at my shoes and she looked up at my face. Then we returned to LAX; our bags were first and we don’t fly
first class. We went to the curb, the bus came by right that moment and the bus driver said, “I cannot stop here, hurry
up.” and we got on. He took us to our car.
My knowing: When you are eligible and walk in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and you do precisely what Holy
Spirit is Speaking or Implying to you, then nothing in the spiritual or on this earth can stop you from completing what
was Implied or Spoken to you by Holy Spirit. What does try fails and falls under Holy Spirit’s consequences.
14. Michael Jackson – When his death was presented on TV I asked The Lord, “how about Michael Jackson?” Then Holy
Spirit Responded, “Michael Jackson who,” so I left it alone. The next day I was out at my pool and there was a loose
piece of cement on the bottom. I had the cover over the pool, so I moved it over a few feet and dove in. When I came
up I was in under the cover and trapped. A fear came over me that was not known on the earth and Holy Spirit Said,
“look at the wall,” so I did and swam over and came up. I sat beside the pool and The Lord showed me that Michael
Jackson was in that same position of fear that I had just experienced. I asked about Michael, then Holy Spirit Spoke
and said, “he is at the Throne of God remorsing throughout eternity.” I have never had any more revelation on this.
My understanding: At first, I thought Michael was at the Throne of God (good) and remorsing (interceding) for his
audience for eternity (to come to Jesus). Then I thought, God called Michael to intercede during performance for the
audience to put their heart to Lord Jesus, but then he performed to have the audience keep their eyes on him, as far as
my understanding. What is your understanding or revelation from Holy Spirit? A preacher, evangelist or a
performer must have guidelines from Holy Spirit and obey for this not to happen to them.
15. Freedom from us for us – Holy Spirit Said, “you work to be free and I provide for you.”
My explanation: If I try not to make bills and not to owe anybody and try to take care of the obligation that I do have
more than I did, Holy Spirit will make miracles to bring me out of captivity and He will make miracles to provide for
me in His Kingdom in His Will as Lord Jesus Proclaimed 2,000 years ago and Stated, “I Came to set the captives
Free.”
16. Pain or discomforts – When I have pain or discomforts, I just open my heart and cry out “it hurts!” I put my hand on
the area if possible, go deeper into His Presence, say, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus” and try to be
† honest. I see if there is anything else I can do about it and if not, then I become eligible. I go in deeper and higher
into Heaven on earth where the solution level is, then I hear Holy Spirit’s Voice telling me the solution words
whatever they may be, and the pain just dissolves all of the time. Sometimes it comes back, but that just gives me
another chance to do it again and enter The Kingdom of Heaven on earth again and deeper than before. This is the
greatest privilege to build tangible Faith.
My explanation: When my heart cries out, Heaven on earth floods my soul and all pain leaves me. The Kingdom of
Heaven continues to be with me for a while, Holy Spirit Speaks and I receive the results.
17. 12/6/2015 pain and discomforts taken away – My knee was hurting, I put my hand on the area and tried to be honest
with Lord Jesus about the pain. I just opened my heart and then Lord Jesus Said, “love Me.” I responded, “I don’t
† know how to love You, Lord.” Then Holy Spirit Implied, “Love Me with all of your heart.” Then I said, “I don’t
know how, but You make me love You with all of my heart and make me to embrace You in Your Way and Your
Will.” All the pain just dissolved and did not come back. Then I knew I had entered into The Kingdom of Heaven
on earth again and I can continue to walk in it at this time.
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My explanation: When my heart cries out, Heaven on earth floods my soul and all pain leaves me and The Kingdom
of Heaven continues to be with me for a while, Holy Spirit Kingdom in His Will and His Ways. As Lord Jesus
Proclaimed 2,000 years ago and Proclaimed, “I Came to set the captives Free.”
18. Rhema School (RHEMA Application School) – July 2015 Holy Spirit Spoke to me and said, “I want you to build a
Rhema School.” For the last year, Holy Spirit had been down loading me with Heavenly insight, wisdom and
knowledge to be inside of Heaven on earth while being on the earth. There is free cleanliness through The Miracle
Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, receiving the miracle knowledge and wisdom of Holy Spirit while watching and
receiving the cry of my heart and the intimacy of miracle provision.
My explanation: Whenever I am right before Lord Jesus and Lord Jesus’ Will and Ways, I hear and I desire from
my heart without putting my mind into it. I watch me receiving protection, provision and deliverance from pain and
deliverance from other things I could not get rid of myself. It just disappears.
Then I am in, ‘be still and know I Am God.’
19. July 2015, Wednesday morning Holy Spirit Implied to me and Said – “I want you to spend your time in completing
the RHEMA School, the website and the worship center.” Then I implied as a statement in myself, ‘I will be
moving out of the company that You had me to build,' so I said, “I will leave but would you put an exact amount of
dollars in my bank account so I will not have to look at the company and take out time from completing what you
ask me?”
That Friday a purchase order came in, Monday another purchase order came in, Tuesday another purchase order
came in. The requested money came into the bank account, all bills were paid and we were and still are completely
free to move as Holy Spirit Tells or Implies us to do.
My knowing: I know what Holy Spirit Implied to me and I know what I implied to Holy Spirit. I know that it is
written, ‘I equip the saints.’ My revelation of this verse is: to be a saint you have to be dead, so when I consciously
and subconsciously put it all into The Trinity’s Hands, then Holy Spirit uses the world as a foot stool for His
Purposes. Then I am living in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
20. You have a heart bigger than David – I went swimming. Then Holy Spirit Spoke to me and said, “on your back,” so
I did. Then Holy Spirit Said, “repent.” so I tried. Then again Holy Spirit Said in a louder Voice, “Repent,” so I tried
too. Then again Holy Spirit Said louder, “REPENT.” and I thought it was going to take me all night long and I tried
to. And then Holy Spirit Said, “you have a heart bigger than David’s.”
I asked, “Lord Jesus what are you talking about” and Holy Spirit Said, “you have The BLOOD and David did not.”
My knowing: In the old testament, they had the law and death was the penalty, today true repentance is forgiveness
in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus that washes everything clean.
21. Your heart is much bigger than David – On 7/8/2015 I was in my swimming pool and when I started to get out, Holy
Spirit Implied ...don’t… so I just stayed in Holy Spirit’s Presence in the water. Then I tried again and Holy Spirit
Implied again ‘don’t.’ So I laid back and started to repent and then Holy Spirt Said, “you have a heart much bigger
than David’s.”
My knowing: I have known from my heart the exceeding abundance of ‘The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus,’
and Lord Jesus Saying, “It Is Finished.”
My explanation: I have a relationship with Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit like king David had with God. Except I have
more than king David could ever have with God in his physical ways, because he could not be purely forgiven before
God. Because of The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, I am daily the apple of God’s Eye as He Stated to me.
22. Holy Spirit asked me on 11/11/2015 to tell Him, “I will give you my life” – I knew there was no turning back if I
made this commitment. I thought with my mind and I thought with my heart. Then my heart won and I said, “I will
†
give you my life.” This is very sobering and I know now that my tomorrows will never be mine again. The Miracle
Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit, Lord Jesus and God are and will be mine. Now, forever and for eternity,
and this is a comfort and peace that surpasses all understanding.
My revelation and knowing: I am consciously transforming on a daily basis, and everything is more peaceful and
fulfilling than ever before.
23. 11/17/2015 Holy Spirit Spoke to me – My wife and I were in bed and she was falling asleep. I noticed I had cold
hands and thought about touching her with my cold hands. Then Holy Spirit Spoke to me and said: “you don’t want to
touch
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her.” All my mind and insides changed to what Holy Spirit Said: such a transformation.
My knowing: After I lined up to Holy Spirit, I loved her as He wanted me to love her at that time, and it was good.
24. While worshiping in the Open Heaven Worship Center on 11/18/2015 – We got done and were just sitting and talking
and I saw thousands of crystals shining and fluttering all over in the air, where ever I looked there were crystals as
long as we stayed in the worship center.
My knowing: Heaven met us in the worship center today.
25. I had a dream 11/30/2015 – Pursuit for Truth that sets you Free. I saw a little boy playing policeman who had desired
to be a policeman throughout childhood. When he got of age he filled out a policeman questionnaire and sent it in, in
return he was asked to come to the station. When he got there, the police station found out he had braces and crutches
for both legs, but they would not let him go because he had the highest score that they had ever received on the
questionnaire. They wanted to hire and had to hire him to uplift the moral of the other policeman and keep it at that
high level. When I awoke, I asked The Lord, “why did you give me that dream?” He Spoke and said, “this is how you
are in pursuit of Me and My Kingdom on earth and in Heaven and in pursuit of Spirit and Truth that sets you Free.”
My confirmation: of what is in my heart and being for The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, for Heaven and for Spirit
and Truth that sets you Free on earth today. Question: Isn’t everybody like this? But I know it is not, and my heart
cries.
26. Being more than a conqueror and knowing it – 2/22/2016 – I had a thought about when I was at the beach at
graduation night and what I did. I had remorse of what I did but could not get any relief. It would come back to me
† again and still no relief. When I went to bed, I had some pain in my leg that would not go away. I fell asleep and
started to dream. I was in a place that looked like the beach at San Francisco, California. I had a small bike and I was
walking with a large crowd in the city. I was just having difficulties with everything I tried to do and had no solutions.
Then I briefly woke up and was aware of this and I started to repent for anything and everything that was in my
control. I was aware that I was just speaking what Holy Spirit was giving me to say from God’s Point of View and it
was dissolving the past. I was aware of my sins of the past, then I was aware of my heritage sin that was passed down
to me and that stopped here with me and with me alone.
I started to repent for all that I was aware of and it was just being thrown away from me and disappearing before me.
Then small pains started to leave me. I was still in the dream and things started to go right and all of the discomforts
were gone from my life. I went to the restroom after I was finished and it all went down, I felt cleaner and purer than
almost ever before. Then I went to the kitchen and The Lord was just Talking lovely and sweetly to me like never
before while I felt at the highest level of being more than a conqueror, more than I had ever been able to feel and it
still continues.
My knowing: Past sin and heritage sin is a root that affects how I perceive life and what is happening to me today. It
affects my decision making today and the results it gives me. I had not given any sound thinking to this topic until last
night after what happened and I can see very clear that my past keeps me from full involvement of Heaven on earth
with me today. Take care of all the past through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and how Holy Spirit
wants you to take care of it.
The best way to do it is in Holy Spirit’s Heart, immerse ALL in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. Then
Holy Spirit will say, ‘merge yourself deeper in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.’ Then when you get the
reality of being completely free, you are free to be on this NEW path and you are not getting off it for anything or
anybody.
Then reality around you and your decision making will line up to you being free and walking in accountability to
‘Heaven on earth’s Will and Ways.’ That is God Himself.
27. Taking dominion over my body, encounter on 3/12/2016 – I was at the computer working on this manual when a
cold came in my head. I just knew it was going to be a severe flu. Then my wife mentioned that she just fell a
feverish chill going through her body. I put my hand on my face and went as deep into Heaven on earth as I
possibly could, and said: “I know who you are, I demand you to leave, what is not of The Miracle Blood and Flesh
of Lord Jesus leave now.” It was gone and my wife said it left her also.
My knowing: The Kingdom of Heaven on earth is made up of solutions, because The Miracle Blood and Flesh of
Lord Jesus is the miracle solution. When I get inside the Door of Heaven on earth through The Miracle Blood and
Flesh solution, all that is not in the solution of Lord Jesus cannot be associated with me, all darkness must drop off
before I can enter. Then I am set free indeed. He whom the Son sets Free, is FREE indeed!
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28. See her as my virgin daughter – A couple of years ago my wife was in the kitchen and The Lord Spoke to me and
Said, “See her as my virgin daughter.” So I looked and kept looking for the next three days at her and it got better
and better every passing day. Then the third day The Lord Spoke to me and said, “you are my virgin son.” and I
said, “how about the past?” Then Lord Jesus Spoke and said, “see you how I see you.” and I said, “thank you.” All
the bad was taken off my back and all my past left. It was gone and I was free.
Results: I am a free man and I don’t let myself dwell on the past, good or bad. Lord Jesus is my Rock and my only
Rock.
29. How prayers are answered, 3/15/2016 – Lord Jesus started to imply to me why prayers are not answered. God
ONLY answers the HEART. You present your issue to Him, give it into His Hands and then completely walk away
† from what you prayed for. If there was an alternative motive in your mind or heart, then the prayer was just nullified
and results will not come to pass God’s Way. Even Judas, who was one of the first disciples, had the alternative
motive for Jesus to take back Israel from Rome, but his alternative motive was not Lord Jesus’ Purpose. God Said,
‘no gods before me,’ your ideas and feelings are gods in Holy Spirit’s Presence and if you bring this in prayer, you
are presenting ‘other gods’ before The Lord and your prayers are not being answered.
My conviction: This is why Holy Spirit told me, “do not pray,” 10 years ago, because Holy Spirit gave me His
HEART and only His HEART to be aware of and to address completely. And it materializes.
My comment: Why would I look around and see from my point of view and ask for changes in life from God.
If I am wanting from God, the view should be from God, I should see from GOD’S POINT OF VIEW THROUGH
HIS HEART. That materializes.
30. Vision of revival in Mojave on 3/22/2013 – Five years ago we were worshiping in our home. I saw the Heavens open
up above me and I saw the Dwelling Place Open Heaven Worship Center. A whirlwind came down on top of the
center, then the whirlwind went around once and it took up the shopping center, then it went around again and it took
up the town of Mojave, then again it went around and it took up the six cities around Mojave. Then Heavens closed up
again.
My knowing: There will be a revival and the worship center will be in the center of God’s Doing. It will affect the
six cities around us in transforming God’s people God’s Way.
31. Years ago, I was thinking about where in the book of Matthew – The religious people at the temple tried to find and
kill Lord Jesus. I asked Lord Jesus, “Why did you not kill them on the spot?” and Lord Jesus Replied, “I let them
judge themselves.” As He Stated, “you are with Me or against Me.”
My revelation: When Lord Jesus Presented Himself to me, I responded to Him and was changed in the twinkling of an
eye and continue to change to this day. For whatever reason, when a person does not accept Lord Jesus when He
Presents Himself to that person, at that moment that person has rejected their Creator and lack of life and distortion
sets in.
32. While worshiping on 4/7/2016 – The Lord Implied to me to go through the manual one more time and to lift Him up
and illuminate Him to the highest level that I possibly can in this manual and to do the same in the song book.
33. May 2016, we were going to Togo, Africa – The Lord Spoke to me and said “the manual will go all around the world.”
34. We went to Togo, Africa – The Lord Spoke to me and told me to have a meeting from 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. on Pentecost
night. We did and Holy Spirit Came down with His Brilliant Glorious Presence at around 2.30 a.m. when most people
were dozing and sleepy. I saw literally Pentecost fall on women in the church one at a time and no one was praying or
laying
hands on them, they were being delivered and transformed and we sang all night long while pulling down Heaven
around us and inside of us, worshipping and worshipping.
35. May 2016 – I was thinking about Abraham – That while he was at the altar, he had already sacrificed his son in his
heart. Then Holy Spirit Said to me, “you have a bigger heart than Abraham.” Then I just knew, it was all about The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus that I have total access to, and nothing else comes into play. As Lord Jesus
Proclaimed, “It Is Finished.”
36. 5/28/2016 Romania – We landed Saturday and started to go to church on Sunday. Our car broke down and a person
came to pick us up. He had just received 30,000 bibles the day before. When we were standing in front of the bibles,
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The Lord told me to get on my knees, then The Lord Spoke and said, “put a Rhema manual with each bible because
they trust the bible and the manual will guide them to receive and walk in Heaven on earth.” The same person had a
family member that started immediately to translate the manual in Romanian and this is what she sent me.
“What happened with me after reading and translating those pages, is that I had peace I could not understand and for
the first time I just felt God was really there when I prayed, close to me. For me this is amazing.”
And her friend that translated some of the manual wrote:
“Hello, I'm Larisa, Monica's roommate. This book is important to me, I also lived some personal miracles through The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus Christ, even writing this book. After Monica send you the first 19 pages, she
went out and I stayed to translate ahead, because I like the testimonies very much. I prayed before translating the book
and I saw it gave me a peace that surpasses all understanding. I believe in the miracle powers of Holy Spirit. I started
to translate the next part of the testimonies and after nine pages translating, I saved the document. I went to eat and I
came back. I was looking for my document on the desktop and it wasn't there. I tried to recover it in all possible ways
because it was important to me, I even cried. I asked The Lord to help me find them and I felt in my heart an answer
‘Trust in Me.’ I thought, God how can I trust You when I see no results?
I didn't give up but started to translate again (from page 20 where the testimonies start). I was overwhelmed
repeatedly, I even cried when I relived all those testimonies again. I stopped sometimes and I prayed because I felt
myself unworthy to write Holy Spirit’s Words, and when I started to translate again I felt a great peace in my soul. I
was thinking about how great is our God and I stopped, saying, ‘God, You know I'm in a lack of time, and You know I
still trust You can save me, only You can save me. I understood from this book: You can provide for us and You can
help us if we are sincere.’ Thinking at these things, I said, ‘There is no one who can save me, just You God,’ and I
don't know how, something happened, and the miracle materialized, my document came back. I was overwhelmed!
I experienced some similar things in my life, like those in your testimonies, and I remembered how God Saved me as
well and put me in His Heaven on earth.”
37. 6/12/2016 – I had a reoccurrence about a week ago of inflamed arthritis that was in my right ankle and left knee and
my shoulder muscles tightened up. I could ask and lay my hand on my body wherever I had a pain for the last two
†
years and it would leave me, but this time the pain would not leave. Then I asked, “Lord take it away,” and Holy
Spirit Spoke, “be still and know I Am God.” I had done that before and was able to move in, but this time I knew that
the old way had disappeared and that The Lord wanted me to receive a deeper and higher relationship with Him and
to be more of a conqueror than I had ever been before. I said, “if you don’t deliver me then how about a doctor?” He
told me to ask another person, so I did and that person gave me the doctor’s address and I received medicine. Today
when I was in church and started to walk, spiritual waves started to roll in front of me and wave after wave continued.
I knew I had entered into, ‘be still and know I Am God.’ The intimacy and victory got greater than I have ever known.
38. 6/19/2016, we are in Holland – I decided not to go to church this morning, then Holy Spirit Spoke to me and said,
“you spear head the project.” Then I knew I have a straight and narrow path that I must walk and I cannot go to
another path or make another path. Then I knew I needed to go to church and present the manual to them, so I did.
While being there, when I was going out the door, two waves came over me and again I knew I became deeper and
higher in ‘be still and know I Am God’ than ever before.
39. 6/23/2016 4:45 p.m. – I thought about Brexit in England today and I knew God just sent me to my knees. I said from
my mouth to The Spirit, “unite Europe in Your Kingdom.” and Holy Spirit Said, “I Am dividing them one by one.”
Writers revelation: My being dissolved to nothing and God Is ALL.
40. Miracles from the Romanian Rhema manual translator – These days a lot of miracles happened!!! I prayed for an
exam, and The Lord told me the topics without me asking for it and when I was in class, I saw a light on a certain
paper and
I thought someone else would take it but they didn't. I took it, and there was the topic Lord Jesus told me about.
After that, some days ago I was translating something about provision and not to owe something to this world. I was
thinking at my parents, we didn't pay some debts for three months, and we were late, so I was thinking at this book,
and I said something like, "yeah sure, but how can it be so easy?” I didn't even pray about it, I didn't think it is
possible, and the next day my mom called me and told me that my father received some extra money on his salary,
the amount was exactly how much we needed for the bills. I told my mom about the book, and what I thought, she
was amazed. There is Power in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
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41. 11/25/2016, we just made a loaf of nut bread this morning – I started to slice it and gave my wife a slice. The sliver
of a nut fell off on the table which I took and put on her plate. Then I felt that this small act was very important to
The Lord, that if I had kept it, it could displease Holy Spirit. And if Holy Spirit would be displeased, it could be so
sensitive that Holy Spirit would see it as blasphemy and then I would not be forgiven in this world or the next. This
became very sobering. Holy Spirit can be so precise with us when His Eyes are Open over us, like when Moses hit
the rock (Numbers 20:11).
Writer’s knowing: If I keep holding onto The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and repent always, I hope from
the bottom of my heart that I will see Heaven Eternal primarily.
42. As I was worshiping in the worship center – The Lord showed me individual covered wagons coming from different
directions one by one. Then I saw a covered wagon that had no horse to pull it. A horse came flying down from
Heaven, hooked up to the wagon and pulled it right on in.
Writer’s revelation: The Lord makes a Way where there is no way.
43.
†

9/4/2017 Holy Spirit Implied to me that you do not have to sin and or live in sin – When it happens, just repent
and you are back in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth. I just keep repenting and keep staying in The Miracle
Kingdom of Heaven on earth and receive the miracles and the Peace of God that is in The Kingdom of Heaven on
earth.

44.
One day The Lord asked me to give Him everything – and I said, “I give you everything.”
† Then He said, “you only give Me 3%, I want 120 percent and I do the remaining.”
45.

While worshiping at a night meeting before the children went back to school – the children were asked to place
one hand on their heart and the other on their forehead and we all began to sing. I would ask them “How do you
feel?” One said she wanted to cry while others felt tingling in their hearts. When the children started school, one day
a girl told me she was going to get an ‘F’ on a test. I told her “It’s impossible to get an F when the Holy Spirit is
speaking to you and you are acknowledging Him, because you have a Christ-like mind.” The next night that little
girl came up to me and said “I got an ‘A’ on the test and an ‘A’ on another test.”

Following testimonies and dreams are received in 5th and 6th Level
1. My first time I found I was in Heaven – I was in the back row in an Assembly of God church in Marysville,
Washington. The church was in youth revival, kids were coming in from Canada, Idaho, Oregon and California
every night with no advertisement. One night we were singing Holy, Holy, Holy and I said to The Lord, “let me
praise you as the angels praise you.” Then I was in a different place and I was looking up at the Glory Cloud. It
looked like the Glory Cloud. It had no definition but I knew it had more precise definition than man will ever
perceive throughout eternity. Then I saw transparent people walking around in slow motion with their arms and
hands reached high and they were saying, “Holy…... Holy…... Holy…… is God.” Then suddenly I thought, I can
do that, and when I tried I felt I was going to die because of the transparency and purity that I was not, and I asked,
“please take me back.” Then I was back in the back seat in the Assembly of God church.
My explanation: I had no desire to be, except deeper into The Lords Presence. Then The Lord Answered my heart
of nothingness and wanting nothing except for Him. The Glory Cloud was God Himself that was in front of me in
the form of the Glory Cloud. I had all consciousness of the Simplicity of Heaven. I was given a foretaste of what I
was going into and what I am walking in today. There is no limitation inside of God’s Kingdom, there only is ‘being
in God’s Kingdom God’s Way.’ The dying part, I know now, was conscious transformation of my HEART and then
my mind in being able to walk in Heaven on earth, now and throughout my lifetime.
2. My second time I found myself in Heaven – I was in my 2nd bedroom and I said, “God I am tired of talking to You,
I want You to talk to me.” Then I went to my main bedroom and laid down in the bath tub, I shut my eyes and then I
was in a nothing place, but there was a Throne about 50 feet in front of me and there was a White Entity Sitting on
The Throne (I knew it was God). I walked up to The Entity, then turned around and was facing the same direction as
The Entity was Facing. Then suddenly, The Entity put His Arm around me. Then I knew, I knew everything He Knew
if I wanted to know it, but there was nothing to know because all Knowing was there already. Then in slow motion I
looked at the right hand of God and there was another Throne and another Entity was on that Throne. He was Lord
Jesus. Then I was back in my bath tub again and the water was cold.
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My explanation: My heart took it by force. The Entity was God The Father Himself. His Arm empowered me with His
Simplicity of Himself, His Mind, His Heart and me knowing the Simplicity of His Consciousness that “I AM.”
3. I had a dream on 7/24/2014 at 5:30 a.m. – I was ordering drawings from Boeing, the new revision -30 drawing. I had a
-3 part and a -3 drawing, but my customer asked for a -30 part which is an upgrade of the -3 part. Unexpectedly the
person at Boeing downgraded me to a -3 drawing and told me that I could interchange between the -3 and -30
drawing. That just is not done.
Then in a different situation, I needed a part and called Boeing for it. Boeing had an upgraded part in stock, made that
interchangeable and they shipped it to me.
My explanation: I access The Kingdom of Heaven for all help and it is pure and easy. All that has been done, has been
built upon the cornerstone for today that is Lord Jesus Christ. Lord Jesus Stated, “The Doors are open, come into My
Kingdom, The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, the time is at hand.”
4. You will be where you teach – I was in Washington last winter in a hotel, The Lord put a burden for souls on me for
the first three days. Then the fourth day I got up early in the morning and I started to type. Holy Spirit Said, “you will
be where you teach, you walk high in My Heaven.” I did not understand it and then The Lord Said, “I will bring My
people up and through into Heaven. Then you teach them to go higher so when they start to come down, they will
not.” I don’t understand coming down, but I know as long as we stay up we will always be up. ‘The Miracle Blood
and Flesh takes care of it all’… ‘It Is Finished.’
My explanation: The Sovereignty of God is real. Lord Jesus Said, “I have the Keys of Heaven and hell,” and nobody
can get a person in or keep them out. Lord Jesus Said, “It Is Finished,” it is ‘The Miracle Blood and Flesh, and The
Miracle Blood and Flesh alone.’ I need to take care of myself in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. Then I
have an ear to hear and a heart to obey and I am a recipient of the rest yet to come. Holy Spirit uses us for Lord Jesus’
Kingdom on earth as it is in Heaven with continuation into Heaven. Whatever Lord Jesus Desires, Lord Jesus Receives.
5. I had a dream in October 2015 – I was eating at a highest-level elegant restaurant, then I walked outside on the porch
and I saw a dog devouring an animal on the ground. Beside it I saw a cat eating a bird, then I saw a rat with its face
inside another rat eating its insides from the inside out. Then I saw about 20 feet down the hill, running waters about
six inches high, running over a bed of slate. There were small rocks for birds and animals to stand on and drink the
water. The grass was growing over the banks into the running waters. About this place The Lord Implied to me ‘the
lion and the lamb as laying together in peace,’ which is what He called the earth to walk in and stay in. “Be still and
know I Am God,” “seek The Kingdom of God first and all other will be given unto you.” Then The Lord Implied about
the restaurant and the animals, ‘they THINK’ which is self-preservation (without God).
a. For a spirit or being that does not want to be consumed – By God’s Kingdom in God’s Will and God’s Ways,
consumed in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and consumed with Holy Spirit, but wants to keep itself
(pride) and does not want to give up complete self; it is impossible to be in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth or in
Heaven. If you are not consumed by The Kingdom of Heaven, you will be devoured by the earth. Lord Jesus Said,
“you are with Me or against Me.”
b. Another characteristic of pride – God is the Creator of all, including earth and living beings that were and are being
created. Now God Demands All Glory, but creation thinks that they have a choice in giving Him all Glory, because
they can think with self-preservation and they will not yield to their Creators Desires of complete yielded alliance
with Him. The result of giving God All Glory would be: receiving abundance of Life from God, like the lion and
the lamb would be laying together in peace because they are already full.
c. True and Truth – True is a fact; it is a spirit that does not have life as it cannot be set free from itself or its original
nature, it has to remain in its state and does not change.
Truth – is Alive, it is The Life and Creating Spirit of God and it is set Free. Truth transforms into new and
victorious nature and it works continuous change. Then Truth goes from Glory to Glory throughout eternity.
6. I had a dream the morning of 10/31/2015 – There was a gang of men robbing a house. One man in front with a car,
the others were robbing the house. Every time the man that owned the house would get up, they would hit him back
down. They started after me and when I was running, there was a ravine I had to jump over. I was running to find
the right spot to jump, but I knew that on the other side there was nothing to hold onto to pull myself up with and
not fall back in the ravine, so I waited upon Holy Spirit to Talk to me. Then one moment Holy Spirit Said, “jump.” I
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did and my hands held to the ground on the other side and something pulled my body up and flipped it up onto the
ground on the other side.
My explanation: It was nothing about the men and the robbery and things happening in this earthly realm. I saw
earthly reality and tried to stay away from it and I looked to see what would keep me out of the clutches of the
earthly consequences. I stated my point of view and then I waited behind Holy Spirit for Holy Spirit’s Involvement,
to do what He Spoke to me and embrace the outcome. Then it materialized.
7. I don’t know why I receive revelations – But I do know they transform my life with every revelation that is given to
me.
My knowing: They make Heaven on earth more real. Walking in Heaven on earth and the reality of Eternal Heaven
becomes more tangible and clear.
8. Taking one’s own life – I had an employee that was very intelligent and a jack of all trades which he did very well,
but he could never pull his life together. He took his live at age 30. At that time I had a contract that I needed to
complete, but I said, “Lord take the contract and I will go bankrupt, but get him out of hell.” (I just knew he was
there.) That night Holy Spirit Implied to me, “I want you to go to where he is, put your hand out and ask him this
question, ‘will you accept Lord Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior’?” Then that night when I was driving back
home, Holy Spirit Came down, linked with me and together we went down in a room. In this room, there was a wall
on the left-hand side and nobody and all of the molecules in me did not want to be on the other side of that wall.
Then I saw the man lying down in the right-hand corner of this room that I am in. I put out my hand and I started to
talk through my eyes, not my mouth, and asked him that question, “will you accept Lord Jesus Christ as your Lord
and Savior?” Then the man said through his eyes, “Gene, I don’t know what you are talking about.” Then I waited
and I heard him say “I do.” Then I saw him vanish while going upward. Next, I am in my car driving home. I laid
down in my bed and asked for The Lord to show me something about what just happened because I never heard of
this before. I opened my Bible and let my eyes go down the page. There it was: ‘the baptism of the dead’ (Matt
27:52-53).
My revelation and knowing: I know only Lord Jesus can do the baptism of the dead. Lord Jesus Did it two thousand
years ago for three days when He was in the belly of the earth while in the grave and He Is still Doing it today. On
Lord Jesus’ Terms, not ours. God is a Just God and we all have to die one way or another (physical death or
voluntarily giving our life into His Hands), The Lord is aware of both ways and the motives.
9. I had a dream on 11/17/2015 – I needed some parts, so I called the store, but the storekeeper said, “I have one
more item to get out, then we will close because today is a holiday.” So, I hung up. A while later I looked out of my
window and a taxi pulled up with all the parts that I needed to continue my job.
My knowing: When a person is eligible and received to be God’s child and their heart cries out to Him, the world
lines up to that heart and miracles manifest on the earth. We are co-heirs to The Kingdom of Heaven. I told this to
my wife and she replied, “I am seeing you walking in this.”
10. On 1/6/2016 I had a dream. Holy Spirit has more control than human beings ever knew was possible – I was outside
in space watching the overview of the things on earth. Then I was shown the overall control of the earth which was
the empowerment of Holy Spirit. Then I saw more of the sensitivity and empowerment of Holy Spirit and more
control of and by Holy Spirit. Then I saw even more of the overview than before, more than what human beings in
the past ever knew being possible.
My knowing: I saw the overall Intimate control of Holy Spirt over all the earth. Then the overall more Intimate and
long-range view and control of Holy Spirit that man cannot and will never be able to conceive.
Read Matthew 12:31-32 to get a glimpse of the Intimate control of Holy Spirit. Holy Spirit Decides at that point in
time what is blasphemy and what is not.
11. I am in Heaven on earth and I cannot get out, there are no doors on 2/24/2016 – I was talking to a person on the
telephone who is putting this manual on the website and I heard myself say, “I am in Heaven on earth and I cannot
get out, there are no doors.” I knew myself to be in this place and there is no way to go back. I am here to stay and
now I am learning to stay and walk in Heaven on earth from Heaven’s Perspective. Now my mind has floated away
and my heart is full of concrete information of Heaven. This is all there is and it is perfectly good. It makes me slow
to speak, there is no more time as I thought time was, it is miracle peace, just heart filled responsibility to step into ‘it
has already been Completed,’ It is all good in God Himself.
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My knowing: What was given to me in this manual has just completely materialized in my life, in other words, my life
is in it. A peace that surpasses ALL understanding is in me and it is ALL real. As my granddad once said to me, “there
is nothing on this earth that I want.” This is home in Heaven on earth and throughout eternity and I possess it.
12. More power of Holy Spirit inside of my spirit while I am outside of my body, 2/25/2016 – I was watching a revival
documentary movie and I fell asleep. When I started to wake, I felt like my body was making me claustrophobic. My
spirit is made larger than my body plus my spirit was not made for my body, so I assume that my body was made for
my spirit like a cocoon is made for a butterfly. Then I felt that the power of God for my spirit is made greater when
my spirit is out of my body. So, when my spirit moves out of my body while on earth, that is when miracles are
answered quicker and more powerful than when my spirit is inside my body. I feel so free and I know it. I AM FREE.
When I am out of my body I have no concern of earthly matters, I just know they are being taken care of, and so I just
do what my Father in Heaven wants me to do as Lord Jesus Said, “I only Do what My Father Tells me to Do.” And
that is Holy Spirit today Implying or Speaking to me. I look back and I can see that for the last 2 ½ years this is what
has been happening to me and this is The Kingdom of Heaven on earth. And now I know how to escalate it more
habitually than ever before. In the Garden of Eden man and woman were told to take dominion, so the empowerment
was already given to us in our spirit. Now I just have to be eligible through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord
Jesus, hear Holy Spirit Directions, obsessively walk them out and just watch life materialize on earth as it is in
Heaven.
My understanding: In the Bible it states, ‘take it by force,’ I think the above can be used in this statement. This is
meant only for The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and it is absolutely nothing about me or for me, it is all about God.
Then the Bible states, “Father You always Give Me whatever I Ask.” and that was Lord Jesus Saying it. Therefore, I
don’t pray as I was told in the past to ask God. Today I know God Answers the heart in His Will and His Ways and it
materializes, it just appears and I experience it.
13. On 7/5/2010, The Lord Spoke to me and said, “I want you to re-write the bible” – It was foreign to me so I put it on
the shelf. Then in time Holy Spirit showed me how precious the verses are that talk about God and His people when
His people would embrace and do what God wanted them to do. God always delivered, protected and provided for
them while they were embracing God how God wanted them to embrace Him.
Then on 3/3/2016 Holy Spirit showed me again about the phenomena of the Bible in respect to God and His people
that desired and desire to hear, obey, and desire just to be with Him and stay with His Will and Ways for them and I
started to spiritually know what He meant when He Said to me to re-write the bible. It was to take the Bible sections
where it speaks about the relationship from His Heart that He had with His people. It is a miracle to see and know the
relationship between God and His people that dearly love Him. There is no book that can do justice in picturing the
relationship between God and His people, and between God’s people and God and His Will and Ways. But I will do
what Holy Spirit Shows me and rejoice in the outcome of a manual that represents the above.
14. I have all to supply and there is no lack in Me, on 3/14/2016 – I had a dream that I owned a company. I was always in
need of employees for something, needing parts that I did not have and I never had enough time to do the job. Then I
saw other people having problems and never getting through their problems. I awoke and after a while I asked The
Lord, “why?” He Responded, “keep all of you with Me because I have all to supply and there is no lack in Me.”
My revelation knowing: A peace and a security of no lack came over me in my heart, not in my mind. Now I
know I am walking close with Holy Spirit and Lord Jesus Supplies how He Desires to take care of me. I know
“It Is Finished.”
15. 6/8/2016 – I had a dream this morning that I was at a train station window and there were three ladies behind
the window. They all looked at me at the same time and I knew it was a Heavenly train station. Then all of them
implied to me, ‘We are pleased with you and JUST KEEP GOING,’ after which they pulled all the shades
down. I knew it was time to do the Old Testament from God’s Intimate Desiring Heart.
16. 7/13/2016, I had a dream – There was a small family and they would not say I, they, or we. They would only
talk about Lord Jesus and anywhere they went, the Presence of Holy Spirit would come down. I woke up,
started to read the manual and fell back to sleep. I was in a deeper sleep than I had ever been in and when I
woke up, all of life’s pressures were taken off of me and I knew that Holy Spirit went ahead of me and made my
path for today. All of the issues were being dissolved ahead of me and without me.
17. 8/1/2016 Sixth Level came down on me – Love The Lord your God with all your heart, body, soul, mind and
strength. Heaven Opened and a gold film came down around me and went in under my feet. Then The Lord Implied
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to me and I knew, I was completely victorious in all things and that is still with me today. Your Will and Your
Ways Lord Jesus.
18. 9/23/2016 I had a dream that I was in space at a space station – A lady pulled a lever and another ladies baby was
discharged out into space. The lady that pulled the lever said to me, “I will give up all of me (meaning my life inside
of me), if you get the baby back because the baby that I discharged means more to me than me and all that I have.” I
said, “first, you love the baby greater than you living and I know Holy Spirit that Knows all things. Second, the
needed criteria of your love that is greater than self and beyond, is here now. I know that we will have to give up all
of ourselves and more than the world can conceive, to know the Sensitivity of Holy Spirit that Knows every inch and
every molecule of space, but Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit can make the avenue for us to do just that and for us to
receive.”
Writer’s revelation: I know the reality of God, God Made the Way for us to give up ourselves and enter His
Presence, what will cost more than all the molecules in our body and more love for Him than self can come up with,
in order to receive any part of God. But The Kingdom of Heaven on earth is here to stay and I do touch the inside of
Heaven every few days. Know that it is an impossibility for anybody to walk in Heaven, but it has been given to all
of us, to whoever keeps the door open for themselves and steps in. It is impossible for man but possible and real
with God. I was woken up and just walked in it last night.
19. 9/23/2016 Writer’s understanding and revelation on dreams – When The Lord gives dreams, (and I just received the
above dream today), The Lord Opens Heaven’s Way and spiritually empowers us with more Heavenly attributes
than we had before or were aware of. The only thing is that we cannot obtain the attributes until we come deeper
and higher in His Presence, going with our determined hearts-desire through the invisible screen to where Heaven is
and where we don’t exist as an individual any more. Only the Presence of The Lord exists and we only exist in
living miracles.
Then the empowerment and spiritual awareness is there to accomplish what Holy Spirit Desires us to know and do.
20. My wife and I went to the Space Needle restaurant in Seattle – We were sitting at a table and before we received our
food (we had fasted for three days), all of a sudden, I saw on my bread plate an invisible Forearm and I knew it was
Lord Jesus’ Forearm laying there. Then suddenly my wife said, “we need to take communion.” We took our glasses
of water and drank them and I took the invisible but spiritually visible Forearm, I picked it up and I put my teeth
into the Flesh of the invisible Forearm of Lord Jesus and that was my communion. True communion is a
relationship with Holy Spirit and The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
21. I just had a dream, my wife's airplane instructor asked her to do something about the airplane. – She thought about it
and because of that the instructor said, “never mind I'm not your instructor anymore.” This is the same thing with
the anointing. When Holy Spirit implies something, don’t think, just do it from your heart. When you do, it is
activated and starts materializing and it will materialize because Holy Spirit is in charge of the whole complete
situation and solution. This never comes from your own thinking or mind, because you would grieve Holy Spirit
and will fail.
22. My car and I were translated- At 3:30 a.m. I had a jet lag from traveling and couldn’t sleep, so I got up and worked
on the Rhema Manual. Later I was driving to breakfast when suddenly I found myself in front of the Dwelling Place
Open Heaven Worship Center. I had no recollection of driving there! I noticed in the parking lot a white truck and a
man walking around it at 4:00 a.m. I asked, “Can I help you?” and he said “No, I want to go inside. I want to pray.”
Before I spoke to him, I thought, ‘I am speaking English,’ which was a strange thought. Then I spoke a few words
to him and asked if he wanted to join me for breakfast. He first said no, but then said, “I will go with you because I
want
more of what you are saying.” Later that morning we had a meeting at the Dwelling Place and the Lord Said, “I am
filling the building and doing it My Way.”
23. The Lord told me to go to the doctor because of pain in my shoulder and I did. Then the day after, The Lord told me
to visualize a funnel, turn it upside down and put it on my head and to have my spirit go up the funnel. I did and
stood on top of the funnel. Then I was implied to that my spirit was now in Heaven and no pain or problems can be
with my spirit. My body must line up with my spirit because the spirit controls the physical. I noticed that there was
no pain in my body any more, but when I would think, look at, or hear the earth, the pain would start to come back.
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Then I would go back up the funnel and again there would be no pain. This is walking in Heaven on earth today. I
can do it, you can do it and teach others to do it. It works very good.
24. On 11/5/2018 I had a dream – I was laying on the floor and I said to a person: “see this”, then I moved across the
floor without moving myself. Then The Lord Said: “It is now.”

A girl and a lady – Testimonies of my wife
The groundwork for my life in Christ that transformed and transforms me
March 1982 – When I was in the lowest, deepest and darkest time of my life something happened to me. Jesus Came
to me and I did not even know it. This is how I started searching for Light.
I was in an apartment with someone that at some point demanded, “close your eyes, what name do you see?” I gave
some kind of name to keep him happy and he said, “no, no do it again!” I closed my eyes and saw very clearly the
word ‘Emanuel.’ “I see Emanuel,” I said and he stepped back. From that moment, my heart was changed. Like the
light had come on and I thought, ‘What am I doing here? I must get out! I have to do something good with my life.’ I
got out and my life started to go up from that moment without me knowing it had been Lord Jesus Visiting me. Four
years later after I had given my life to Jesus and came to church for the very first time, we sang the song, “Emanuel,
Emanuel, Your Name Is Called Emanuel. God With me, Revealed in me, Your Name Is Called Emanuel.” And
suddenly I remembered the instant when years before I had seen the Name Emanuel with my eyes closed and now I
realized that Emanuel means: God With us. Four years earlier, The Lord had Spoken into my life that, ‘He Was With
me’ in my difficult hour. Nothing stops The Lord to Reveal Himself when He Sees and Finds a desperate, searching
heart. He will touch and change this heart.
June 1985 – Before I knew Lord Jesus, I needed to get an apartment and I heard of one that was going to be available
that I was very interested in. The only problem, there were a lot more people trying to obtain this place because it was
a nice place and it was almost impossible to obtain housing at that time in that location. I remember tossing and
turning in my bed realizing that there was nothing I could do to manipulate the situation. At one point the thought
struck me, ‘IF God exists, He would be the only one that could help me get the house.’ I got out of bed, went on my
knees and said some sort of very short prayer, I did not know God and had never prayed. I fell asleep immediately and
yes, I did get the house. Since I did not know Lord Jesus, I never connected the miracle with my asking at that time,
but the fact is: I did acknowledge God just in case He really existed. And He did come through!
October 1985 – Giving my heart to Jesus. A friend spoke to me about Lord Jesus, but since I did not want to hear it,
we parted ways. Then The Lord Came to him in the middle of the night and Said, “you have to go back to Margriet
and speak about Me because I Visited her.” Later in the day again The Lord Spoke to him with an audible Voice,
“you have to go back to her and you have to do it today.” My friend had no desire to meet with me but responded,
“ok, Lord then You have to make the way.” We were in college that day attending the same class and neither of us
wanted to meet, so we both left immediately and both of us were the first to go through the door leaving the
classroom. We talked for a moment just to be polite and I invited him over for dinner.
Later that night when he finally started speaking about Jesus, I remember that at that moment I was drinking in every
word that came out of his mouth. I was very hungry and asked, “what can I do to receive what you have?” “Very
simple.” he said, “We just kneel and you ask Jesus to come into your heart and into your life and to cleanse you
with His Blood.” I did and have never been the same since! Suddenly I knew that I knew that Jesus is real. Lord Jesus
Knows how to find His people and reveal Himself to them that are hungry for the Truth. It is a miracle from God to
receive Jesus.
December 1986 – Deliverance. I was coming home from church from a Wednesday bible study. As I was standing in
front of the door to my house I suddenly felt like I was exploding and I ran up three stairways to my apartment where I
fell on my knees in the living room. My hands reached up to Heaven and The Lord Came and Touched my heart with
His Light. I saw a whole bunch of demons, about 8 – 10 fly out and each one about a foot tall. They were black and
fluttering while they disappeared. I slept and woke up early the next morning with a light in my heart that I had never
known before. I desired to go outside, see trees, hear the birds and feel the sun and the wind. Since that time, I felt I
was on a vacation, an ongoing vacation and it has never left me. My life was Freed!
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March 1995 – Deliverance. I was standing in front of the person that said, “Isn’t It Jesus?” and at that moment I saw
a tall Light Person standing in between her and me. My knees buckled and I fell to the floor. The person that had said,
“Isn’t It Jesus?” knelt down beside me and prayed for a religious spirit from my ancestors. It felt like my skin was
literally being pulled off of me.
Sometimes we have spiritual bondages in our lives that we don’t even know about. Only Holy Spirit can Reveal this.
Fire log plucked from the burning – The Lord gave me this scripture after I had come to Him and I could visualize it.
He Said, “you are a fire log plucked from the burning.” Before my salvation I was burning with the flames of hell.
Later while I was worshiping in church He Showed me that He had shut the door behind me and going back was not
possible anymore because the door was closed. HE closed the door! Like HE had closed the door of the ark behind
Noah.
December 1986 – No gods before Me. The Lord Said, “What do you want the violin or Me?” I struggled for a few
hours with my answer, then I said, “Lord I want You.” He took every desire to play the violin out of me that very
moment and I started to feel very free to spend more time with The Lord. I used to play hours every day. The Lord
delivers us!
Freed from an idol – The Lord Jesus addressed an idol that took up all my time and energy. He showed me a twin
plant like two tree trunks that were so totally grown together and tangled up in each other that you could not see they
were two plants, it looked like only one plant. But He started to pull them apart and then He Spoke to me, “one is the
violin and the other one is you and I am going to take it totally apart.” The Lord frees us from things that hinders us
to be free.
You want Me – Another time when The Lord was further delivering me from the violin that was very deep in my
heart, I was laying in bed and said, “Lord, if You don’t give me the violin, then at least give me a husband.” I
instantly felt the very Loving Presence of Holy Spirit Come over me and He Said, “that is not what you want, you
want Me.” The pain in my heart was gone. The Lord strips everything out of our lives if it stands between Him and
us.
December 1993 – Receiving Faith and God Doing the impossible. I was in desperate need of a house and had no
chance to obtain one from the government because I had never applied for a house. Waiting time was around 12 to 15
years. To rent a private home would cost more than my wages, so I was desperate. My friend came by and asked if
she could pray for me. When she laid hands on me and prayed I felt Faith drop in my heart. I had my home! The
situation had not changed, but I knew in my heart that I had my home. A couple of weeks later that same friend came
by and told me that in two cities in all of Holland the ruling to be eligible for government housing was changed as a
try out, so that the person closest to their 30th birthday would be first to pick from the few available houses. It
happened that I worked in one of these two cities which made me eligible. My 30th birthday was coming up in less
than three weeks, so I was first in line. I have never heard about this system ever again.
When we reach the end of our abilities, the road is open for The Lord to perform a miracle.
Presence of The Lord – After The Lord had done the miracle for my house I continued taking my time in the morning
† with The Lord in my bedroom. For hours, I would be in His Presence, not picking up the phone, not ever make
appointments before 12 and just receive my breakthroughs in The Lord’s Presence. And every morning The Lord would
Come and break through with His Presence in my life. And The Lord Told me, “your house is to you what the belly of
the fish was to Jonah.” I was very isolated. I had nothing in my life, the only thing I knew to do was going in the
Presence of The Lord. After I had my time with The Lord in the mornings, I would go to my living room and continue
to be on my knees seeking The Lord until He would fill me some more. I also was dealing with feelings of despair about
my life and feelings deep in my heart of utter loneliness. But every time I had these feelings, I would go on my knees
and every time The Lord would Come through and Fill my heart. Then I would get up, go my way and a few hours later
I would have this loneliness and desperation again. I would go on my knees, seek the Face of The Lord and again He
would Come through with His Presence and lift my loneliness. Then I would go for a walk or go on a bicycle ride to be
with The Lord some more. The Lord had Spoken those two things into my life, “go on a bicycle ride,” and “go for a
walk.”
This was transformation season in my life. Healing and fullness of Holy Spirit started to replace all other feelings.
That is where I learned to really be in the Presence of The Lord as the center in my life and this has never left me.
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7/4/1993 you don’t know what is in my heart – When my dad went to be with The Lord I was concerned because he
did not want to talk about Jesus and he did not want to pray except for once. But he had said one day, “you don’t
know what is in my heart.” Moments after he passed away in his own house in his own bed, I went downstairs to tell
the family he was gone, and they all went upstairs. As I was standing in his living room by myself I felt worship
coming up in my heart. And then I saw my dad, he appeared confused. I saw two Beings, one on each side supporting
him and I saw like a stairway into Heaven and I knew that the two Beings were taking him up there.
His creation – When once I was at the beach I could not enjoy the beach even though it was such a perfect day. I
said, “Lord, even with a perfect day like this, wonderful beach, perfect weather, peace, I cannot enjoy it.” And
instantly, suddenly The Lord Touched my being and I could fully enjoy where I was. I saw the birds flying high in the
sky, felt the sun on my skin and everything was perfect. I learned that it is a gift from Holy Spirit to be able to enjoy
something that is His.
Reaching out to The Lord – When I said, “Lord why do You talk so little to me?” The Lord Replied, “My greatest
gift to you is to pull My Hand away from you, so you come to Me instead of Me Coming to you.”

†

December 1994 Marriage – I was standing in my kitchen and felt the Presence of The Lord. It was so wonderful that
I said, “Lord if I never get married for the rest of my life it is OK as long as I have You.” From the bottom of my
being I gave to The Lord of ever being married. The Lord Removed any desire or thought of me ever getting married.
I was 31 and had never been married.
Monday, 3/13/1995 – I was in Toronto among the revival that was going on, 32 years old. We were upstairs and just
finished with the prayer meeting; hundreds of people were present and I was still sitting in the Presence of The Lord.
One of my friends from Holland was moving through the room and thoughtless I was looking at her. She stopped and
started to talk with a man. Suddenly Holy Spirit Said as loud and clear, it hit me like lightning, “she is talking to your
husband.” We had never seen each other in our lives. Gene had a small gray beard and I shook it off, it was the
furthest thing from my mind. But I was drawn to walk over, I said hi and things just fell in place from that moment on.
I realize that since I had given marriage totally to The Lord three months previously, He was free to do whatever He
thought best.
No gods before Me – my spouse: A few months after The Lord put us together, The Lord Said, “I want Gene back.”
It shocked me and I said no because I just started to open my being for Gene. The grief of Holy Spirit came over me
and I knew I had blown it. For about a year I kept asking The Lord for another chance to give Gene up. That chance
came after a year; I had time with The Lord and felt Him very close. Then He Said, “now Gene, you want to give
him to Me?” I responded, “yes Lord,” and watched Gene spiritually go up in smoke as incense to The Lord. I could
not touch it any more, it was gone. It was like The Lord had ripped it out of my being and I started to cry. For three
days, I cried nonstop and after about five days I started to feel so free that it did not matter to me any more if Gene
would ever call me again. If anything I thought, it might even be better if he didn’t. But that same day he called me
and told me that five days before he had lost my phone number and had just found it again.

†

Guidelines to be with my spouse – The Lord Spoke two very distinct things to me about living with my spouse.
First, He Said, “let him go!” Gene just did not live up to my thoughts of how he needed to be responsible in my eyes.
After The Lord Spoke this to me and I started to do it, I noticed that every time I got upset about Gene stepping away
from his ‘responsibilities in my eyes’ and I let him go, the moment that I managed to really let him go, he would
suddenly show up and do the very thing that I had in mind he should be doing. I need to stay behind The Lord guiding
him.
The next thing The Lord Spoke was, “stop thinking negative about your husband.” When I started to apply that
Word from The Lord, I noticed that when I was thinking negative, Gene’s motivation was just different than mine, but
his perspective was very good. It enlarged my way of thinking.
No gods before Me – When I desire to eat food sometimes I ask, “Lord, is that ok with You?” When He says
‘no,’ I sometimes even take it out of my mouth. Then all desire I had for the food disappears. Most important is
that I open my heart to ASK Jesus what He thinks about it, I line up and He Comes through.

†
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Food – I used to have a special appetite for licorice and one day The Lord used the word ‘gluttony’ with me. Through
several years, I struggled with my desire for licorice off and on having victory until one day The Lord Spoke,
“it is a cheap price to pay for Eternity.” I have not touched licorice since.
I Cannot Say ‘No’ – I was seeking The Lords Face and He Revealed Himself: I saw His Heart and His Character and
He Said, “I Cannot Say no.” It was like He was Saying, “I Cannot Refuse My people.” I was standing on Holy
Ground and felt I had just seen a secret of God that is not permissible for man to know.
Standing on my feet – Years ago The Lord showed me a picture of me lying flat on the ground being glued to the
ground in weakness. Then I saw me getting on my knees and The Lord Spoke, “I Will Make you stand on your
feet.” I used to take no steps or make decisions in life at all unless The Lord would explicitly speak to me. But since,
The Lord Has Presented so many situations of responsibility to me that I learned to ‘stand tall’ functioning healthy in
life in The Lord.
2015 Lord Jesus’ Blood – While I was worshiping suddenly The Lord Showed me a wave of His Blood Flowing
over the earth and He Said, “I am bringing a new wave of knowledge of the Power of My Blood over the earth.
And that is still only a fraction of the Power that is in My Blood.” But the wave that I saw rolling was more than
we have ever experienced, it covered all. It was not about revival, but about a deeper knowledge of walking in and
knowing the Power of Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood.
†

Wave – The move of Holy Spirit is like a wave. A wave rolls onto the beach and rolls back to the ocean. That is The
Lords Eternal Design. When the wave rolls onto the shore that is like the momentum of Holy Spirit upon us. Then as
the wave rolls back, we move in deeper with The Lord (without panic ‘where is The Lord?’) and get a deeper
relationship with Him that brings in the next wave.
12/15/2012 – The Lord taking dominion in this world. I had a dream: In my dream, a little girl was talking to me
about all these people that do not move into the fullness of what The Lord has for them. I agreed because I could see
that. Then suddenly she looked me straight in the eyes and Said, “you are not even aware that I am talking about
you.” It pierced and shook me to the bone and I tried to shake it off but it was too late, I had been Spoken to. When I
woke up, I said, “Lord I really want everything that you have for my life, whatever it is and whatever the cost.” Then
things started to happen that same day and I realized that The Lord did not want us to go on our trip to Holland. We
had airplane tickets to leave the following day, but we cancelled our trip. Now we had no agenda for four weeks being
at home and we were totally open for anything. Going to church the next day, we heard about a public hearing to be
held that week that would approve a variance to a protective ruling that was voted in for our county to keep a
marijuana dispensary at least 1,800 feet away from public places. I had received a letter about that in the mail but had
thrown it away. Earlier that week, Gene had come home and mentioned it. But this time hearing it in church
something snapped and I knew we had to go. When we were driving there, the Presence of The Lord was suddenly
with us. It was as if I saw Him from His back side, and He Was on His Way and had Direction and Purpose. We were
following Him.
Then the meeting was over and they had approved the variance. As I stood by the car, I looked over at the building
and The Lord Spoke again, “The Presence that was with you in the car has now come down in the building
department.” We appealed the decision and knew that it was our job to do something about it. When we received the
letter in the mail from the planning department, the appeal hearing was only one week away. A friend called the head
of the planning department that she knew and over the speaker phone we could hear, “tell your friends to give up
because we have no reason not to approve the variance.” Then on Thursday the district supervisor of the county we
live in came to meet and talk with us. When he said, “they did everything according to the law and it is only medical,”
we felt a dark cloud of discouragement come over us that lasted for a few hours. Then something rose up inside of us
and we felt stronger than ever before to fight.
The Lord Gave us the idea to take up a petition and for the next three days we gathered signatures. More than 99% of
the people did not want that dispensary there. The day before the hearing The Lord Inspired us to write a letter full of
arguments and we sent the letter and the signatures to all five supervisors that had to make the decision. Following
day unanimously the variance was rejected and the decision was reversed. What a tremendous victory for and from
The Lord! Our community would be a drug free zone!
Protection – We were driving home from a village 20 miles away, but found that the freeway was closed due to icy
conditions, so we headed for the back route through the mountains. Coming to a ‘T’ where we had to make a righthand turn that would lead us through the mountains, I noticed that this road was also blocked with a metal barrier, a
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fence that had an opening in the center about 10 feet wide. My husband turned to go onto the road through the
opening but
neither the steering wheel nor the brakes worked. We were just sliding over the ice straight ahead, headed for the
bushes. Suddenly we could feel the Presence of Holy Spirit Come into the car and Taking over. That was an awesome
moment. The car started turning to the right and slid right through the opening in the barrier. We were in awe and kept
worshiping all the way home while we drove very slowly through the beautiful scenery of the mountains.
Another time going on a three-lane freeway there was very little traffic. We were in the right-hand lane when there
was a truck in front of us going extremely slow and we came closer quickly. My husband who was driving started to
move a lane over but when I looked over my shoulder I noticed a car passing us at the same time (only that car was in
the third lane, but I thought it was next to us). I screamed, “watch out!” and my husband responded quickly by
stepping on his brakes and turn to the right into the shoulder instead. It all happened so fast that we rolled over four
times. All windows were shattered and the roof was all the way crushed into the car and the car totaled. While we
were rolling, all three of us (our friend from Holland was with us) felt that we were in a cocoon being Protected in the
Presence of The Lord. The car stopped rolling and the three of us came out. When the ambulance pulled up and the
ambulance worker came out, he looked at the car and us and saw me sitting down with a little blood on my leg from a
small cut and Gene and Ro walking around gathering our belongings out of the car. Then he said, “is this all that
happened?” and at that moment when I said “yes,” Holy Spirit Said, “I Had a Delight in Saving your lives.” All
three of us were totally fine.
Protection – One night I was walking in a desolate place after dark and suddenly three dogs surrounded me. They
were barking and snapping at my legs and I knew I was a piece of meat to them. From inside my being I cried out
loud, “Lord Jesus!” and the dogs immediately stopped, turned around and ran away.
†

Protection from people – One morning I woke up and The Lord Spoke, “nobody can ever say anything to you that
I do not allow.” I had no idea why and what it meant and just went on.
Later that same day somebody said something to me that absolutely crushed my world and who I was, but since The
Lord had Given me that statement, He had equipped me, so I could get through and knew that The Lord’s Hand was
in it. The Lord used it for my deliverance.
Respect – One time I was fasting for one day. I was prepared and spend all day with The Lord. By the end of the day
The Lord still had not Spoken to me or revealed Himself and I said, “Lord, I spend all day with You fasting and You
did not come to me at all.” At that moment, my eye fell on the picture of a man that was called of The Lord and
greatly used. The picture was on a book cover that was laying on the table and The Lord Spoke to me and said, “If
you don’t have respect for this man, how can you have respect for Me.”

Pride – One day, The Lord Spoke to me and said, “most all of your problems are because of your pride.” And I
† had a lot of problems at that time. Since, every time I had problems I would check to see if there was any pride in me
and in most cases I could track it down to an attitude of pride.
Jealousy – For about a week I continuously had these jealous feelings until I cried out and said, “Lord, I don’t want to
have these feelings, please take them away from me.” Then The Lord Spoke and said, “there is something that is
deeper than the jealousy, the root is that you gave away what was yours and now you don’t have. And you see
others that do have and you don’t and that is why you feel that way.” From that moment, The Lord started
Teaching me not to give away what is mine and it feels very good. I don’t feel anymore that I gave myself away and
when The Lord Tells me to give, it is a joy and victory.
†

Freedom – Once I was sitting in a church on a Sunday morning and when the preaching started I did not like at all
what was being said and I felt like I was in a prison, trapped. I wanted to get out but did not feel free to walk away.
Then Holy Spirit Spoke to me and said, “you are totally Free to stand up and walk out, or to stay here.” And I felt
this space and this freedom come over me. I just stood up, stepped out of the pew and walked out through the door.
Not a big deal. When The Lord Speaks, He Equips. And we are freed from our thoughts of what others think of us.

Victory – I was laying in bed and had a lot of pain in my belly. After I fell asleep a little bit I woke up and the cramps
† were bad. Suddenly it felt like The Lord was right above me with His Presence and He Said, “there is no defeat in
Me.” I fell asleep again and when I woke up later the pain was still there. Then The Lord Implied to me to drink
water. So, I got out of bed, drank a lot of water and fell asleep. After I awoke later, the pain was gone.
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There is NO DEFEAT INSIDE LORD JESUS’ BLOOD and HIS PRESENCE!
This is my standard in life: only victory!
Taking God’s Glory – I was part of a church where the Presence of The Lord was so very strong, it was very
powerful. Sometimes people would come in from the street into a service and be delivered on the spot. Just like that.
Revival was
there. When I was worshiping one day, suddenly out of the blue Holy Spirit Spoke and said, “I will not give my
Glory to Raul and I will not give my Glory to Johnny.” Raul was the pastor and Johnny was the worship leader.
There was no indication to me that something was not ok, but one week later something exploded in the church and
the whole church split. The Lord will not allow us take His Glory, that is reserved for Him alone!
Last year – I was in a different church when His Presence was coming strong, it was awesome and again The Lord
Spoke about His Glory and Said, “no flesh shall glory in My Presence.” I know it was Him because I never use the
word ‘shall.’ The emphasis was not on people taking His Glory, but the emphasis was on the impossibility to take
God’s Glory when His Presence is there. That is only time to worship and adore Jesus and to lay our life and our
everything at His Feet.
4/6/2016 – The Lord showed me again: when His Presence Reveals, there no longer is anything about man. All flesh
disappears in the Glorious Dimension of His Presence which is a different dimension than this earthly dimension of
our trying. You can say that when glory goes to man, by definition Holy Spirit in His Manifest Presence is not there!
3/9/2004 – This certain Saturday I planned to go evangelize like I would do sometimes. Except this morning I faintly
heard The Lord Saying to me, “don’t go today.” It caught me off-guard and I reasoned, ‘evangelizing can’t be
†
wrong,’ so I went. When I walked one block, I started to speak to a couple of people in their yard but the conversation
went nowhere. One was a mormon, the other a jehovah witness and the other not interested. I did not feel good
anymore and went straight home.
On Monday morning, water on our driveway from the sprinkler heads had frozen up and I slipped and fell. I hurt my left
leg badly. I managed to get in the car, but when I noticed my foot hanging all the way outward, I knew something was
wrong. I started the engine and decided to let the car roll to our shop. We live only about 400’ from our shop. At the end
of the street Gene came by in his car and I tried to wave him down, but he waved back at me and kept going. When I
came to a stop he was still outside and we went straight to the doctor. At the doctor’s office, I said, “Lord, why did this
happen to me?” because I do not believe in accidents happening when I am in The Kingdom of The Lord. I know that I
am totally protected. He Responded, “you remember Saturday that I did not want you to go evangelize and you
went anyway? Your disobedience opened the door for darkness to come in and slap you around.” My leg was
broken in six places, but The Lord brought me to the best doctor, there was no operation and two months later I was
healed and running. And I enjoyed my time of rest and forced time in bed to be with The Lord. The Lord uses
everything for the good.
4/9/2016 – I dreamed that I was driving my car in the desert on an unmaintained dirt road. Two cars passed me, racing
and the first car drove next to the road thinking it was the main road. The second car started to chase the first car to
warn him that he was not on the main road, but in his zealousness, ran into a rock. When I was coming by, at first I
wanted to keep going but then I thought, ‘I better see how they are doing.’ I stopped and noticed that the car was
almost completely buried under the sand. By this time in my dream the car had shrunk in size. I reached with my hand
through the open window to open the door and saw the driver. When I saw the driver, I had this shock that it could be
serious. I pulled his body out and while I was holding his lifeless body, I noticed life again pulsating through his body.
Then I put him on the ground and pulled out the passenger. Then I woke up and felt really good, being in the Presence
of The Lord. What I got out of it was that our relationship with The Lord comes first. He will direct us when He wants
to use us in somebody else’s life. We don’t have to chase some purpose for someone in our own strength, that fails! In
our own initiative, it does not have life to it. When The Lord directs us it produces Life and results.
The Lord’s Turn – Once I was in a church meeting what we would call a good meeting. After the worship and the
† preaching there was an altar call and The Lord Spoke to me, “now it is My turn.” The Lord met His people at the
altar.
And it always touched me that The Lord was waiting for us to get done with our agenda, but we are the ones missing
out.
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Martyrs – The Lord Opened my eyes and revealed to me. When a martyr is burned at the stake, He Said about it,
“the burning at the stake is an outward expression of what already took place on the inside in the heart.” The
martyr already gave their life completely to The Lord and was totally consumed by Holy Spirit. This is the true
expression of a martyr.
Provision – One day we got so low on finances that when we sat at home on the couch I said, “Gene, I cannot pay the
employees anymore, we totally ran out of money and have to close the doors.” We both stood to our feet, held hands
and said, “Lord, we have to have a job and we need it now!” We walked to the shop (it was around 7p.m.) and the
moment we walked through the door, the phone rang and a person from overseas that we had never done business
with before called us for some parts. We had the parts and he shipped money in the next following day.
Provision – Another time when we had been extremely low on jobs and finances for about a year and a half, The
Lord Spoke to me and said, “you have no wind in your sails.” I knew what He meant. He kept providing precisely
for us and the shop to stay alive and about four months later He Spoke again and said, “the season is over.” Jobs
started to come in and we never have had a financial difficulty since. It shows me how The Lord is in perfect precise
control of our finances.
†

Seek Me with all your strength – I sat on the couch and The Lord Spoke to me Saying, “seek Me with all your
strength.”
Lonely – When I felt lonely and unwanted, the Sweet Spirit of The Lord Came over me and filled me with His
Fullness and He Reminded me of the scripture, ‘I Am with the broken hearted and the contrite of spirit.’ These days
when I feel lonely, it is a door for me to go deeper to The Lord and take my eyes off the physical and put them back
on The Lord where they belong. Joy then immediately fills my heart.
Inferior – One time I felt so inferior that I walked away from the company I was with and I hid under the bushes.
Suddenly Holy Spirit was there and He Touched me. I could feel His Presence and His Anointing Oil going through
me. Throughout all my body head to feet, He took all these feelings out of me and made me a totally new victorious
creature.
One thing I learned: the lesser we are, the more Jesus Comes. One of my favorite scriptures is Psalm 18 where David
cries to The Lord and God Hears him. Smoke Came out of His Nostrils, He Flew upon the wings of the wind and
Thundered from Heaven to Save David and pull him out of many waters. That is how I felt many times and how close
God really is with us. He Is zealous for the broken hearted and nothing stands in His way when He Hears His child
cry out. Our broken heart works like a magnet to God, He can and will not refuse it.
Worship – I was lying in bed and started to worship. The worship intensified and I started to worship with all my
strength. Heaven was open and I saw The Lord as so awesome and worthy of ALL praise. But I ran out of strength to
worship Him and said to The Lord, “I can’t wait to be in Heaven and worship where I don’t have the limitations of this
physical body.”
1994 People – This testimony is very special to me because many times I hear men say the opposite, but I know what
† The Lord Spoke to me: one day I found myself cut off from everything. I did not see or hear anybody all day long and
I was just by myself. I got depressed and felt somewhat hopeless and I was seeking The Lord all day long. Next day
still the same situation, I did not see or hear anybody all day long and was all by myself. I still felt depressed and kept
seeking The Lord all day. Then the next day still I had no contact with anybody outside and was all by myself, but felt
a little better. Suddenly Holy Spirit welt up inside of me and Filled me with His Presence. Then He Spoke and said,
“see you don’t need people.” I felt joyful, complete and hope was back in my life. I knew; Jesus is more than enough
for anything and everything in any situation and I don’t need people.
November 2015 – In the worship center I usually worship, but this one day I thought, ‘maybe not today, I’ll just
worship quietly today.’ And then The Lord Spoke, “If you don’t want to do it, I will get someone else to do the
job.” It was a wonderful confirmation to me that The Lord wants me to worship Him with all my strength and without
ceasing and it was unexpected that He called it a ‘job.’ Like Romans 12:1, ‘this is your reasonable service.’
†

2015 – Pressing In. When I felt I really grieved Holy Spirit by not obeying when He Wanted me to step out because
my mind put up obstacles, (this happened many times) He Spoke to me and said, “your love for Me will break
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through it.” He was talking about my mind; He showed me that my desire to please and obey Him and to be close to
Him was stronger than the obstacles my mind could put up to hinder my obedience. There will always be victory in
Jesus! And then the result of obeying and moving in is this: The Lord breaking my bondages.
Crown of Thorns – Lord Jesus showed me the crown of thorns He had on His Head when He was Being Crucified.
Blood was pouring out of His Head, Shed for the renewing of our mind. When He gave me this, I just wanted to feel
the thorns piercing my own mind and have fresh Blood go through my mind. Lord Jesus’ Blood.
Come and Eat – One day I sat outside the shop on the ground. It was very peaceful and quiet and I was there with
The Lord. Then He Showed me a sort of banqueting table filled with the most delicious foods about 100’ away and
He Said, “come here and eat.” I knew that I had to get up and go over where I knew the banqueting table was and
that He was not going to come to me to feed me. That looks like The Lords Procedure for me: for me to reach out to
His Kingdom for it is already there and I must move in and obtain it, putting my faith into action. Jesus already Did
All when He Paid the Full Price and Said, “It Is Finished.”
11/21/2016 – The Lord opened my eyes that every soul matures over time. As the body matures and grows old, our
soul also matures, learns victory, receives transformation and becomes the spirit The Lord designed and created it to
be.
1986, delivered from tv – While I was sitting on the couch watching a show that I enjoyed, I felt Holy Spirit
knocking quietly on my heart, implying, “which is better, watching tv or seeking My Face?” At first, I did
not want to hear it because I enjoyed what I was doing, but it continued. Finally, I got up, walked to the tv,
turned it off, went back to the couch and kneeled to seek The Lord. That instant The Lord delivered me from tv
and from that moment, which is more than 30 years ago, I never watched tv again. When I come in a place
where the tv is on, it irritates me and I walk out.

Healing – A while ago I started to be concerned about little issues you feel in your body when you get little older. I
was seeking The Lord about this and He Responded, “I Control your body.” I have 100% peace about my health
since. It is not only that I know that Holy Spirit controls my body, because I already ‘knew’ this. But when Holy
Spirit Speaks into your life, you start living the reality of it.
My mind – I cried out to The Lord to deliver my mind and then He Showed me my mind full of what looked like
cobb- webs and He Said, “I cannot take it out just like that because I would pull out all and there would be
nothing left in your mind. I will untangle your mind.” And later He Spoke, “your mind will be untouchable
when I Am done.”
Victory – We had many difficulties in our shop and one day I as I walked home, suddenly Holy Spirit Poured like a
bucket of joy in my being. I felt, “Lord, don’t you know I am about to have a nervous breakdown? Why would You
give me joy?” I almost had resistance to accept the joy, but then He Showed me that He does not Live at all in our
difficulties. He Lives in a different dimension and He wants to bring us inside the Dimension where He Lives, so we
can be free and have joy and victory.
Victory – In about that same season as I sat on the couch, I felt very tired and wanted to lay down just for a moment
before going back to the shop. As I was resting, suddenly I saw The Lord Jesus Laying right in front of me with His
Face towards me, Sleeping. Like He Was sleeping in a boat, and I saw Him Laying on top of some rolled up ropes.
Like when His disciples were fearful in the storm and tried to wake Him up, it was as if He was Saying to me, “do
you want to sleep with Me while I Am Sleeping?” I knew that His invitation to me was that while the storms were
going on, I could sleep and have peace with Him instead of panicking about the storms like the disciples were and I
accepted the invitation. I rested and when it was time to go back, the person that was able to solve all of our problems
in the shop was parked in the driveway of our home. He had stopped by to find out how we were doing. He had the
solution to all of our difficulties and everything worked out fine. We normally only saw this person once or twice per
year.
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October 2015 – When I was editing this manuscript I started to rephrase some of the sentences, and suddenly I felt
the Presence of The Lord Standing on the other side of the desk where I was working and He Spoke and said, “touch
it as little as possible, because the manual is Mine.” I backed off immediately and changed as little as possible to
keep it as original as possible.
11/25/2016 – As this manual nears completion and after me spending many hours working on it, I noticed that it
became a habit for me to go in deeper and deeper to where I get in touch with Holy Spirit and to reach out constantly
for The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and knowing that I have this open door to Heaven and am forgiven in
His Precious Blood any time I go in. I do not accept any thought of defeat, because there is no defeat in Jesus. Yes, I
am victorious and more than a conqueror in all things at all times through Christ Who strengthens me.
October 2018 – I dreamed that gene and I were waiting for Lord Jesus to come out of an airplane that He had just
landed with. When He came out, He was wearing sunglasses and totally passed by us. We did not exist for Him. I was
disappointed for a moment because I expected Lord Jesus to acknowledge us. Then quickly I realized: Lord Jesus
does not have to come to me, I must come to Him! I ran after Him and when I caught up, I wrapped my arms around
Him. When I did that, His Presence came as a Bright Glorious Light off Him over me and it exposed sins I had, I
thought that I was more than other people. It shocked me, but immediately I knew that my sins were forgiven! Lord
Jesus’ Presence Exposes and Forgives at the same time. We must be confronted with who we are and what is inside of
us even when painful or embarrassing, so we can give it to Him and be freed from it.
Everyone has their own personal testimonies. They are normal for us as children of God, so we can experience the
awesome involvement of Almighty God in our lives. I found it very inspiring to put down on paper my testimonies.
Try to write down your own if you are not already doing it. You will find inspiration and encouragement and realize,
‘wow! God is my life. He really Sees me and Knows me and I am not left alone.’
Note: If you receive testimonies because of this manual, you can send it to us if you want and we will put it on the
website.

Chapter 5: Level 3 – Preparation to enter The Kingdom of Heaven on earth
You declared to be a Christian but are still controlling your own life and are being bound by religion, men’s good ways,
interpretation of the bible and men theologies. You want to get out of the world and are trying to build your spiritual
man. This third Level starts to transform you and makes you eligible to enter into Level 4 where you are giving control
over to Lord Jesus.

If you desired Levels 7, 6, 5 and 4 but could not move into them, this third Level will prepare you to be eligible.
Keep in mind while you are in this section and you don’t comprehend it in your heart, that the reason is
because you are working from your mind. Stop, repent for anything and everything in The Miracle Blood
and Flesh of Lord Jesus, embrace this again in your heart and dwell there for a while. The Miracle
Kingdom of Heaven on earth is real and it will come to you. Your mind merges with your heart through
FAITH when your heart hears, sees and then knows. This is the miracle of life for you.

1. I need to know by relationship that God Is God
I must receive ‘be still and know I Am God’ from God’s Heart to my heart and receive peace that surpasses All
understanding.
Moses was in the desert for 40 years to continually experience the relationship with God and to learn to, ‘be still and
know I Am God,’ before he was called to go and be the spokesman for God’s Hebrew children. God equipped Moses
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through the difficulties he thought he had and Spoke his task to him. God Said, “I Heard their cry,” (the cry of the
Hebrew people).
Writer’s revelation: Moses went equipped with ‘peace that surpasses all understanding’ and ‘knowing his God’ and
could take on Egypt. He led and taught God’s people in the desert how to live in the Presence of God, but they wanted
God’s Hand to take care of them and not God’s Heart and God’s Way, in being their provider, protector and deliverer.
Question: Where do you stand? I made my commitment to walk God’s Kingdom on earth as it is in Heaven, in God’s
Presence with Holy Spirit’s direction. It is GOOD!
You cannot have a connection in one place (Egypt) and wanting to go into another place (promised land). You must
give up all and die to the past to live today in what you know is real for your transformation for tomorrow and your
future.
If you are wanting to know ‘walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth’ with your mind or with a theological
understanding or with an educational mind, it will not happen. You will only be able to know and receive the contents
of this manual with a heart that desires God’s Kingdom over your mind of religion logic and earthly logic. Religion
logic brings you up to the outside of the Door, but what good is it, if it cannot get you THROUGH the Door into The
Kingdom of Heaven on earth today and then throughout eternity. Understand that mind education is good for earthly
life and can bring you up to the outside of the gates, but you are still on the outside, today and maybe forever, while
you want to be on the inside. Be honest in looking at yourself of where you really are! God’s Decision has already
been made. How about your decision and total commitment?
Educational systems start from beginning or bottom and go up, but Christ starts from the past that, when you give up
all, He dissolves past and present to zero through His Miracle Blood and Flesh. Then The Miracle Blood and Flesh of
Lord Jesus makes you eligible for relationship with Holy Spirit. Then you are born as a Christ child with a Christ
mind and now you can embrace The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, listen to Holy Spirit, receive the desire to
obey, then just obey and as like Lord Jesus Said, “you will do more than I Have Done.” Then you take dominion first
inside of you and then outside of you and now you have become victorious and more than a conqueror.
2. Know from your heart how God created man and woman for God’s different purposes
Yield to the purpose from your heart and it will all fall together in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
Writer’s revelation: A man says, ‘is God really alive and if He is, I need help and make sure that I am doing it
right.’ It is mostly physical and mental. A woman says, ‘I desire intimacy, communication and relationship with
Lord Jesus and I want to feel complete and secure.’ It is mostly emotional, but REAL. Lord Jesus set man free
from the curse tilling the ground with sweat and it producing thorns and thistles. And Lord Jesus set the woman
free from the curse that her desire shall be for her husband, He transforms this into her desire being for Lord Jesus.
Both will be set free from this curse only in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and in intimacy with and
obedience to Holy Spirit.
Writer’s revelation: God gave man to control the earth (but not to control woman) and God gave life and nurturing
power to woman and equipped her to fill in the blanks as a help mate for the man and direct him in righteousness.
3.

Man-made imagination belief systems: give it up! Then just walk away from it.

You are getting yourself prepared to be eligible, enlightened in your heart and then enlightened in your mind to be
victorious.
a. God Said, “NO gods before me,” this means physical, spiritual, emotional and imagination. The Bible says he is a
fool who thinks the past is greater than the present. And that includes belief systems. Lord Jesus Said, “It Is
†
Finished.”
So, what are you doing and thinking? Your belief system will be formed by whatever comes through your eyes,
ears, mind, earthly knowledge and imagination. Or it is revelation from Holy Spirit that imparts Faith, which is a
miracle knowing and not a belief system. And miracle knowing is real and materializes.
b. So, ALL pagan beliefs, earthly beliefs, or any type of demonic (demonic dissolves in Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood
and Flesh) or even angels are imaginary if they are not manifesting. Know that demonic leaves when you don’t
feed it, it starves. Just bring down all imagination that goes into your mind and then your mind is free from the past
and from imagination. ‘Let go and it will let go of you’.
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c. Understand, an angel is for the protection of the unsaved and the person that does not have a relationship with Holy
† Spirit. For true children of God, The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit is their guide,
deliverer, protector, healer, and provider.
d. The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and the Presence of Holy Spirit is with you at this time as a true child
of God. When you receive Holy Spirit’s Will and Ways for you, you are occupied today in Lord Jesus in The
Person of Holy Spirit. That means IF and WHEN Lord Jesus would come back, you have been connected all along
in Lord Jesus’ Kingdom because you received sensitivity to hear, desired to obey and received all that Holy Spirit
had for you to do and to obtain. You are already full. So why would you be looking for the future for Jesus coming
back. You look at the future when you lack hearing the Voice of The Lord today, you lack the desire to obey, and
you lack results of Lord Jesus’ Kingdom of Heaven on earth TODAY. That is the consequence of putting your life
on earthly things. Set your mind on The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit and watch your
miracle future come to pass.
e. You will have to find these things out for yourself and your family. All enlightening comes from Holy Spirit.
f. Know from your heart about the rapture or the so called ‘Jesus coming back soon’ theology. What is important, is
† to walk in the fullness and victory of what Lord Jesus made available for us to walk in today and walk out what
Lord Jesus Purchased and made accessible to us on The Cross in His Miracle Blood and Flesh.
My conviction: My spirit has been raptured into Heaven in the twinkling of an eye the moment I fully yielded and
said YES to Lord Jesus Christ and His Miracle Blood and Flesh that forgave all my sins. Now I just need to repent
daily.
4. Starting with the basics of Faith and knowing some Faith principles
What we are aiming for: experiencing, receiving, walking and staying in FAITH
a. Hebrews 11:6 – It is impossible to please God without Faith.
b. If I don’t please God, there is no Eternal Life in Heaven for me.
c. Then I don’t have Eternal Life, am not pleasing God and am not walking with Him today like I should. Lord Jesus
Says, “you are with Me or against Me.”
d. If God Is God, God Is Sovereign and Lord Jesus Is the solution of all things and if I have daily problems, trials,
temptations and no daily solutions but just exist through today, I would say I missed it. I need to be honest and
know that I don’t have it and that I am not pleasing to God. I need to see about obtaining God’s OK over my life.
e. When the people that I look up to or look at are in the same place that I am in, I NEED TO BE HONEST WITH
MYSELF. It looks like the blind leading the blind. I need to repent for all, get a solid direction from Holy Spirit
and move ahead.
† f. Romans 10:17 – Faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the Word of the personal God, Lord Jesus.
†

g. Then the next miracle is, grabbing hold of the Spoken Words in your being as a transformation as it comes to pass
like in Hebrews 11:1. Then Faith is the Substance of things hoped for, the Evidence of things not seen.
This is a miracle available today of being able to hear God’s Voice from Holy Spirit.
h. I will be able to fill in all the below questions after I receive Holy Spirit revelation and know this manual in my
heart and mind.
What is my heart knowing of FAITH? __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What is my mind understanding of FAITH? __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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How do I obtain FAITH? _________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

How do I walk in FAITH? _______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

When do I know, I have FAITH and Faith continues to materialize inside of me and outside of me? _____________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the evidence and materialization of FAITH? ___________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

When do I know I am PLEASING to GOD? ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Receive your spiritual baptism through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus Christ
†

Coming to the end of yourself
a. Know: to be spiritually baptized you will have to come to the end of yourself and step into the relationship with
Lord Jesus Who Opened the Door for us to step in by making this possible on The Cross with His Miracle Blood
and Flesh, and in His Resurrection, because Lord Jesus Said, “IT IS FINISHED.”
Then you can truly walk with Lord Jesus Christ, Holy Spirit, The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and the
miracles that Lord Jesus has for you and you alone.
b. You decided you want the best for yourself, stop the earthly process in your life and be free. You will accept Lord
Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior and will hear Holy Spirit for the next step in your new life.

c. You have tried everything you thought would work for you, but it did not work. You came to the end and still it
did not work. Now you are at the level that you must die one way or another. You give up all that your mind told
you
d. that is available to you and you thought you could do, you give them all up. See, you have just died; now you’re
eligible for the unknown of God. (You must die in Christ to be able to Live in Christ).
e. NOW OPEN YOUR HEART AND ASK LORD JESUS TO COME INTO YOUR LIFE, BE YOUR LORD
AND SAVIOR AND “LORD MAKE ME YOUR CHILD THROUGH YOUR MIRACLE BLOOD AND
†
FLESH AND HOLY SPIRIT SPEAKING TO ME.” THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF ‘IT IS FINISHED’
and Lord Jesus Saying, ‘My sheep know My Voice and will not follow another,’ ‘another’ includes yourself.
Spiritual baptism has just taken place. 1 John 2:27 ‘no man needs no man to teach them’.
6. Do not give away what God Gave you
Isaiah 39:1-6: The king showed Babylon all
a.

You do not give your testimony to someone without Holy Spirit approval.

b. If you give your miracle or testimony when Holy Spirit does not inspire you to and your heart is not right, then
what you gave away looses life and it can even dissolve in you and move away from you. I have had it happen to
me before. Then what you did have dissolved, and you come in lack of what you did have before.
c. Do not give pearls to pigs as Lord Jesus said. Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit do not give miracles to ineligible people
that have no desire or hunger to know the Truth. Know Matthew Chapter 13 from Holy Spirit’s Point of View.
d. When Holy Spirit Speaks to you to give your pearls and you do it, then it multiplies in you and in the other person.
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7. Existence and not knowing what Life is
Existing to sustain physical existence, then being empty and so desperate that you need to be set free
a. Read my dream in the testimonies, page 35, number 5. I had a dream on October 2015 that I was at an elegant
highest-level restaurant….
b. When you are desperate and sensitive for the real Truth: TRUTH THAT WILL SET YOU FREE, and in your heart
† you want what sets you truly Free, then Holy Spirit will open your heart and your eyes and your ears through The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
8. There is knowledge of TRUE TRUTH and there also is JUDGMENT of not knowing what The Kingdom of
Heaven on earth is – As Lord Jesus Said, “you are with Me or against Me”
The reality of flesh and darkness being defeated. Flesh and darkness cannot be in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth
EVER
a. Lord Jesus Said to Peter, “get behind Me adversary.” To Peter because Peter was using his own heart, the heart of
man, his own mind, the mind of man and his own solution, the solution of man (that is what you can call flesh) at
that moment in time. The Lord’s Kingdom does not have man’s ways. Only transformation into The Kingdom of
Heaven has the insight, knowledge and power of Lord Jesus’ Kingdom.
b. Lord Jesus Proclaimed, “It Is Written,” while Lord Jesus Was on top of the mountain. Lord Jesus created the
opportunity to Declare God’s Reign and Victory, ‘It Is Written,’ to all the world including the adversary and Lord
Jesus Proclaimed that Lord Jesus Kingdom of Heaven on earth had just taken over the earthly kingdom by Lord
Jesus ‘The Christ’ Fulfilling what ‘Is Written.’
There is no such thing that the Creator can be tempted by His creation if Lord Jesus is God and ‘I AM that I AM.’
Besides being in Lord Jesus Kingdom of Heaven on earth, all other kingdoms have to yield and have no power in
Lord Jesus’ Heaven on earth Kingdom.
c. Darkness inside of the possessed man in the graveyard stated, “what have we to do with You, Jesus, You Son of
God? Have you come here to torment us before the time?” Then it asked, “permit us to be exiled into the pigs.”
† (Matthew 8:29-31, Mark 4:7-13). And in Mark 1:23-26 darkness stated, “have You come to destroy us?” These
consultations happened just like that and the results were: darkness was ‘defeated and stripped of all power’
through The Speaking of Lord Jesus. Lord Jesus’ Voice when He walked this earth Represented The Miracle
Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and the Voice of Holy Spirit that is here today.

Chapter 6: Level 2 – You desire more than what you have of God, a prerequisite of
laying your life in God’s Hands
You have conviction of right and wrong and are trying to live by the law that justifies you
1. Steps to receive eligibility
†

Finally, the first day of your life begins.
a. Ask through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. Since God Says, ‘no sins before Me,’ and ‘no gods
before Me,’ He will look at you through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus when you are covered with
His Blood. Then The Miracle Blood of Lord Jesus is the Living Force that cleanses your heart and delivers you if
you let Him.
b. Ask to be forgiven through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and continue to repent daily.
c. Ask Holy Spirit to Talk to you and Guide you through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
d. Ask for the spiritual baptism through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, so you can have open eyes, ears
and a clean heart.
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2. What will keep you from entering The Kingdom of Heaven on earth?
a. Pride – you say you don’t need God, Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh and Ways and Will of Holy Spirit in
everything.
b. Thinking that education can overrule, take the place of, or give you a better life style and a way to eternal life. Or
you even say there is no eternal life.
c. Thinking or believing that the ways of man in the bible, like being a good person, will get you into Heaven.
d. Thinking the world has it for you now and maybe you will look at eternal life later.
e. Thinking: I don’t need God to speak to me, I know to the best of my ability He is God, whatever that is.
f. Thinking: I am a good person, I do good things, I go to church, I do the right things, I understand the bible at face
value and it is good enough for me. That is men’s religion. And look at yourself, this is where it got you.
g. Thinking: ‘only the bible is the Word of God, I will live and die by it,’ but you are not having an encounter with
The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and you are not receiving transformation. You only know what
preachers are saying but most of the time it flies by, you just feel good and justified that you went to church and
are being a good person. Sometimes you read the bible. Read Matt 13:1-4, 19-21.
h. Believing that things in the bible are absolute with a hardened heart, without letting Holy Spirit soften your heart
and move you deeper in Spirit and Truth through cleansing by The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus (Matt
13:5, 20-21).
i. I try to do all the right things and I work hard, pay my bills and keep my head afloat (Matt 13:7, 22).
j. I have never hungered for the Word of God to transform me into a new creation in Christ.
k. Or just simply being LUKEWARM, compromising, or even indifferent.
3. The solution for all of the above:
†

If you know there is more than just believing The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus with your mind, Lord Jesus
Said “IT IS FINISHED.” And if your eyes became open and you want to receive The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord
Jesus in your life, then declare from your heart, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus, please forgive my sins
and transform me.” ‘It Is Finished.’ Lord Jesus Said, “no one can come to The Father than through Me.”

Chapter 7: Level 1 – You desire more in life than you have, you believe or don’t
believe there is God
1. Being hot, cold or lukewarm
In the Bible, it states, ‘you can be HOT or COLD, but if you are LUKEWARM I Will Vomit you out of My Mouth.’
a. If you are lukewarm, see Level 3.
b.

If you are indifferent, you are in your own hands and your life is yours. You will so-called, live and die. And
there is a hereafter that you don’t know about, because it was not revealed to you.

c.

If you are cold, you will not look or believe unless it is revealed to you face to face. God is very much aware of
you and your predicament, but He does not have a predicament, just the solution for you.

d.

Or you have absolutely no concept of God of Who He is and you don’t even think that He exists. Or if He
exists, He has no interest in you and me whatsoever and you are standing alone trying to do the best possible with
your existence to your own ideas.

2. If you are feeling something you want more of
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If you got this far and you are feeling something that you want more of, just let you know, it is The Unknown God.
But He is known to all that He allows to know Him His Way.
a. If in all this you are longing for a reason to not ‘exist’ but to ‘live’ and experience living miracles, and/or if you are
really wanting to know the Truth, Jesus Says, “seek and you will find.” He will reveal Himself to you!
b. It will be a total miracle of His mercy when Lord Jesus or Holy Spirit reveals Himself to you because you did not
even know who, what and where you were seeking.
c. When you desire what you have read in this manual, if you see it being true and it brought forth the miracle that
opened your eyes and your ears, then open your heart for God and God alone through The Miracle Blood and Flesh
of Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit.
d. All you have to do is put your hand on your heart and try to open your heart as far as you can and just say, “I
accept your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus and I receive it in my heart. Forgive me for ALL of my past (God
†
calls it sins) and start me off with a new life that is of you today and keep me on track all the days of my life.”
Then put your hand on your forehead and say, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus in my mind.” Repeat this
a couple of times until you feel your mind coming in peace and then you can keep repeating, “Your Miracle Blood
and Flesh Lord Jesus in my heart,” until you feel His change take place in your heart, mind and life.
e. You must remember every day to repent of all that was done yesterday and today and try to do better at this
moment in time in yielding to Holy Spirit.

†

f. You don’t have to tell anybody until Holy Spirit tells you to and don’t tell more than what Holy Spirit asks you to
tell.
g. Just keep your heart open and read this manual again and try to fill in all the questions when it has been given to
you.
h. Continue to fill out your journal in this manual’s workbook.
i. Look at your own life and see if you remember a moment that you know Lord Jesus was there for you or with you.
Most likely you will remember times when you knew Someone was looking out for you or Directing you and you
know it was God. Take the next step and write it down today. And make it in a small book form, for tomorrow.

Chapter 8: The fight of men to exist without God and to counterfeit God’s
Omnipotence, Sovereignty and ‘I AM that I AM’
Writer’s revelation of the earthly system
1.

When God’s Ways override earthly manipulation.
For example: Brexit, British exit from EU Page 33 Item 39; Donald Trump, United States president Page 28 Item 10
You are in this world, but not of this world. As Lord Jesus walked OVER the earth, you are victorious and more
than a conqueror and you are an overcomer at all times in this world because you have made yourself eligible to do
The Lord’s Will and Ways by receiving The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus in your life completely. And it
continues by you listening to, yielding to, moving in and receiving from Holy Spirit that controls all things. ‘Be
still and know I AM God.’

2. God is Omnipotent and life can only be created by, and a healthy God Given life can only be sustained by
God.
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a. Men cannot make life. But they try and the results are counterfeit, so-called perfect ways and men trying to receive
all glory and recognition with their counterfeit, so-called perfect ways.
b. That ends with no life, which is death, and with so-called freedom that is humanistic, a lie and mostly bondage to
sin.
c. God’s Ways are being counterfeited by men who think that they are living, but they are just existing in their fallen
nature, while they might even think they know the ways of God.
d. People are trying to do it with their knowledge and procedures that attempts to counterfeit God’s omnipotence.
3. Ways men try to receive glory, although The Glory WILL go to God because God Said, “I Demand All
Glory.”
a. In finances: People are manipulating the economy to be self-sufficient, so they don’t have to line up to God’s
Voice and receive God’s miracle provision. The Israelites had God’s miracle provision in the desert when Manna
came down every day. Today we have The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and repentance to make us
eligible to be God’s child and receive God’s provision as an heir of Christ. I hear and obey and I receive from Holy
Spirit’s Voice.
b. Men make systems to try to control the earth without God.
c. They put all responsibility on people that perform tasks inside their systems. When something goes wrong, it is
wrong because it has been done out of the systems sequence, or with a motivation outside their system, or it was
not precisely performed in the behavior of a controlled robot. It is bondage to men.
d. Understand, a human being is created with a conscience system to do right or wrong before God and not before
men.
4. Results of men in the past trying to do it themselves.
We don’t have to be a part of these earthly results while in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
Babel: men trying to get to the Heavens
The flood in the time of Noah
Sodom and Gomora in the time of Abraham
Egypt’s army with Moses

70 A.D. destruction of religious system Judah’s leaders held on to
The fall of the Roman so-called empire
The stock market in 1929
World War II

5. Know that what receives glory by man must be brought down by God or put in God’s perspective only.
Democratic party
Banking system
Middle East

Provision system
European Union
Economic system

Medical system
Environmental system

Aviation system
Protection system

6. Receiving knowledge and wisdom of Holy Spirit for Rhema is available for all.
Open your heart for Spirit and Truth and your ears and eyes will follow:
www.openheavenworshipcenter.com

Chapter 9: My personal walk I found that materializes
1. My personal walk
a. First – I put my hand on my mind and say from my heart, then mouth, “Lord Jesus put your Miracle Blood and
† Flesh in my mind.” Then I ask again with my hand on my heart, “Lord Jesus put Your Miracle Blood and Flesh
into my heart.” Then I go in deeper and ask, “Lord Jesus, put Your Mind in my mind and Your Heart in my heart.”
b. Peace that surpasses all understanding – When I focus on all about God and yield to God’s Presence, God’s Peace
just relaxes all of me in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth. Then I receive The miracle of ‘be still and know I Am
God.’
c. Be still and know I Am God – This state is where I know my mind has stopped and my heart is face to Face with
God’s Spiritual Heart and Face. There is no weariness and I am empty of me and this world. Then I receive
fullness of Peace that is in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
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d. Love and Truth must go together and – Truth sets you Free. Spirit, Truth, and Love must always be together to
be set Free. Truth sets you Free as Lord Jesus Said, “I Am The Truth” and “I Have Come to set the captives Free,”
so we are free to walk in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth today. Then if you are not free then your love is not
God’s love; it is a counterfeit love, love for self or from self.
e. Be honest to Holy Spirit and self – years ago, when I honestly looked at myself, I did not like what I saw and I
thought, ‘when did I ever like me?’ What came to me is that in the 1st grade everybody liked me. Then The Lord
showed me that I got possessed in the 2nd grade. I addressed that spirit and I said, “I demand you to leave.” and it
did. Love for myself came in and my life started to go up. The Lord goes back to the root where it began. I was
delivered.
f. Heaven on earth peace. All other is counterfeit – On 9/28/2016 The Lord showed me a Harley Davidson
motorcycle and Said, “they can custom make the motorcycle for a specific person with a tag on the cycle stating:
Harley Davidson personally made this motor cycle for (YOUR NAME).” I thought, ‘that is great.’ Then The Lord
Said, “that is counterfeit to My Peace. All that is not of Me is counterfeit.” I desire God’s PEACE and God’s
PEACE alone.
Writer’s knowing: Now I know it is hard enough to get to earthly peace, but Heavenly Peace is 180 degrees away
from earthly peace. It takes a miracle to receive Heavenly Peace, but it is obtainable in ‘The Miracle Blood and
Flesh of Lord Jesus’ and ‘be still and know I Am God.’
g. Lord Jesus Said, “One is your Teacher, The Christ, and you are all brethren.” I know that in the old testament
God appointed leaders, but in Matthew 23:8 Lord Jesus Says, “do not call anybody rabbi,” and “I Am your
Teacher.” In 1 John 2:27 it says ‘after receiving anointing, man needs no man to teach them,’ and in John 14:26,
‘Holy Spirit Will Teach you ALL things.’ ‘He Will Guide you into all Truth and Truth will set you Free;’ so now I
have Holy Spirit to Convict me and Teach me ALL things. I have to stand alone before Holy Spirit, now and later.
All other than Holy Spirit Inspired Ways are man-made ideas and not of God. When anything dismisses conviction
of Holy Spirit, it is NOT of God in any way.
h. I cannot please God without FAITH, so what is FAITH for me? One-word: RELATIONSHIP. Relationship
† from God’s PERSPECTIVE is relationship with God alone above all else.
i. I check alternative motives (most cases is just fear) in myself and in others, conscious or subconscious. This
world has alternative motives in all it does. When I am aware of an alternative motive and the fear connected to it and
I bypass it, then I am in God’s Perspective that He Desires and enlightens man to live in. Then I just live in God’s
Perspective that materializes from Heavens Point of View. As the Bible says, ‘I will give you the Words when you
need them.’
j. God is Sovereign – That means there is no time in God
Example: My hand started to hurt and I said, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus.” Then I laid my other
hand on the hurting hand and said, “Lord, You are my healer, my deliverer and my provider. You are my
Sovereign God and there is no time in you.” The hurt went away because I was taken into His Dominion that has
no time. No time, no hurt, no lack, and no time to change the Sovereignty of God. This becomes Heaven on earth
where is no time to control substance, but where God’s Presence controls all, as ‘I Am in you and you are in Me.’
k. How I go in deeper – I put my hand on my forehead and say, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus in my
† mind.” I go deeper and deeper into fourth and fifth Level and I receive peace that surpasses all understanding. I go in
deeper in my heart – I put my hand on my heart and do the same, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus in my
heart.”
Consciously I go deeper into my heart, into fourth and fifth Level. Then I receive ‘be still and know I Am God’ in
All things.
Deeper worshipping – This is where Heaven opens up and I hear and where God receives worship from me.
Deeper and higher for the solution of miracles – When change is needed like healing, I get out of self through the
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, I repent and go in deeper and higher in my heart where the Door of Heaven
meets me. Then I say, “I need Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus.” I go deeper than the level where I
am at until I get to the level where my solution is for the miracle that I need.
Level 6: ‘On earth as it is in Heaven’ is what Lord Jesus Lived in in front of people when their Faith healed them.
This is shown in the following statements from Lord Jesus that I also try to live in at all times (of course I fall
short, but I always go back to The Blood):
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 Love The Lord your God with ALL your heart, mind, body, soul and strength.
 I only Do what My Father Tells Me to Do.
 I know You Will Do whatever I Ask of You.
 I Have no life than The Father’s Life.
 ‘I Am in you and you are in Me’ referring to Father, Holy Spirit and Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
Note: This Kingdom of Heaven on earth is just a starting point for living in Heaven Eternal.
l. The Miracle Door into Heaven on earth is – Going in deeper and deeper and higher and higher than where I am
at, at any given time, to where Lord Jesus asks my heart to be from God’s Perspective. This Heaven reality is a
deeper heart issue than what is given to us, but real and I can and must move into it, which I do. The miracle that
God presented to me so I can walk and stay in this Heaven reality is: The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord
Jesus. That is why it is called a miracle, man says impossible, but God Speaks miracles.
m. When speaking in tongues comes through me – is when Holy Spirit gives me utterance and I yield and flow
completely with it until it is completed. It does not have to have interpretation because Holy Spirit is transforming
me and or, Holy Spirit is Speaking living miracles into existence in this world from Heavens Point of View and
this is never me initiating it.
n. The knowledge of The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus – is being given to us at a greater level than has
ever been put on the earth before.
†

o. In the Bible, it says to take the mind captive, that is what I need to stay conscious of at all times. I need to stay in
sensitivity and yield to Holy Spirit that has all Life without letting my mind take control. I need to do as God Said,
“I made you in My image, go and take dominion” from my heart. That is by me yielding to Holy Spirit within Holy
Spirit’s Kingdom on earth. When I go to my heart and Holy Spirit Implies or Speaks to me and I embrace what
was given to me, my mind subdues itself into my heart and then when I start reading the Bible: revelation,
direction and transformation takes place within me. This is one aspect I call RHEMA, which is God’s Spoken
Words. It comes from God, Lord Jesus or Holy Spirit in my spiritual knowing or can even be heard audibly.
RHEMA transforms everything it touches.

p. I eliminate all problems – by coming to a place where I hit bottom and have no answers and no direction, except
that I move into and receive ‘be still and know I Am God.’ Then I receive Faith, transformation takes place and I
†
feel peace that surpasses all understanding because the problem just dissolved into victory in my heart. I know that
I know. I just stay there with my new beginning. Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh and me yielding to Lord
Jesus, will do the rest. It is good and this is walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
q. The Lord Spoke to me on 1/19/2017 and Said, “the Rhema manual and the song book go together.” Then I
knew that The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and worshiping with your whole heart go together hand in hand.
Worship from your heart fuels your faith and your relationship with Holy Spirit. Then you receive transformation
and results.
r. Years ago, The Lord Spoke to me, “Mojave is My capital.” I don’t know what it means, but I am staying to find
out.
s. I woke up in the middle of the night and was totally wide awake with thoughts on 1/9/2017. Thoughts of our
company, money in the bank, houses we own and projects we needed to get done kept going through my mind, so I
went to my front room and started to read this manual and know it from my heart, reading Levels 6, 5 and 4. Then
at one moment I knew I was moved into The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and I could see that on the earth side
were the bills, the problems, projects and unknown problems. But I knew I was totally in all solutions on The
Heaven on earth side where I had just moved into. I am still there today.
t. Humanity against God – God Said, “no gods or sins before Me.” I know from my heart and mind that Holy
Spirit’s Ways are not my ways and my ways are not Holy Spirit’s Ways. When I am not desperate for The Lord’s
†
Ways to the end, it makes me a god because I start doing it myself, or if I want something and think I have an idea,
then I am a god. God Said, “love Me with all your heart, body, mind, soul and strength.” If I think God loves me
and there is an alternative motive in my heart, like when I am lazy and think The Lord will provide for me, then
that is manipulation, which is sin and that makes me a god. And God Said, “no gods before Me.” God always
makes His Ways inside His Kingdom, it is nothing of us. If I am not victorious and more than a conqueror in all
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things, it is because I have become a god and, or I have sin in my life that I am not giving up. Lord Jesus Said, “My
sheep know My Voice and will not follow another.” If I don’t follow my own dream from God, then I will invest
in, or pay for someone else’s earthly dream.
u. Holy Spirit Spoke to me and said, “I Created man and woman to be complete with Me” on 1/11/2017. Holy
Spirit Spoke, “the bedroom is the ‘set apart’ complete place for you to be with Me and your spouse always. This is
a time of intimacy, completeness and fulfillment. All other outside of this scope is counterfeit to My Kingdom of
Heaven on earth and is entertainment, like others have in their bedroom and outside their bedroom.”
v. God Said, “no gods before Me” referring to me as a god.
Writer’s revelation: ‘gods’ that God refers to is mostly ‘me,’ that is, ‘self.’ That is why it says in the Bible, “you
†
have to die in Christ to Live in Christ.” I try to know this first with my mind and then with my heart and then it
brings me into the right perspective. God Is all and I am nothing, but through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord
Jesus I become a child of God and live in God’s Kingdom that is Heaven on earth today.
w. I was going to five different churches a week that Holy Spirit was coming to every week before I moved to
Mojave.
† When I moved to Mojave and asked, “what church do you want me to go to?” Holy Spirit Said, “none of them, I
will Teach you Myself.” Holy Spirit opened His relationship to me and I received ‘be still and know I Am God.’
That is my refuge today and miracles unfold in my life. In the Bible, it says, ‘take it by force’ which refers to The
Kingdom of Heaven on earth today.
Example: It is like when you want to make an ‘A’ in class. You focus and concentrate and then you know that you
know, you take the test and you receive an ‘A’ – But with God, you put yourself into The Miracle Blood and Flesh
of Lord Jesus and go after it. You will see that you receive the ‘A’ but then you will be transformed and receive
more A’s because God multiplies. That is the difference.
x. This is the way it really is – I had a dream on 1/22/2017. A lady walked up some stairs and at the top of the stairs
was a landing. There were sounds on the other side of the wall and the lady walked right through the wall and
looked at different things. Then Lord Jesus Said to the lady, “it is time to go now.” and she walked back out
through the wall. Then she was back on the steps and I assumed she was going to walk down the steps. I was in
the Spirit hovering over and just watching everything that took place and her walking through these walls. And I
knew that this is the way it really is. After I woke up Holy Spirit Implied to me, “this is the way it really is.” And
He Implied that, “it is a fine line between the two worlds and between the two of ‘anything;’ one is right in the
Spirit of The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and the other is not.”
Example: I got up and I knew to put on certain house slippers. I did not see them, but some other ones were by my
bed and I put them on. When I got to the living room there were my slippers that I was looking for, so I took off
the other ones and put on the ones I knew Holy Spirit wanted to be on my feet, as Lord Jesus Said, “I equip the
saints.”
Writer’s revelation: you are in or you are not in. This is not, you are in or out. As Lord Jesus Said, “if you thought
about it you did it.” Know: it is from God’s Perspective and not yours or mine.
y. On 2/11/2017 Holy Spirit Spoke to me and said, “you do not have poverty because you walk in My Kingdom.”
Writer’s revelation: anybody and all can be without poverty when they walk in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
Lord Jesus Said, “the poor you have with you always.” John 12:8 He Stops this curse of being poor when you walk
in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth. He provides for His Will.
z. Heaven on earth is here today, you don’t have to be poor. Lord Jesus Said, “the poor you have with you
always.” ‘The poor’ is without relationship with Holy Spirit in ‘hearing and obeying’ (that can include churches).
† Results are the poor looking at their short-comings and their possible means and not going back to the miracle that
was given to them – The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, and do as Holy Spirit Speaks to them.

2. I embrace the reality of Heaven on earth and my mind will know
†

a. When I read Matthew 13:4-7 about the sowing of the seeds, I do it with sorrow because Lord Jesus exposed
the curses of the first three seeds. I focus on Mathew 13:8, the remaining of Mathew 13 and on these six aspects
below and then I experience a deeper level of relationship with Lord Jesus which dissolves the curses. (Read
Matthew 13).
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 The opening of my heart and how to keep my heart open in Holy Spirit’s relationship with me away from the
world.
 The opening of my eyes and how to keep my spiritual eyes open to how Holy Spirit Sees things from His Point
of View.
 The opening of my ears to spiritually hear, and how to keep my spiritual ears open to hear Holy Spirit’s Voice
or Implication in direction and transformation.
 Having a desire to obey and do all that Holy Spirit Speaks or Implies for me to do, and how to continually
desire and obey Holy Spirit throughout my life on earth.
 Receiving intimate miracles from the deeper relationship with Holy Spirit that results when I obtain the above.



Being aware of walking in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth today and spiritually and physically walking it as
Lord Jesus Did two thousand years ago.

b. Lord Jesus Said, “you will do more than I Have Done.” Most of the testimonies in Chapter 4 are our testimonies of
the beginning of our lives in Christ. The remaining of our life is this: Try for Lord Jesus, to live His life in us and
through us all the time and be yielded to that because Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit is our God today. As Lord Jesus
was Peter’s God when he was in the boat 2,000 years ago and Lord Jesus Said to him, “Come.” Peter received
spiritual assurance to step out of the boat and he stayed above the water that was under his feet. At that moment,
Peter was walking in Heaven on earth that controls all molecules, that holds the earthly dominion together.
c. God has not changed from the beginning. In the Old Testament, there are numerous occasions of Heaven on
earth appearing in the Bible.
Old Testament: Every time the Hebrew children would desire and obey The Spirit of God, their provision was
taken care of, their enemies would always be defeated and they were able to worship God and live life as God
intended for them to live it, in His Presence, in Heaven on earth. I find this to work exactly the same way in my
own life. If I do the same thing, I receive the same outcome. Read and write down more of Heaven on earth from
the Old Testament and your eyes will be opened.
d. In the New Testament, there are also numerous occasions of Heaven on earth appearing in the Bible and I
am seeing similar things happen in my life today, as you will see in your life. The disciples and other people would
receive miracles of Heaven on earth as they were sensitive to Holy Spirit.
 In the first church, there was no lack and all the disciples were provided for. And there was no sin because the
Presence of Holy Spirit was so strong that it almost materialized at that time. Healing took place, Acts 5.
Writer’s understanding – The Kingdom of Heaven on earth was there 2,000 years ago and we are in it today,
but we know from their experience what not to do to grieve Holy Spirit and how to please Holy Spirit more.
Always repent and go into The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. This is what we do and we walk in The
Kingdom of Heaven on earth today and we are not getting out EVER.
 Look at Philip how he was translated after he explained The Lord Jesus to the Eunuch. Acts 8:39
 Provision – When Paul was spiritually teaching and the people were Touched by Holy Spirit and being
transformed, they gave miracle offerings in ‘Heaven on earth’ to Paul which he brought back to a church in
famine to feed them.
Writer’s understanding: This church that was in famine because of their earthly ideas of what God’s church
should look like.
 Steven having an Open Heaven experience when Lord Jesus took him home into Heaven, Acts 7:55-56.
Writer’s understanding: Steven spoke out with zealousness and possibly not behind Holy Spirit, because how
can you be stoned if you are obeying Holy Spirit. You are victorious and more than a conqueror in all things. It
is impossible to be underneath the feet of man when you are obeying Holy Spirit, unless The Lord is Calling
you home this way.
 Healing – All healings, deliverances and raising of the dead took place in people’s lives while being in Heaven
on earth. Read and write down more of The Kingdom of Heaven on earth in the New Testament and your eyes
will be opened.

3. I am starting to receive knowing of ‘The Reality of God in The Flesh as Lord Jesus’ and ‘The
† Sovereignty of Heaven on earth’
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a. I know from my heart that God in The Flesh is Absolute and after I know this from my heart, my mind confirms it. This
is the starting point and the door for my life to be transformed in being victorious and more than a conqueror. When
my heart was opened to the verse where Lord Jesus had no place to lay His Head, my eyes opened to the fact that God
Owns all things. To think ‘poor Jesus’ is poor, humanistic understanding when God Said, “I Can Do all things.” To
think about Lord Jesus not being born in a king’s castle but in a manger in a stable, that is poor understanding again.


W
hen Lord Jesus Was Born, He Was Born in His Glory. God in The Flesh was laid in His Kingdom as He
Created it. Laid in hay, with His creation: animals, stars, innocent shepherds all adoring Him, so He would not
be touched by man’s hands except by Mary’s, who was formed in her mother’s womb and acknowledged to
receive favor from God to be a part of God’s Coming on the earth. Anything made by man is inferior to
anything God Created!

 At 12 years old, Lord Jesus, Being God Himself, was transforming the minds of the religious so-called leaders,
as God Himself was Proclaiming on the earth. That is why they were amazed.
 Then again when Lord Jesus Said to John the Baptist, “all Righteousness needs to be Fulfilled,” because only
God in The Flesh, God in form of Lord Jesus could Fulfill All Righteousness. This was the first segment of
“It Is Finished.” that Lord Jesus Proclaimed on the Cross as recorded in the gospel of John.
 Then again on the mountain and in the desert, for all darkness and all to know that God in The Flesh
Proclaimed, “It Is Written.” All of God’s Authority was Revealed and came to pass at that moment in time.
 Then again God Said, “the earth is My foot stool.” Lord Jesus Proclaimed this when He Walked on water and
the water was beneath His Feet. At the same time, Lord Jesus Showed Peter that he could possess the same
control over the earth as He Had.
 Again, when Lord Jesus supernaturally disappeared through the crowd when the Pharisees wanted to stone Him.
 Again, when Lord Jesus Heard Thomas speak and He Walked through the wall to Reveal Himself.
 And again when Lord Jesus in Glorified Flesh ascended into Heaven.
b. 2/10/2017 Holy Spirit Implied Matthew 13:22 to me about the cares of the world and the deceitfulness of riches.
The revelation that was given to me to know from my heart and mind was this: why are my eyes, ears and heart on
the world, thinking of my earthly provision and how to creatively obtain provision to keep me provided for? The
result would be being out of Heaven on earth and completely in the earth’s grip. Then I am grabbing to be provided
for ahead of someone else and to receive more if possible. This is what is called lack and worry. If, and when God
does not have a relationship with me, it is because I don’t have a relationship with Holy Spirit the way He wants
me to – in trusting Him and letting Him guide me. Then the results are that I must obtain by earthly activity and do
it all by myself. This is a curse.
c. This is where Heaven on earth comes into play and I repent from my heart of the above: I ask to receive The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus; I receive peace that surpasses all understanding and move into ‘be still and
†
know I Am God.’ The outside circumstances do not immediately change, but the inside of my heart receives Faith
that activates being ‘victorious and more than a conqueror.’ This is the time for my heart to stay right where it is at
and go in deeper, to receive guidance precisely as Holy Spirit Sees and then my mind will also start knowing Holy
Spirit’s Ways. This is the way not to fall into the curses of Matthew 13:19-22 and move into receiving Matthew
13:23. (Read Matthew 13:18-23).
d. I am being transformed, am receiving miracles and I am a conqueror in The Kingdom of Heaven on earth, which
is what I am experiencing today. Because of the fine line and sensitivity of not grieving Holy Spirit, I must have an
†
almost insane, but realistic love affair with Lord Jesus, The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit and
God Himself. This love affair cannot be real in the physical, but it is real in the Spirit. Then The Miracle Blood and
Flesh of Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit make this love affair real in the physical and through miracles, and I become
the recipient of this love affair.
e. God Said, “be still and KNOW I Am God.” Notice, God did not say ‘believe in Me’ here. God Said, “KNOW I
AM GOD.” With the bible, you will be able to believe in God and know about God from the mind. That is a good
† thing but knowing the reality of God will only come through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, waiting
on, hearing from Holy Spirit and responding to Holy Spirit’s Desires.
† f. The WAYS of GOD, LORD JESUS and HOLY SPIRIT
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 God Said, “Be holy as I AM Holy” and “Take dominion.” And God Said, “I Demand ALL GLORY.”
 Writer’s revelation: When I am obsessed with the Presence of Holy Spirit by hearing and receiving Holy
Spirit’s Voice or Implications and I receive and see the results because I obey Him, I am being transformed and
on the road to God’s perfection through transformation, because Holy Spirit is God.
 Holy Spirit Speaks to me, Guides and Directs me and Speaks living miracles into my life.
 Lord Jesus gives me reconciliation with Him when I repent of all the past, all the present, all present thoughts
and all future thoughts.
 Then I have and am receiving the ability to obsessively desire to ‘die in Christ to Live in Christ’ through
transformation in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus.
 And I will have the need for the direction of Holy Spirit that is ‘Spirit and Truth.’
 Result: I am being transformed through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus into God’s Omnipotent
reality.
g. It is nothing about men’s religion. It is reality, ALL ABOUT GOD and RHEMA, HOLY SPIRIT’S VOICE.
 It is for me and a world in need of healing (all pain leaves me every time I go deeper into God’s solution of The
Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus).
 Writer’s revelation: man is created and made up with DNA. First level DNA is connected to self, second level
DNA is still connected to first level that is connected to self, but third level is pure from self. When there is an
abnormality in the body, the DNA that controls the cells has been changed to make up the abnormality. For a
miracle to happen, it would take a process to reverse the abnormality. The DNA miracle process starts at the
deeper third level DNA where there is no connection to the flesh level. That is where the miracle takes place
and then it materializes as a miracle in the flesh. I have received third level DNA healing. Man cannot produce
miracles. Man can receive miracles through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit’s Way.
There is nothing man can do about deeper third level DNA.
 It is for me and addicted ignorant people that looked to the earth as a source and not to Heaven (we were
created to be addicted to The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and live in The Kingdom of Heaven on
earth).
 It is for Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit to constantly be active in my personal life and other people’s lives.
 It is for me and stupid, stubborn-intellectual human beings that have it so-called ‘together,’ but then honestly
know that they are empty.
 How can a person have one foot in the earthly kingdom and one foot in The Heavenly Kingdom, since they both
operate at the same time? The Kingdom of Heaven does not exist in time – it just controls time and all
solutions.
 As Lord Jesus Says, “You are with Me or against Me.” When you are not in, you declared to be My enemy.
 I had a dream 2018 – God is a Living God, from Glory to Glory, there is no stagnation in God, God Was, Is and
Always Will Be. Christ Said, “It Is Finished,” from man-made sin to transformation into a child of Christ in
†
God. We are in the beginning of a miracle age era. Men’s ability will come to an end with computers and
technology, (see page 17 for third Level outside of Heaven on earth), an end of ‘existing’ as we know it. It will
be a man-made working machine slavery environment that has no life. At the same time, we are going into
Level Six in Christ (see page 18-19), living in Lord Jesus Words, ‘It Is Finished.’
Example: as Philip has been translated, single Miracles have been exposed for 2000 years. We will see that all
the sixth Level exposed miracles will multiply and advance over computers and technology. Now The Miracle
Blood of Lord Jesus will receive all Glory, take ‘existence’ as we know it to sixth Level and will bring life to
live in this level. This is called ‘Heaven on earth.’ Miracles will bring forth continuous Life as God created it
from the beginning. We are in this ‘It Is Finished’ era that God started 2000 years ago with His Declaration ‘It
Is Finished.’ Heaven on earth WILL be brought to COMPLETION through to the end of this era. It is Holy
Spirit intimacy, man yielding all of self into this intimacy and receiving Holy Spirit wisdom knowledge and
POWER that exceeds and will control computer and technology knowledge.
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Example: 6-blade razor, 6-blade is physical perfection. Whoever does seven blades will receive the market.
Physically impossible, but Holy Spirit will impregnate and bring 7-blade into reality.

4. Walking in the unknown of The Kingdom of Heaven without anything of me
a.

I must ‘die in Christ to Live in Christ’ in all things always.

b. I must have a love affair with The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus over a love affair with myself and what
is in my being. Notice it is All about The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. There is nothing of me left.
c. All the directions I have, I put them back into The Miracle Blood of Lord Jesus and hearing Holy Spirit direction.
†

d. I know I have nothing to offer except all of me, all my past and all my future, “Lord Jesus, Take ALL of me.”
e. “I Empty all of me into Your Hands and Heart Lord Jesus. If there is anything else left of me I can offer, Lord take
it.” Now, if there is still anything left Lord, please take anything and everything else out of me and from me any
time You Want or Will Want, now and continually forever.”

†

f. ‘You have not because you ask not.’ I know this, so I embrace it and say to Lord Jesus, “I want Your Life in me
that is in You,” then Holy Spirit Says, “I Can Do That.”
g. I must be ‘dead in Christ to Live in Christ’ and receive what Christ Made Available at the Cross when He gave
God’s Miracle Blood and Flesh. Then I receive, ‘I am in you and you are in Me.’
h. I must ‘die in Christ daily to Live in Christ daily,’ then I live to ‘die in Christ’ to receive the Eternity of Christ, that
is salvation.
i. The desire is from my heart and being, but the desire is not there deep enough, or not even there how I know it
should be there, but I lay it at Your Feet anyway, I lay it into Your Hands and I put it into Your Heart Lord Jesus.
j. I can cry now from the depth of my being that I am inside of The Kingdom of Heaven on earth and none of me is
left.
k. God knows the depth of my cry always.
l. Then I have the gratefulness that cannot be conceived or explained to myself or to anybody else...
m. I am in the Hands of The Eternal God.

†

n. Lord Jesus I wait on You and just receive from You. I receive peace and I know, it is just GOOD. I know the OK is
there and I cannot see it, but the OK just works itself out and I know it is GOOD inside of You and Your Heavenly
Kingdom around me.
o. I can do all things in Christ that are from You and in You, God.
p. I just let my heart cry because I am here. Then I just stay here for a while longer.
q. I am constantly aware since I am in Christ, that self became my worst enemy. Whatever I don’t put in Christ, I
control – and that is not Christ. There are no miracles outside of Christ, just consequences and earthly results.
r. Every day I must go out of self and deeper in Christ than I have been the day before. This is the only way it works
or I will stop being transformed and receiving miracles, and I will stagnate in the world and have no true miracles
in my life.
s. All this needs to be looked at and done daily, morning and night, then more and more and more.

†

†

t. I don’t thank God, I will only accept God’s Presence and God’s Presence alone, then I receive ‘I Am in you and
you are in Me.’ I think that if I thank God, I am on the outside looking in and not being in ‘I Am in you and you are
in Me’ When I am face to Face with God, I am not thanking, but I am one with God ‘as one.’ Anything else is as
Lord Jesus Said, “you are with Me or against Me.”
God demands repentance in and through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus. That is His Way for us to
receive complete miracle forgiveness, which follows with miracle deliverance, miracle direction, miracle
healing, miracle protection, miracle provision and miracle life inside The Kingdom of Heaven on earth today
and to have Eternal Life. Lord Jesus Said, “It Is Finished,” and “your Faith has healed you.”
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† 5. Embracing being more than a conqueror

a. You cannot please God without Faith.
b. You must ‘die in Christ to Live in Christ.’ God will not change your circumstances in advance, as Lord Jesus Said,
“your Faith has healed you.”
c. You must let go of earthly circumstances and your personal circumstances and receive how The Lord Sees from
His Perspective.
d. Your love for God must be greater than your love for self and circumstances.
e. When you subdue yourself and your circumstances into the Faith you have in God’s relationship with you and your
equal relationship with God, then your Faith materializes.
f. God is Absolute and Faith is Absolute when ‘I Am in you and you are in Me.’
g. When a verse is Absolute to you, it is God’s Words Speaking personally to you. You will move into it because you
just received Faith. It will materialize, transform circumstances, transform your mind and you receive victory.
h. When God’s Words are Absolute, for example God’s Words, ‘you are moving this mountain,’ and it is subdued
into your Faith, the Words materialize, or, ‘your Faith will move this mountain.’ This is ‘Truth’ and ‘Truth will
set you Free.’ ‘Faith comes by hearing, hearing of The Word and The Words of God.’
i. Peter was the one that stepped out of the boat and walked over water and Peter was the one that denied Lord Jesus.
Also Peter was the one that in his shadow people were healed.
When Peter wept after he denied Jesus, he was totally confronted with the fact that he was mere flesh, a mere
human being that had nothing that could live up to being right before God. Sinful nature, falling short of the Glory
of God. So he understood after he was forgiven that it was ALL God and it was nothing of him. That is why it
was God Who could Live through him, Healing people when Peter was walking by.

Conclusion
If you don’t have an enlightened heart for God His Way, nothing of this manual will work.
What does work
The Heart of God for God’s Ways for you. Then, God’s Hand is connected to God’s Face and God’s Face is connected
to God’s Heart. But know, you can move God’s Heart only through God’s Sovereign Ways, which is: do as Lord Jesus
Did. ‘I only Do what The Father Tells Me,’ then hear from Holy Spirit and do it precisely.
I have found out by going beyond the problem and going deeper and deeper to the level where solutions are
manifesting, and then go in even deeper for more of God’s Presence than ever before, that when I do come out to
respond to earthly responsibilities, my earthly environment starts to change and I can see the change in me and the
change in the world around me to the in-depth relationship I had with God. It is real, real, real!

THE ULTIMATE IS: love God as God Loves Himself. God Demands All Glory from His creation, first of
all from His children that are inside ‘I Am in you and you are in Me,’ or ‘the rocks will cry out’ and worship
me.
October 1, 2018 – The Lord Spoke to me, “whatever you want is at My reach.” When you go in so much that you are
more on the inside than on the outside, your life starts to give way to the inevitable. You are in and are never getting out
of the tightness of God in your heart and being. You receive peace that surpasses all understanding and it is just good.
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You start to see life working in your life that is just right. You are eligible to hear Holy Spirit Speaking to you from His
Initiative and you are standing in awe of His Presence and of receiving. It never stops moving ahead. Holy Spirit Spoke
to me three days ago and said, “whatever you want and will ever want is at My reach.” I have peace and righteousness
throughout my body and I am not getting out – writer of Rhema Application Manual and Rhema Application Overview.

Chapter 10: Victorious living in Rhema solutions
 Rhema Rehabilitation Centers
 Life for the unborn
When a lady repents and becomes eligible through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit’s
Voice, then she can hear Holy Spirit’s Voice regarding the baby and the solution direction for her difficulty and her
life.
Then with Holy Spirit’s Voice and His step by step direction, she has a direction to move ahead
without abortion,
WITH a PERSON and with PERSONAL FUTURE.
 Spiritually enlightened youth, going the right direction and making the right decisions
When a youth receives a real personal relationship with The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, their direction of
life will change into receiving to be a Christ disciple by Lord Jesus’ Miracle Blood and Flesh and Holy Spirit’s Voice.
They will never go back to the old, just like the 11 disciples, because the youth heard from their heart and not just
from their mind. IT BECAME REAL.
 Free from drug epidemic
When a person encounters the real relationship with The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit
Speaks to them, it materializes. The person was taking drugs to stay away from the lost world that they did not want to
be a part of, but the time they want to stay away from the lost world is also the time they are open to trust something
that is real. When they see a miracle that materializes, they can trust it because it materializes. It would be impossible
to go back while a person is going forward in The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus, gives God all Glory and
always says ‘yes Lord.’ RECEIVING CHRIST IS THE HIGHEST UPPER LEVEL EXPERIENCE.
 Free from medical pharmaceutical dependence
We have professionals that destroy other people’s lives with medication because they don’t have the answer, they just
have pills, knife and a bandage. The professionals’ hearts are broken because they want to have the answer for healing
but their hands are tied. Only The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus has the miracle Power to fully cure, the
Power to miracle heal and the Power to miracle deliver. TRY TO BE A TRUE PROFESSIONAL – A CHRIST
DISCIPLE.
 Medical miracle relief
The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus has the Power to miracle cure, heal and deliver. I use it all the time, I put
my hand where I have my problem and say, “Your Miracle Blood and Flesh Lord Jesus, You Demand All Glory and I
say yes.” I go deeper and deeper, then receive peace, the pain leaves me and, or I receive miracle deliverance.
If the pain comes back I must go in deeper than before to get my relief or maybe healing. IT IS REAL, REAL, REAL.
 Medical miracle healing
As I said above, The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus has the Power to miracle cure, heal and deliver.
Holy Spirit Speaks forth healing. Be eligible, move in, receive what Holy Spirit Speaks and be a Christ disciple.
 Miracle relief of all dependences
Through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit Speaking to you, you just became a Christ
disciple. Notice you are FREE! Now go in deeper and deeper and deeper to stay in and receive your directions in your
FREE LIFE, LIVE IT!
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 Miracle peace while unemployed with miracle guidance to provision
This is a state that God controls and you do not. Just repent and make yourself eligible through The Miracle Blood
and Flesh of Lord Jesus His Way and receive the miracle peace of God. Then be sensitive to the directions of Holy
Spirit, just do it and see the results. GOD’S PEACE IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN, HOW CAN IT HAVE
LACK?

 Marriage stability and families living in miracles
Since you have a personal relationship with your spouse, just do what is right by going in The Miracle Blood and
Flesh of Lord Jesus. Then hear Holy Spirit for your relationship with your spouse and other people in your family, do
it precisely and watch miracles take care of everyone in your family. Your family will follow you because it is
working and they want to have what you have that works. RECEIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR FAMILY
GOD’S WAY.
 Holy Spirit guided marriages for the right future in your family
How can you have your spouse love you as God created you to be loved, if you are not a child of God from God’s
Perspective? Then how can you love your spouse as God has made you to love them, if you have not been spiritually
and physically equipped in your heart, mind, body, soul and strength. Through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord
Jesus, Holy Spirit will Speak to you about God’s child, ‘your spouse to be or not to be.’ When you want your spouse
to have the best of the best, then you would have to have the best of the best in you for them to receive the best of the
best. Because Holy Spirit Will Answer His Will, His Way and from His Perspective. YOU KNOW THIS.
 Miracle solutions for the present: provision, direction, deliverance, protection, transformation for the
future and deliverance from the past
Only through The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus are you eligible to rightfully receive. Personally, I like the
rightful eligibility, because God’s Eyes are on me. I ask from my heart His Ways and that materializes His Way. I
wait and I wait in and with His peace and then I have His peace and His Ways. THEY ARE IN MY LIFE, IT IS JUST
FOR THE RECEVER OF WHO IS RECEIVING AND WHO WILL RECEIVE.
 Right solutions for all personal problems
When I go in with The Lord’s eligibility and His Ways for His solutions and my eyes and heart are on His solutions,
problems just dissolve. Know that if you don’t make a problem, you don’t have a problem, just a relationship with
Holy Spirit and The Miracle Blood and Flesh of Lord Jesus that holds solutions. Then problems just dissolve before
they get to you. THIS IS A CHILD OF GOD and A CHRIST DISCIPLE, RECEIVE ALL OF IT.
 God’s Peace is the miracle state of “be still and know I Am God.”
Before Holy Spirit Speaks, God’s Peace Initiated and made what was being Spoken come to pass before it was even
Spoken. There is no time in God. That is Heaven today, be in it and receive it. This is Faith.
BEFORE TIME, DESTINY WAS.

“Seek My Heart and Face first and All other will be given to you My Way”
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DWELLING PLACE “OPEN HEAVEN WORSHIP CENTER” and RHEMA SCHOOL
16890 HWY 14 MOJAVE, CA. 93501
WORSHIP TIMES: WEDNESDAYS 9:00 A.M. SUNDAYS 10:00 A.M.

or personally get involved at OPENHEAVENWORSHIPCENTER.COM
for transformation or intimate revival meetings call 1-661-754-1009
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